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leap, Going Ahead, Where Forever Begins,

Ed�oral Note

If you can dream – and not make dreams your master;
If you can think – and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings – nor lose the common touch,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it.
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Dr. Kekuchol Pusa
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Literary Day 
The World in Words, Annual Sports Meet
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Narola Chuba

from the Vice Principal

Meage
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Dr. Kewepfuzu Lohe

Meage
from the Vice Principal
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- Proverbs 3:6

Kedo Peseyie

Tamreimung Chüsi

Bleings
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Sangbolong Jamir
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Baptist College Fellowship Team Outgoing Members

Meage
from the outgoing BCF President
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Being the class representative (CR) has taught me to 
learn new things like leadership quality, which helped 
me mould my personality and also develop a sense of 
responsibility towards others. Serving as the CR was 
indeed an immense pleasure. And also my appreciation   
to the male CR, Mr. Avituo Seyie for helping me out and 
making works easier. Thanks to my classmates for the 

great support. It’s all because of the great teamwork that made everything 
possible.

- Khruvelu Vese
  History Department

The responsibility of being the class representative 
was also a learning platform for me, and no doubt 
it was such a good experience and has molded my 
personality. Thank you all, my good fellow mates for 
your support, cooperation and believing in me. Also 
I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to all the 

teaching faculties for being my source of knowledge and motivation. You 
all have provided me quality education, with which I feel proud of myself, 
and I shall cherish it for the rest of my life.
Long live, Baptist College.

- Gotatu Thurr
  Sociology Department

from the Outgoing Class Representatives

My dear batch of 2019-2022, we have come a long way 
experiencing the odds of life, the ‘Covid Batch.’ But that 
has not ruined our friendship. I deeply regret that we 
couldn’t spend much time together. Nevertheless, I will 
cherish each and every minute of our stay in the college. 
I will miss your stories, laughter, jokes, kindness, out of 

the box ideas, classroom fellowship and lastly I will miss all of you. I hope 
this is not the end but the start of a new journey. I pray for everyone a good 
life and best wishes for the journey ahead of you. Hoping to hear soon 
that some of you have become the CEO, the president, a minister, a good 
housewife, a loving husband, or even a ‘gunda.’ Jokes apart, I wish you all 

everyone. Thank you all.

- Avituo Seyie
  History Department.

As days passed, we did not realize how much time 
we spent together. But with the beginning of our 
new journey let’s all hope we live meaningful lives.

- Eyilobeni Ngullie
  Commerce Department

The time we enjoyed wasting, was not time wasted.

- Pongethe Sangtam
  Commerce Department

Meage
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With sincere gratitude, I would like to thank you 
all for giving me the privilege to be the class 
representative. I would also like to acknowledge 
all the lecturers and the Principal who have been 
resolute in their efforts towards teaching us and 
molding us. And also to my dear mates for always 
being supportive and cooperative.

College life is one of the most memorable years of one’s life. It is 
entirely different from school life. It exposes us to new experiences 
and things that we were not familiar earlier. College life is that 
milestone in our journey which teaches us how to live our lives 
meaningfully. I will always be grateful to our institution where we 
spent the most formative period of our lives. 

- Vilina K. Ayemi
  General  DepartmentBaptist College gave me a platform that I will always 

cherish. It has provided me a wonderful environment and 

at Baptist College was one of the best periods of my life. 
These three years were like three days. I made friendship, 
gained experience and created many memories. My days 

here are precious memories of fun, activity and enjoyment.

I will cherish all the wonderful memories we had together. And my best wishes 
to all of you. To my teachers, thank you for providing me with all the knowledge 
and moral support I need, to face my future. Choosing Baptist College was the 
best decision I made. My biggest lesson has been learned in the college and I 
will cherish every moment spent here. I am so grateful to be a student of Baptist 
College.

- Menuolhoulie Rupreo
 General Department

Hi all, I know life will be so much different from now on, 
reality will strike us real soon but I tell you, you are much 
more than the problems and circumstances that you’ll 
be facing. Just believe in yourself because if you don’t, 
who will? Stay healthy, stay strong and give your best in 

A big thank you to my batch mates and my lecturers for believing in me. Being 
a class representative, I have had great experiences and I learned so much 
from it. Thank you, Baptist College for making my three years stay a fruitful one.

Adieu, Baptist College.
- Neikuovonuo Sopfü

  Sociology Department

Dear mates,

My three years journey with you all has been a
memorable one. We all have different ambitions 
in life. I hope and pray that we all succeed in our 
own ways of life. When we meet again someday, 
let’s meet as someone successful in life. Let’s 
be more serious with our lives. Ending with a 
quotation by Osho, “Existence wants you to be you.”

- Alikali Chishi
  English Department
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It was a good experience and opportunity for me 
to hold the post of the female class representative 

through another level of experience, never like 
before. I thank all my fellow classmates for your 
kind support and co-operation during our short 

stay in the college. I am so grateful to all the lecturers who helped 

dear classmates and lecturers.

God bless Baptist College.
- Bemang E.

Political Science Department 

I take this time to thank my lecturers and my classmates 
for believing in me and being so supportive in every 
aspect of my life. This privilege given to me to be the class 
representative has molded and shaped me into a better 
version of myself. I couldn’t ask for more. Thank you for 
being amazing classmates and for always having my back.

Blessing you all with this verse:
1st Timothy 6:12:
which you were called  and about which you made the good confession in the 
presence of many witnesses.”
Long live batch of 2022.

- Wekehete-u Thopi
  Sechü Campus

As you set out on life’s road unsure of which path to choose, 
the most important thing you can do is to be true to yourself. 
Always remember who you are in moments of struggle and 
fear. Never forget or give up on the hopes and dreams you 
hold dear. There will be setbacks, rejections and moments 
of failure too, but you must overcome any frustration to 
achieve the potential in you. Don’t forget to smile, or laugh, 

or to live in the present no matter where life takes you. Make every memory 
pleasant. As you travel along your journey, know that you’re never alone. Giving 
up is easy when your dream seems too far away. Life is full of obstacles. But no 
matter what the challenges, faith will get you through it. So never quit believing, 
just remember that you can do It. Be the best that you can be. Pursue your 
goals persistently. Make your fondest dreams come true.

And most of all believe in you. You have overcome where many would fall. Your 
strength and endurance are apparent. Your love, joy and faith are wonderful to 
behold.

- Rokovituo Rino
  Sechü Campus

You must not fear. Fear is the killer of minds. Fear 
is the little death that brings total destruction in 
your life. Living with fear is to die while you live.

- Vikehietuo Chase
  Political Science Department

Cheers mates, we’ve got some synergy. But it’s 
time to go our separate ways. Let your faith be 
mightier than your doubts and fears. Focus on 
your actions, decision and your life. Ace, you got 
this.

- Mulekhoyi Keyho
  English Department
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TEACHING STAFF WITH THE PRINCIPAL & VICE- PRINCIPAL, KOHIMA CAMPUS

Left to right (Sitting)
Mrs. Angel Meru, Ms. Menuhole Savi, Ms. Kethosenuo Kesiezie, Dr. Avele Thirah, Dr. Mhabeni Ezung, Mrs. Narola Chuba, Dr. Kekuchol Pusa, 
Ms. Sevolü Chüzho, Dr. Tsenbeni, Ms. Naro Jamir, Ms. Asola C. Jamir, Dr. Sentinaro.

Left to right (Standing)
Mr. K. Dominic Thaprü, Mr. Chubutse Naro, Mr. L. Thsidelong Rüdy, Mr. Asilie Rürhia, Mr. Seyiesilie Vüprü, Mr. Vincent Kent, Dr. Sasi Kumar, 
Dr. S.K Pandey, Mr. Kenivi Yhoshü, Mr. Kezhalelhou Zatsu.
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Dr. Kekuchol Pusa

Mr. Rokovikho T. Solo
Ms. Ruuzono Puzieu
Mr. Kevikruta Vielie

Mr. Chitatu, Caretaker
Mr. Neinguto Yakhro, Peon
Mrs. Seema Ghosh, Peon-cum-Sweeper
Mr. Kekhriesilie Kelio, Driver

Mrs. Angel Meru
Mr. Puran Thapa

Mrs. Narola Chuba

NON TEACHING STAFF WITH THE PRINCIPAL & VICE- PRINCIPAL, KOHIMA CAMPUS
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Left to right (Sitting)
Ms. Kethosenuo Medoze, Ms. Loly Chophi, Ms. Süvilü Venuh, Ms. Megosieno Mor, Ms. Veshetsülü Rüho, Ms. Rüülhou-ü Mere

Left to right (Standing)
Mr. Neisengulie Suohumvü, Dr. Kewepfuzu Lohe, Mr. K. Peter Maram

TEACHING STAFF WITH THE VICE-PRINCIPAL, SECHÜ-ZUBZA CAMPUS
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Dr. Kewepfuzu Lohe

Mr. Lal Bahadur , Mr. Thinovikho Nipu 
Ms. A. Achi Konyak , Mr. Powan Lama 
Mr. Nourheleto Nipu 

Ms. Thejano Krose

Mr. Uzhovilie Pienyü

NON TEACHING STAFF AND THE VICE-PRINCIPAL, SECHÜ-ZUBZA CAMPUS
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Commerce
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Dr. Sanjay Kumar Pandey

Meage
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Name : Aman Kumar Gupta
Roll No. : 1
Contact # : 8837485527
Email : amankumargupta261@gmail.com

Name : Eyilobeni Ngullie
Roll No. : 5
Contact # : 6009836372
Email : eyilobeningullie3@gmail.com

Name : Anükho Yhobu
Roll No. : 2
Contact # : 9774627699
Email : anukhoyhobu90@gmail.com

Name : Jyoti Kumari Sharma
Roll No. : 6
Contact # : 8415961990
Email : jyotikum343@gmail.com

Name : Anu Kumari
Roll No. : 3
Contact # : 6009053731
Email : anunusa951@gmail.com

Name : Marshavenai Rapaobamai
Roll No. : 7
Contact # : 7005087116
Email : marsharapaobamai@gmail.com

Name : Asenlo Kath
Roll No. : 4
Contact # : 8794260237
Email : asenlokath19@gmail.com

Name : Meyisenla W. Jamir
Roll No. : 8
Contact # : 7005738709
Email : asenjamir9876@gmail.com
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Name : Neimenuo Rio
Roll No. : 9
Contact # : 7630946400
Email : neimenuomemerio@gmail.com

Name : Pongethe Sangtam
Roll No. : 13
Contact # : 9366776145
Email : pongethesangtam@gmail.com

Name : Noami Kent
Roll No. : 10
Contact # : 9612252366
Email : kentnoami@gmail.com

Name : Raj Kumar
Roll No. : 14
Contact # : 8794061585
Email : rajkumarjaizzwal@gmail.com

Name : Nuveo Medeo
Roll No. : 11
Contact # : 9856402867
Email : mnuveo@gmail.com

Name : Shongmao K. Khiamniungan
Roll No. : 15
Contact # : 8974028885
Email : shongmaokkhiamz@gmail.com

Name : Nuzhienuo Kire
Roll No. : 12
Contact # : 9774214376
Email : kirenuzhienuo@gmail.com

Name : Sunita
Roll No. : 16
Contact # : 9863439775
Email : Sunitabhasyal@gmail.com
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Name : Venükulü Lohe
Roll No. : 17
Contact # : 7421074933
Email : ankulohe302@gmail.com

Name : Lieviepe Meche
Roll No. : 21
Contact # : 9366148933
Email : lieviepe.koza67@gmail.com

Name : Vilasiehu Solo
Roll No. : 18
Contact # : 9366882763
Email : vilasiehu.solo@gmail.com

Name : Moses Yimchunger
Roll No. : 19
Contact # : 8837436883
Email : mosesbtg@gmail.com

Name : Keneino Luho
Roll No. : 20
Contact # : 9862029573
Email : keneinoluho@gmail.com

“

Graduation
is the first step of the next chapter

of your life.
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~ My lecturers. - Moses Yimchunger

~ Dad. - Asenlo Kath

~ My Dad. - Noami Kent

~ My eldest brother. - Eyilobeni Ngullie

~ Mother. - Anu Kumari

~ My mom. - Jyoti Kumari Sharma

~ My Mother. - Marshavenai Rapaobamai

~ My Dad. - Neimenuo Rio

~ My Dad. - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan

~ My Mom. - Keneino Lüho

~ Someone who inspired me to become a better version of myself would be my best 
friend. She is dedicated, calm, gives a helping hand to the less fortunate and I’d like 
others to read a similar story when they look at my life. - Venükulü Lohe

~ My friend, Neelam. - Raj Kumar

~ My parents inspired me a lot as they taught me to always work hard and never give 
up to achieve my goals. - Meyisenla Jamir

~ My parents are the inspiration of my life. They always support me.
 - Nuzhienuo Kire

~ Dr.  Avele. - Vilasiehu Solo

~ My Parents and teachers are the ones who inspired and motivated me.
   - Aman Kumar Gupta

~ William Shakespeare. - Nuveo Medeo

The one person who has inspired you to 
become a better version of yourself?

~ Not good for our future. - Moses Yimchunger

~ It’s neutral, neither good nor bad. - Asenlo Kath

~ We got good grades with zero knowledge. - Noami Kent

~ Not good for future. - Anu Kumari

   job as one is not properly equipped with the right knowledge and information.
   - Jyoti Kumari Sharma

~ Graduating with a series of online exams is fun until we realise that it doesn’t
   have much to offer the students in terms of their career. - Sunita

~ Good grades with zero knowledge. - Neimenuo Rio

~ Securing better marks without learning anything. - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan

~ Graduating without learning anything. - Venükulü Lohe

~ We missed out on quality education. - Raj Kumar 

- Anükho Yhobü

Your opinion on graduating with a series of 
online exams?

~ I would like to come back as Dr. S. K. Pandey. - Pongethe Sangtam

~ If I get to join Baptist college as a lecturer, I would like to come back as Ms. Kethosenuo 

Kesiezie  who is smart, friendly, easy to approach, gives her best to make us understand 

the lessons and not forgetting how pretty and precious she is to the Commerce 

department. - Noami Kent

If you get a chance to come back to Baptist 

College, who would you like to come back as?

Senior Year Entries
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~ I have a big crush on a guy from English department, 6th semester, who is one of the 
kindest person, the smartest, the cutest and he is weird sometimes and that’s what 
makes me fall for him every day. - Noami Kent

~ My crush is no longer here. I miss him. - Neimenuo Rio

~ I regret for choosing a college that’s more into exam oriented activities but not so 

really good at. - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan

~ No crush so no confession. - Venükulü Lohe

~ I made great memories and learnt many things. Thanking everyone. Long live Baptist 
College! - Nuveo Medeo

~ I ask forgiveness to all my lecturers for my mistakes and misbehavior. - Anükho Yhobü

Any confession you would like to make before 
you leave the college?

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as Dr. Avele 
because she is like a mother to me. - Eyilobeni Ngullie

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as Dr. Avele. 
- Jyoti Kumari Sharma

~ I would like to come back as  Sir Kezhalelhou Zatsu. - Neimenuo Rio

~ If I ever get a chance to come back to Baptist College as a lecturer, I’d love to 
come back as Dr. Avele as she is the one lecturer that helps and supports the 
students in indentifying their talents. - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan

~ If I get a chance to come back as a lecturer to Baptist College, I would like to 
come back as all the lecturers of Commerce department. I can’t choose any one 
in particular because all of them are my favorite. All have inspired me through 
their unique teaching methods and personalities. I want to be like them, to teach 

Nuzhienuo Kire

~ I would like to come back as the Principal. - Nuveo Medeo

~ I would like to come back as myself, the best version of myself. - Anükho Yhobü
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~ Cost Accounting because I know this subject will help me a lot in the future.
   - Pongethe Sangtam

~ Business Studies. - Asenlo Kath

~ I would say it’s Cost Accounting because I want to be an Accountant in future. - Noami Kent

~ Management Course because I would like to run my own business. - Eyilobeni Ngullie

~ Business Statistics because it will help in my further studies. - Anu Kumari 

~ Financial Accounting, because this subject plays an important role in the banking and 
economic sector. - Jyoti Kumari Sharma

~ Financial Accounting because it will help me to achieve my goal. - Nuzhienuo Kire

~ Accountancy because my aim in life is to become an accountant. - Anükho Yhobü

Which subject do you think prepares you 
the most for life after college? Why?“I will always remember....”

~ Ms. Kethosenuo for the scolding I got for the whole period and writing imposition

without sleeping, not because I failed but because I got only pass mark.

   - Noami Kent

~ Writing imposition twenty times for each question in 5th semester.

- Eyilobeni Ngullie

~ Baptist College. - Anu Kumari

~ My dear mates and lecturers. - Sunita

~ Writing imposition without getting proper sleep when I was in the 5th semester. 

   - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan

- Keneino Lüho

had the best and most unforgettable experiences there. - Venükulü Lohe

- Meyisenla Jamir

~ That one friend who always sleeps as soon as the class starts-the one who calls 

me ‘Bae’. That one person who hits us without any reason and is always busy in 

her own world. - Nuzhienuo Kire 

~ My lecturers and friends. - Lieviepe Meche

~ All my classmates. Even as the years go by and my hair turns grey, I will cherish 

all the good old memories. - Nuveo Medeo

~ My lecturers who taught me to become a better person. - Anükho Yhobü

~ I remember when I was in the 1st semester, my friends and I disturbed the whole college 
building by screaming so loud. We didn’t realize the Vice-Principal approaching as we 
were dancing along with the song. We got a good scolding as expected. After that 
incident we named ourselves Shava -Shava. - Noami Kent

~ The day we got scolding from the Vice-Principal for dancing and singing so loudly during 
class hours. Only the Shava -Shava girls know about it. - Neimenuo Rio

~ Walking out of the class when the class was going on. - Raj Kumar

~ Writing imposition in the  5th semester. - Meyisenla Jamir

~ An incident I will never forget are the programs  conducted outdoors  under the scorching 
sun without even a bottle of drinking water - Anükho Yhobü

An incident you will never forget?
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~ Co-curricular activities other than academics. - Asenlo Kath

~ The devotional services since Commerce department never have free classes, we make 

use of the time for devotional services to spend time with our friends. - Noami Kent

~ Attending regular classes because of the pandemic. - Anu Kumari
Sunita

~ Missing out on having lunch with my girl friends due to heavy class schedule.

   - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan

~ Being in my comfort zone and neglecting the college activities. - Venükulü Lohe

~ Bunking classes. - Raj Kumar

~ Devotional services. - Nuzhienuo Kire

~ Enjoyment in the college. - Lieviepe Meche

~ Not making enough memories with friends and the lecturers. - Aman Kumar Gupta

~ Devotional services. - Anükho Yhobü

In your stay in Baptist College what have you 

missed out the most?

~ Wearing uniforms should be made compulsory, whether it is summer or winter.    - Noami Kent
~ Providing a suggestion box just for the sake of  it without taking any action is of no use .   - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan
~ The election of the members of the Student Council should be open to all the students.   - Keneino Lüho
~ Election to the post of the student council should be open to all. - Meyisenla Jamir~ The college rules should be followed strictly and not partially. - Anükho Yhobü

A rule of the College you would like to amend.

~ The college should have an auditorium. - Pongethe Sangtam
~ A bigger library because when in need of books, it is not available.   - Asenlo Kath
~ I would want the college to come up with smart classrooms. - Noami Kent
~ To provide computer courses to the students. - Jyoti Kumari Sharma

Marshavenai Rapaobamai
~ Smart classrooms. - Sunita
~ To provide more books in the library, projector in the classrooms to assist the students to learn better and also to include at least one computer class in the routine for Commerce students. - Shongmao K. Khiamniungan
~ College canteen. - Keneino Lüho
~ Latest books in the library, transport facilities and an auditorium.   - Venükulü Lohe 
~ Bus facility. - Raj Kumar
~ Smart classrooms. - Meyisenla Jamir
~ Smart classrooms. - Nuzhienuo Kire
~ To introduce more advance technological facilities. - Vilasiehu Solo 
~ Better sanitation, and to provide facilities like ceiling fans, computers and projectors in the classes. - Aman Kumar Gupta

community.  - Nuveo Medeo
~ Smart classrooms. - Anükho Yhobü

In your opinion, what facilities should 
the College come up in the future?
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‘Happy   Journey.’
We are now on a ship that will be sailing on to new voyages of opportunities. 
May good luck and success be on our side. And when we recall the memories 
we made, they will make us laugh. As you step further into the world, I pray 
that you will cherish and remember the moments we spent in the college.

Wish you all a happy journey!

 - Nuveo Medeo

My mates,

“How I miss my higher secondary days.” When we were in the second year 
we said, “college life is so boring because of the pandemic.” Now in the third 
year everyone is sad and worried that our college life is ending soon. The 
countdown has begun and we all long to make more memories but life is going 
to be different from now and we will miss the friendship and memories that we 
made here together.

Never thought our friendship will turn into a family-love. The memories we 
created together like bunking classes, drinking coffee, eating chana inside 
the class, taking advantage of wearing mask and chewing the whole period, 
teasing each other when we see our crush, skipping devotional services, 
making plans not to attend Saturday classes, writing impositions without 
sleeping etc. Happy times come and go but memories last forever.

During these three years of studying together, we laughed, cried, fought and 
studied together which will be deeply missed. Thank you all for making my 
short journey a blissful, fun and a memorable one. Thank you for making my 
life so much brighter and for adding colors in my life. We are indeed a small 
but happy family. You will all be deeply missed!

- Noami Kent

“College Life”
Three years of memories come back and the day appear to be dull and sad.

There will be no sense of duty and fear of lecturers, no more going to the 
library during the spare time, no friends to hang out with, no taking photograph, 
no functions to attend, tours, no sports week and college activities and no 
more setting of alarm for classes. Everything seems to have ended and how 
I wish to reverse back time. But I’m glad that the college has given me ample 
opportunities to experience all these. And, I am indeed grateful and thankful 
for everything.

- Nuzhienuo Kire

Arti
cles

Articles
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Dear friends,

Goodbyes are the hardest thing to say especially if we are all going our separate ways.
I have met you all at different stages in my life and have made countless memories together!
 And now the time has come to bid farewell.
You all have impacted my life for the better and I’m going to cherish all the memories we made.
May we all succeed in our lives.

- Nuzhienuo Kire

“Daily Dialogues of our
Department Lecturers”
Dr. Pandey :  
“Bacha Khan kesa hai?”
“Where is your leave note?”
“Come, I said, come and stand here fast.”

Sir Kezha :
“ I think today we will stop from here, remaining we will continue in the next class.”

Dr. Avele :  
“Turn to page 10, question no. 26 ,27,28 ,40, 42. Do this homework and come I will collect and 
check your notebook.”

Ms. Ketho : 
“Did you guys understand what I just explained or am I speaking too fast?”

Ms. Sevolü :
“I think you got my point, right? Do you guys understand what I am explaining?”

- Eyilobeni Ngullie

“Farewell”
I really enjoyed my college life.
I really enjoyed my days.
Those days were awesome.
I want you all to know that it’s been an honor being your friend
Who cured my fears and helped me when I stumbled.
Thank you all for being an inspiration.
Farewell to you all.
May you live happy.
Long live Commerce department.

- Keneinuo Luho

“ Ashkim”
In my dream you are holding me in the mould of your frame
The sheets rising and falling to the song of your breath. 
As the sunlight paints itself upon my cheek
I feel the rays within myself - sunshine I strive to be.

- Raj kumar
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Message:
Sometimes all you need is for someone 
to be there for you, even if they can’t 
solve your problems. Just knowing there 
is someone who cares can make all the 
difference.

- Raj Kumar

“Be focused on the present, be alert for 
the future events and be patient for great 
things to take place.” 

- Moses Yimchunger

“College Days” 
Days pass by, friends are gone.
A part of my life has ended.
No more sleepy classes, no more gossip,
No more jokes,
And stupid talks.
Oh! Those were the college days.

Things have changed now.
The seasons are never the same,
No more copying assignments,
No more tests, no more struggling
on the last day of exam, no more sleepless nights.
Oh! Those were the college days.

The sky remains the same 
but the clouds are always changing.
No more crushes, no more bunking classes,
No more visiting the library,
And no more looking at
the love birds in the corners.
Oh! Those were the college days.

- Pongethe Sangtam

Quotes:
“You may never know what will happen 
tomorrow, so make the best use of today.”

- Jyoti Kumari

“You are beautiful.”
In every way, you are beautiful;
Your soul and your spirit,
Your brilliant body,
And all the wonders within it.
Your heart is full of love,
Your mind is full of care,
Your eyes is full of tears
Your lungs is full of pride,
Your brain is full of questions
Your hands are full of comfort,
You are a miracle,
So don’t change yourself for others.
You are beautiful the way you are.
And it’s your life, so don’t spoil it for the happiness 
of others.
You are beautiful just the way you are.
And always be proud of yourself!
And please be happy because we live just once.
Your are a fool if you spoil your life for others. 
So be who you are, You are beautiful just the way 
you are.

- Jyoti Kumari
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Dear seniors,

- Neelam Thakur

- Priya Kumari

- Neimhelo-ü Lasuh

happiness,

- Chekhro Kromi & Monoj Tamang

4th

Juniors
Meage
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English
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Dr. Sentinaro, Ms. Asola C. Jamir, Dr. Tsenbeni, Mr. Kenivi Yhoshü
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Go Ahead, Where 
Forever Begins, 

Dr. Sentinaro
HOD, Department of English.

Meage
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Name : Akolie
Roll No. : 1
Contact # : 9402876601
Email : echaoakolie@gmail.com

Name : Hetokhu Sheqi
Roll No. : 5
Contact # : 8787792359
Email : hetokhusheqi7862@gmail.com

Name : Alikali K. Chishi
Roll No. : 2
Contact # : 9774798565
Email : chishialikali@gmail.com

Name : Heurangwamlie
Roll No. : 6
Contact # : 8413965245
Email : arangdiswang1109@gamil.com

Name : C. Alumdi Sangtam
Roll No. : 3
Contact # : 8787430053
Email : tsalijingz7@gmail.com

Name : Hitokali Yeptho
Roll No. : 7
Contact # : 9383085237
Email : hitokaliyeptho5@gmail.com

Name : Chutatu Thurr
Roll No. : 4
Contact # : 8415002971
Email : chutatuthurr14@gmail.com

Name : Imliyanger Lemtor
Roll No. : 8
Contact # : 9089865578
Email : cgyanger@gmail.com
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Name : Imtisunep Longkumer
Roll No. : 9
Contact # : 8731836671
Email : longkumersunep156@gmail.com

Name : Kevimengu Solo
Roll No. : 13
Contact # : 7629847270
Email : kevimengu5@gmail.com

Name : J. Ngunnon
Roll No. : 10
Contact # : 8730805886
Email : juliankonyak19366@gmail.com

Name : Kongsushe W. Thongliu
Roll No. : 14
Contact # : 6009376534
Email : thongliukongsushe@gmail.com

Name : Kekhrieseno Mekro
Roll No. : 11
Contact # : 9615932958
Email : kekhriesenomekro@gmail.com

Name : Limatoshi Longkumer
Roll No. : 15
Contact # : 8787848050
Email : limatoshi10@gmail.com

Name : Kenriakle
Roll No. : 12
Contact # : 9862385154
Email : kenriaklezeliang@gmail.com

Name : Limei
Roll No. : 16
Contact # : 9366723303
Email : auchingphom@gmail.com
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Name : Litang Konyak
Roll No. : 17
Contact # : 7085876362
Email : litangkonyak4@gmail.com

Name : Mulekhoyi Keyho
Roll No. : 21
Contact # : 9366743097
Email : mulekhoyikeyho@gmail.com

Name : Lochumbeni K. Humtsoe
Roll No. : 18
Contact # : 7630951066
Email : lochumbenik@gmail.com

Name : Neiphretuonuo
Roll No. : 22
Contact # : 8259895508
Email : neiphretuonuov@gmail.com

Name : Longkoi M.
Roll No. : 19
Contact # : 8414984262
Email : longkoilam47@gmail.com

Name : Ngipsha W. Konyak
Roll No. : 23
Contact # : 9612781307
Email : ngipsha9612@gmail.com

Name : Mercy Rose Konyak
Roll No. : 20
Contact # : 7627935776
Email : mercyrosekonyak2001@gmail.com

Name : Nounelhounuo Dzüvichü
Roll No. : 24
Contact # : 6909146277
Email : nounedzuvi@gmail.com
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Name : Renchano Agnes
Roll No. : 25
Contact # : 8798029548
Email : agnesrenchano@gmail.com

Name : Seyiekhrienuo Pfukha
Roll No. : 29
Contact # : 9089188966
Email : sejinseyie@gmail.com

Name : Rongsang Jingtshiri
Roll No. : 26
Contact # : 6909027233
Email : rongsangjingtshiri@gmail.com

Name : Sie�chu
Roll No. : 30
Contact # : 9366023526
Email : sie�chujourey@gmail.com

Name : Rutlungbe
Roll No. : 27
Contact # : 9378086602
Email : rutlung2019@gmail.com

Name : Sotsula A. Yimchunger
Roll No. : 31
Contact # : 9366273703
Email : sotsulaayimchunger@gmail.com

Name : Sanglenungla A. Chang
Roll No. : 28
Contact # : 7085994773
Email : sanglee2104@gmail.com

Name : Teisovinuo Solo
Roll No. : 32
Contact # : 8259009793
Email : solo.amunet123@gmail.com
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Name : Thejongozo Theyo
Roll No. : 33
Contact # : 6009178397
Email : ajozotheyo546@gmail.com

Name : Vingusienuo Zenyü-u
Roll No. : 37
Contact # : 8798191845
Email : vinguzenyii@gmail.com

Name : Thepfukielie Lohe
Roll No. : 34
Contact # : 7005757215
Email : afukie@gmail.com

Name : Vizohunuo Sanchu
Roll No. : 38
Contact # : 9612639239
Email : vizohunuosanchu@gmail.com

Name : Vebutolü Nyekha
Roll No. : 35
Contact # : 9612166133
Email : blessinyekha9@gmail.com

Name : Y. Wanpo Konyak
Roll No. : 39
Contact # : 7005495483
Email : wanpokonyak90@gmail.com

Name : Vetülü Thülüo
Roll No. : 36
Contact # : 8794832932
Email : vetuluthuluo@gmail.com

Name : Zachamo Tsopoe
Roll No. : 40
Contact # : 9612421558
Email : azaniniks@gmail.com

Name : Mezüteü K. Mero
Roll No. : 41
Contact # : 9366224153
Email : tetekm3ro@gmail.com

Don’t live someone else’s dream, find your own.
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The one person who has inspired you to become a better version of yourself?
~ There are many people who inspired me in many ways. But the one person who 

inspired me greatly to become a better version of myself is the “Old Me.”
- Limatoshi Longkumer

~ My friend, Noami Kent. - Alikali K. Chishi

~ My grandmother and my aunt. They are my biggest inspiration to become a better 
version of myself. - Sanglenungla A. Chang

~ Not a person per se  but  facing  different situations  and problems which has  helped 
me  to understand the reality of life has made me become a better version of myself. 
- Renchano Agnes

~ My parents. - Vetülü Thülüo

~ My inspirations are the challenges of my life. Life teaches us that in every situation one
should never give up, we have to stand strong and face the problems.
- Zachamo Tsopoe

~ Sir. Thsidelong Rüdy is a great lecturer and he has inspired me to maintain a positive 
attitude to life. He not only teaches the students from the syllabus but also instill in us 
morals and values about life, family, and one’s responsibilities. - Vizohunuo Sanchu

~ A mentor, who is none other than the ‘Holy spirit’, is the one that has led me to the right 
path of becoming a better version of myself. - Limei

~ Naruto. - Kekhrieseno Mekro

~ My father has inspired me to become a better version of myself. I patterned my life 
after him. He is my go to person for anything and everything in life. He is my guide, 
my source of strength and support. He has molded me into the person I am today.
- Lochumbeni K. Humtsoe

~ I guess it would be, “ Me, myself and I.” - Rongsang Jingtshiri

~ Jesus. - Vingusienuo Zenyü-u

~ My dad has always been my biggest inspiration because he taught me the true essence 
of life. But as the saying goes, “there is always a woman behind every successful 
man,” I would like to say that my mom has also played equal part in inspiring me to 
become a better version of myself. - Imtisunep Longkumer

~ The greatest motivation in my life, is in all honesty my family. I have high respect for 
my dad. He is the person who has raised me from my adolescence. His character 
traits like dedication, patience and compassion inspires me a great deal.

   - Hetokhu Sheqi

~ Johnny Depp  and Jim Carrey inspired me to become a better version of myself.
- Mulekhoyi Keyho

Senior Year Entries
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Your opinion on graduating with 
a series of online exams?
~ Series of online examinations really made me bored and lazy. I don’t know what I’ve 

studied or have written during the past exams. But I’m sure, 6th semester’s exam 

pursuing my higher studies. - Limatoshi Longkumer

- C. Alumdi Sangtam

~ Online exams sure have made me lazy and I feel it has affected my grades. It 
made me realize not to take  things lightly. - Renchano Agnes

- Mezüteü K. Mero

~ It is a great loss as we gained nothing from the online classes. We acquired the 
degree but not the education and knowledge required. - Vetülü Thülüo

~ Online exams have greatly deteriorated the quality of education. I don’t want to be 
looked upon as an ‘online graduate.’ I want to show that I have been through the 
same rigorous educational challenges as in the Covid days.

   - Lochumbeni K. Humtsoe

~ Graduating with a series of online exam has made me realize that we have not 
learnt anything. - Vingusienuo Zenyü-u

~ I think what’s really important here is what you’ve gained and learned despite the 
situation So, though  we took  a series of online exams I am happy that I have done 
my duty as a student and I can proudly say that I have acquired  knowledge come 
what may from the entire experience. - Imtisunep Longkumer

~ In my opinion, graduating with a series of online exams is a great disadvantage for 
the students as it has no value. The students have acquired less knowledge than 

Longkoi M.

~ I would like to come back as Sir Kenivi Yhoshü. - Thepfukielie Lohe

- C. Alumdi Sangtam

~ The HOD of English department, Dr. Sentinaro. - Heurangwamlie

~ As an English professor. - Teisovinuo Solo

~ I would like to come back as an English professor. - Kongsushe W. Thongliü

~ Of course, I would like to come back as Assistant Professor, Renchano Agnes.
- Renchano Agnes

~ As the HOD of English department. - Vetülü Thülüo

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would come back as a lecturer 
who will extend full support and impart quality education to my students.

   - Zachamo Tsopoe

~ Sir Chubutse because his teaching is solid and he has a great sense of humour. 
Moreover, he understands the students and maintains friendly relationship 
with them. - Vizohunuo Sanchu

~ I would like to come back as the English HOD or who knows as the Vice 
Principal. - Limei

~ As an English lecturer. - Kekhrieseno Mekro 

~ Dr.Tsenbeni. - Vingusienuo Zenyü-u

~ I would like to come back as Dr. Imtisunep Longkumer of English department.
- Imtisunep Longkumer

~ In the future, if I get the opportunity to come back to Baptist College 
as a lecturer, I would like to be that lecturer who is devoted to his work 
and also, not forgetting someone who understands the problems of 
the students, who will encourage students to prepare themselves for 
the future irrespective of whether they excel or not in their studies 
because at the end of the day, we should be able to make a livelihood.
- Chutatu Thurr

If you get a chance to come back to 
Baptist College, who would you like to 
come back as?
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~ Since my 1st Semester, I got warning for taking more absent leave than other 
classmates and also my admiration for Dr. Sentinaro as a role model.
- Thepfukielie Lohe

~ Dear lecturers of English department, I am very grateful for the best quality education 
you’ve provided me. The three years I’ve spent in Baptist College was never in vain. 
Your dedication and commitment towards molding and shaping me will never be 
forgotten. Please continue to do the same to my juniors. I love you all and will always 
do. Stay healthy. - Limatoshi Longkumer

~ Had a great time in the college. My attendance was very poor compared to others 
but still the college has given me the platform to grow and has supported me in every 
little effort I gave in. Thank you, Baptist College. - C. Alumdi Sangtam

~ My friend has the biggest crush on Sir Seyiesilie from Political Science department.
- Vetülü Thülüo

~ I would like to say that it was a great experience coming to this college and I have 
learned my responsibilities and my duties as a student. - Zachamo Tsopoe

~ I don’t have any confessions to make but I would like to confess something on behalf 
of my dearest friend, Alikali K. Chishi, roll no 2. She has been crushing on Keneinguzo 
for so long but she has no guts to confess it. - Vizohunuo Sanchu

~ Yes, I do! A confession to all the lecturers for not wishing “Good Morning” or “Good 
Afternoon” to them whenever they pass by in the college campus. - Limei

~  I hate to confess but giving last minute information in the college is something I really 
don’t like. - Sotsula A. Yimchunger

~ I would like to confess that there is a girl in Sociology department, 6th semester that I 
really adore and like. - Kevimengu Solo

~ Low key crush on Dr. Sentinaro. - Imtisunep Longkumer

decision as I received quality education here. - Litang Konyak

~ I didn’t attend devotional services regularly and I was not honest in my leave 
applications. - Hetokhu Sheqi

~ I had dinner in the college during preparation for a function for the next day, in which 
I was not even included. - Imliyanger Lemtor

Any confession you would like to make 
before you leave the college?

~ My college life. - 

~ My squad, The Hajmolas also known as The Four Musketeers. And of course, my 
girlfriend Aki. - Kenriakle

~ 1st semester Evangelist camp (2019). - Vetülü Thülüo

~ The time I’ve spent with my loved ones and teachers in the college.
- Zachamo Tsopoe

~ The day Sir Chubutse scolded two girls for talking too much in the class. The two girls are 
known as “chatter box” since they are so talkative. It was so funny since he compared 
them to sales women for the way they talked in the class.
- Vizohunuo Sanchu

~ I will always remember Sir Seyiesilie’s kindness in allowing us to enter the class even if 
 Limei

~ I will always remember the things that I’ve learned and how it has molded me for the
person I am today. All thanks to the teachers who have taught me the valuable lessons 
for life. - Nounelhounuo Dzüvichü

~ The Baptist College family. - Sotsula A. Yimchunger

~ The thrill of rushing to college, to make it on time and entering the class in split second,
right before the lecturer does. - Lochumbeni K. Humtsoe

~ My beautiful classmates, Eden garden and most importantly my crazy friends running for
the last bench. - Rongsang Jingtshiri

~ My lecturers, classmates, Blackies and the Single-Brothers. - Mercy Rose Konyak

~ 2021 BCF camp and the fun we had. - Rutlungbe

~ Being always late for my classes. Would also recall Dr. Sentinaro scolding me, saying 
something like this, “You were sleeping, weren’t you?” - Imtisunep Longkumer

“I will always remember....”

~ I like a girl from General department, 6th semester but I still don’t know her name.
- Thejongozo Theyo

~ My one confession before I leave the college is that I have a crush on the fair lady.
- Chutatu Thurr
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~ My honors paper, English, because it helps me improve my grammar and communication 
skills as I want to become an entrepreneur. - Kenriakle

~ English, because it brings out the better version of ourselves and help us overcome our 
challenges in life.  - Seyiekhrienuo Pfukha

~ Political Science, since I believe it’ll play an important role in my further law studies.
- Teisovinuo Solo

~ Sociology, as it gives us an idea about the society we live in. - Sanglenungla A. Chang

~ Political Science, because it will be helpful for competitive exam in future.
   - Vebutolü Nyekha

~ Sociology, because it has broadened my perspective of society. - Mezüteü K. Mero

~ I feel that English and History are the most important subjects. English is important 
because it improves our communication skills and History gives us information about 
our past. - Zachamo Tsopoe 

~ The non-teaching staffs, helpers, Mr. Puran, aunty’s tea from the stall near the college, teachers and college life. - Imliyanger Lemtor

~ I will always remember every second that I’ve spent with my friends. My other mates think that we are the most silent group but they don’t know how talkative we are, always giggling 
over silly jokes, engaging in conversation through chits in the midst of the class, 11th hour preparation for examination, mocking at our own answers after the exam and running from 
Razhü point so that we don’t get kicked out from Dr. Sentinaro’s class.
- Y. Wanpo Konyak

~ Running up the Baptist High slope to make it on time for classes. - Chutatu Thurr

~ I will always remember being the only student from the class who wrote imposition, “I will not fail in my class test again.” - Mulekhoyi Keyho

Sir Seyie’s smile. - Seyiekhrienuo Pfukha

~ Of course, English. Being a literature student, I aspire to become a writer.
- Nounelhounuo Dzüvichü

~ English, as I dream of becoming a scriptwriter someday. - Kekhrieseno Mekro

~ In my opinion, I would say that English subject is important because it plays a 
vital role in communicating with others. - Neiphretuonuo

~ English, because it will help me through the journey of life. - Akolie

~ For me, English subject prepares me the most for life because I aspire to 

become a teacher. - Longkoi M.

~ English, because it helps me in learning new words. - Thejongozo Theyo

~ Political Science, because it help us to know our rights and duties, public 
administration, public law etc. - Mulekhoyi Keyho

Which subject do you think prepares you the most for life after college? Why?
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An incident you will never forget?
~ When I went to college on an off Saturday. - Thepfukielie Lohe

- Alikali K. Chishi

~ When The Hajmolas
semester after attendance was taken, that was the most daring thing I’ve ever done in 
my life. - Kenriakle

~ 1st anniversary of The Hajmolas, September 12. - Heurangwamlie

~ When I forgot to put on my precious skull ring for college. - Teisovinuo Solo

were having class. That was so embarrassing. - Sanglenungla A. Chang

~ That one time when I lost my phone in the college. - Mezüteü K. Mero

~ Having the guts to wish my senior crush on his birthday. - Vetülü Thülüo

~ The day I sent a wrong text saying “Why so cute?” to the wrong WhatsApp group 
thinking there were no lecturers in the group. - Vizohunuo Sanchu

subject code. - Limei

~ A uniform class timing for all the semesters. - Vetülü Thülüo

~ To discontinue improvement exams. - Vizohunuo Sanchu

~ I wish the college would be stricter in implementing the use of college uniform because 
my favorite black tee-shirt has become grey since I wear it to class almost everday.
- Limei

~ Making it mandatory for students to attend devotional services.
   - Sotsula A. Yimchunger

A rule of the College you would like to amend. ~ Organizing co-curricular activities besides academic activities.
- Lochumbeni K. Humtsoe

~ Wearing of college uniform should be strictly implemented and giving information on 
time. - Rongsang Jingtshiri

~ To strictly prohibit the consumption of tobacco in the college premises.
- Vingusienuo Zenyü-u

~ It’s not actually a rule but I would like to amend the habit of giving last minute notice and
information. - Rutlungbe

~ To introduce compulsory attendance for devotional service. - Akolie

~ I tripped on the wire of the microphone and fell down during college Pre-Christmas 
celebration and broke the heels of my shoe. I reached home bare footed.
- Sotsula A. Yimchunger

~ The surge of embarrassment I felt when I was asked to sit in the front bench for disturbing 
the class after several warning. - Lochumbeni K. Humtsoe

classroom
where everyone was sitting and was staring at us. - Rongsang Jingtshiri

semester. 
- Vingusienuo Zenyü-u 

~ Wishing “Good morning, Sir” without knowing he was a student. - Ngipsha W. Konyak

~ It’s the day when my friends and I bunked the class by jumping out of the window.
- Akolie

~ When I participated in ‘Spelling Bee’ during the College Literary Day, 2020. Sir James 
asked me to spell a word, to which I wanted him to pronounce the word for the second 
time but, instead, I asked him to spell the word. The students laughed at me but I was still 
standing there confounded. - Chutatu Thurr

~ When our department was incharge of the decoration for the  Fresher’s Day and only Sir
James acknowledged us. - Seyiekhrienuo Pfukha
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~ Mirror in girls bathroom and clean drinking water facility. - Seyiekhrienuo Pfukha

~ The college should provide bus service for those students residing far away from 
the college. -

~ The need to have a college canteen in the campus. - Limatoshi Longkumer

~ To provide bus service as most of the colleges out here in Kohima has bus facilities 
including colleges with lesser number of students than our college and I am sure our 
college can also provide the same. - Heurangwamlie

Kongsushe W. Thongliü

~ Introduce music class.  - Vebutolu Nyekha

~ Putting benches outside for students to sit around. - Renchano Agnes

~ Better Wi-Fi facility because in my three years stay in the college I’ve not been able 

to connect to our college Wi-Fi even once. - Vetülü Thülüo

~ Effective and compulsory career guidance and skill development program for every 
student. - Hitokali Yeptho

~ In my opinion, the college should come up with various activities and different clubs 
to learn skills besides book knowledge - J. Ngunnon

~ Sports infrastructure. - Rutlungbe

In your opinion, what facilities should the 
College come up in the future?

In your stay in Baptist College what have you 
missed out the most?
~ Not being able to spend time with my crush. - Alikali K. Chishi

~ I regret being an introvert and not being able to have fun or communicate with new 
people. - Sanglenungla A. Chang

~ Not being able to help my fellow friends as much as I could and not being able to share 
the Gospel. - Limei

~ Lack of interaction with my friends who are in the other departments.
- Nounelhounuo Dzüvichü

~ Missed out almost half of the college days because of the pandemic. - Hitokali Yeptho

~ Not getting to experience college love life which I’ve watched in animes and dramas.
- Kekhrieseno Mekro

~ BCF gospel camp. - Neiphretuonuo

~ Due to the pandemic we missed out our 3rd and 4th semester regular classes.
- Rongsang Jingtshiri

~ Interaction with the lecturers. - Mercy Rose Konyak 

~ In my stay in Baptist College the thing that I have missed out the most is the college 
cultural day. - Ngipsha W. Konyak

~ Not being able to communicate with my lecturers and know them better. - J. Ngunnon

~ I have missed out college outings with my classmates and teachers. - Kevimengu Solo

~ In my stay in the college, I have missed out sports activities and other programs.
- Litang Konyak

~ In my stay at Baptist College I’ve missed out making lots of friends. - Hetokhu Sheqi

~ Not being sociable. - Y. Wanpo Konyak

~ I couldn’t connect well with both my juniors and seniors, as well as with my classmates 
and lecturers. - Mulekhoyi Keyho
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Akolie - Ms. Foodie, Barbie cute. Always ‘NO’ to food. She is beautiful inside out.

Alikali - Ranjit’s bestfriend. She is indecisive and she is the speaker of the class.

C. Alumdi - The songer. Never late for class. Dr. Senti’s best friend and also the tourist 
of the class.

Chutatu - The post- modern early bird who didn’t get the worm. Junior’s secret crush. 
Charlie Puth. Oh sorry! ‘Charlie Thurr.’

Hetokhu - The Amu of the class. Leather jacket.

Heurangwamlie - 
mouth. Always on time.

Hitokali - The local entrepreneur. Crushless! What a lie!! One who always forget things 
and will forget herself one day.

Imliyanger - A sincere person, smart and honest. He wants to serve the ministry.

Imtisunep - The cave man with 36 exes (36 is just a number). Lady killer and Oppa 
material.

J. Ngunnon - 

Kehriesenuo -
give a chance to talk when it’s her turn.

Kenriakle - 

Kevimengu - The silent killer. Expresses his love through anger.

Kongsushe - King Kong, Banana lover. Ariana ‘Gandhi.’ Black moon lover.

Limatoshi - Male nurse and Cardi T. Longkumer. The future William Wordsworth.

Limei - She is known as Michael Jackson. Too innocent who never had a crush on anyone 
as her heart is as hard as stone.

Famous Personalities of
English Department

Litang - She is known as rich girl, mini owner and a very sensitive girl. 

Lochumbeni -
eating.

Longkoi - Tiny girl who never gets fat, always talking about K-drama.

Mercy Rose - Potato of Kongsushe. Dances with belly. A sporty girl. 

Mulekhoyi - Not introvert and silent as he looks. Turns into an “Apple” when he talks to 
any girl and is shy with everyone but also a responsible man, a motivational person and 
ready to try out new things.

Neiphretuonuo - Singer, a dancer and a person full of secrets.

Ngipsha - Fun unlimited girl. Lady Gaga, a chatter box who always depend on others 
especially when it comes to routine.

Nounelhounuo - Always ‘yes’ to food and best friend with toilet. 

Renchano - The most introvert but a real chatty person. A loyal person who will never 
leave you no matter what.

Rongsang - 

Rutlungbe - Adjustable in everything. Girls weakness of other department and brotherly 
zone.

Sanglenungla - Cutest Korean master but diagnosed with laziness.

Seyiekhrienuo - Kinda moon lover. She walks like she will fall down. 

- Sleepy head and a busy man.

Sotsula - A great preacher. A rough and tough lady but friendly to everyone and also an 
all rounder lady.

Teisovinuo - Bish of Blackies group and gothic lover. Her hands and iron is the same. 

Thejongozo - 

Thepfukielie - World to someone. Always has something in the mouth. A boy with long 
hair, baby face and young blood. Mr. Idea man. 

Vebutolü - 

Vetülü - The solution provider to every problem, yet the lovelorn teenager. 

Arti
cles

Articles
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“All the Pain.”
What has happened to our generation?
Why is everyone disheartened?
Thy hearts shattered and minds disturbed.
Why should humanity fall so recklessly? 
We are stuck with sad songs steadily,

We wish to be happy 

Why is it so tough to evoke the good days 
And erase the sadness that stays?
Is anyone even genuinely happy anymore?
‘Happiness’ is all we ask for.

We build-up fake scenarios in head
That makes us feel dead,
Why is everything so tough?
Everything is never enough.

So let’s apologize in our hearts for all the pain
And pray to never feel blue again,
Let’s learn to appreciate the little things 
And avoid the sadness that life brings,
Let go of things you can’t cope
And begin to search for hope.

- Teisovinuo Solo

QUOTES: 
 “Much talking does not make you a leader, better be wise and intelligent.”
- Mercy Rose Konyak

“I think the biggest love we’re all searching for is the love for one’s own self,” by Kim 
Namjoon. - Seyiekhrienuo Pfükha

“Be optimistic and deal with your life positively, for positive trend is the spice of life. 
 Zachamo Tsopoe

“Honesty always triumphs but hard work, dedication, determination and sincerity 
ultimately always pays oneself.” - Kevimengu Solo

Vingusienuo - Sleeping beauty yet with no Prince. Some of the mates never heard her 

Vizohunuo - Miss Baker and always searching for rice. A very economic person who 
will count even a paisa and can survive on an island without any money.

Wanpo - 

Zachamo - Transformer from thin to fat. Daddy cool.

Mezüteü - Photographer of English department and a Fictophilia.

- Contributed by the
English Department, 6th Semseter

My Journey with Them
The batch of 2019, the people with whom I never thought I would spend my college 
years. English department is like customers in the market bargaining for the best price. 
The beginning of the journey was so silent but now it has become a noisy journey. None 
of our opinions are same, everyone is right in their own way but at the end we all agree. 
English is our honors but none speaks in English with our motto, “Let’s start speaking 
in English from today.” We only speak in English to the lecturers when questions are 
asked while the rest of us hide like rats. Everyone is special in their own ways. We 
weren’t serious with each other but tease one another and we mingle only in groups. 
Not all can get along with each other though we are only forty one in number. In this 
journey, some are early before time, some on time and some late for the class. Without 

together. All we have is good memories and photographs and I will forever cherish our 
journey together. 

- Alikali Chishi
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She had the hardest time of her life
nothing felt right nor wrong 
she felt misunderstood, 
devastated and broken. 
she felt there’s no other way
to escape from the pain she endured
 but she tried to stay strong, 
imaginations consumed her, 
do’s and don’ts overwhelmed her
nothing made her happy.

she woke up from her sleep;
a sleep which made her weak.
Not the same she is now,

than she ever was before.

of every size and colors.

Yesterday she was a naïve girl  
but today she’s a sunshine after a heavy rainfall.

- Limatoshi Longkumer

“Pure Drug.”
Therapy was just a name I chased after.
Trust me, I’ve been on my knees.
Broken and wanting to be noticed, I faded away.
No one told me the pure drug to escape from anxiety, depression, stress 
was the voice of my mother.
All I ever needed was my pure drug.
I ceased my worries and smiled.
I believe there’s a chapter of my life yet to be unfolded and to be told with a happy ending. 

- Nounelhounuo Dzüvichü

“A4 Late Meeters.”
Formed the group only in November, 2021.
Never thought they will love me and stay with me.
They truly are a blessing from above!!
Others call four of us a couple,
for we share an extra close friendship bond.
Sarang is the name for Noami Kent,
Cat, Kenny for Keneinguzo Rio,
Cow, Saviour for Chutatu Thurr,
Monkey, Ali for Alikali Chishi.
Will always remember the lines,
“What is this behavior?”
“So unnecessary!”
We roast and challenge each other.
Taking care of each other is out motto.
Having dinner is a must rule.
Four persons but two souls
Speaking rudely to each other,
But honestly speaking,
there is love in the rudeness.
Hug is a must for Noami and Alikali
Being strict is for Kenei and Chutatu.
Noami laughing for nothing, sleepy head.
Alikali staying confused,
will ultimately miss calling
each other names for nothing.
Time spent with each other is very less,
keeping secrets behind our names A4.
You all will be very much missed. 

- Alikali Chishi
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“Our Re� Life”
In this busy and competitive world                                                                                          
do we think about our own self?                                                                               
Success and achievements are the only goals we chase for.                                          
Scared of people’s opinion and remarks,
going ahead to satisfy others.                                                                                                             
When deep inside we know that is not what we want.

In this depressed and lonely world, 

Why people think it’s not serious at all?
Why mock the ill person? Why not comfort them?
We are all not the same,  
different worries and different problems.

Our life is full of challenges and struggles, 

Life is not always a tragedy but if it is, 
try to turn the tragedy into a comedy for once.                                                                               
I hope our road ahead is full of comedy and happiness. 

- Sanglenungla

“Wrong Prediction” 
I thought Baptist College
Would grant narrow opportunities;
Yet, heap of opportunities was rounding up
beside me and whispering, “Next its yours.”

I thought literature lecturers
are rude as honey badger,
especially addressing this to Dr.Senti and Dr.Tsenbeni,                                                          
yet, they were sweet as honey.

I thought my fashionable mates
would discriminate me because
I scarcely put on lip balm, 
Yet my fashionable mates colored the gloomy class.

I thought Mr. President - Chutatu Thurr 
would acquire matured looks;                                                                                       
yet, as the semesters pass by                                                                                           
he gets and looks younger than six standard boys.

I thought my ‘Jimmy’s squad girls’                                                                
Are professional customers,                                                                              
Who unfailingly stops at every shop                                                                               
yet, they were the ‘successful pakoras sellers.’

Baptist College and my fellow mates
Colored  my eyes.
Long live Baptist College!

- Limei

“An Ode to my
  Father”
The hearse was too early, 
I was too young to accept. 
And as I grow older,
I cry and mourn over.

Especially in the day of celebration,
how I wish I could use your photo
as my display on Instagram,
Facebook  and other pages.
How I wish I could cook your favorite recipes.
How I wish I could buy you a gift
like my friends do.

How I wish I could call myself
Daddy’s little princess.
How I wish I would wake up,
share coffee with you and greet you
‘Good morning papa.’

How I wish, all my wishes come true.

- Mercy Rose Konyak
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For Blackies and Single Brothers 
Meeting you guys is one of my biggest blessings and I pray that our friendship will
last till death do us apart. Because of you guys, coming to the college was more 
exciting and the memories that we made is priceless and unforgettable. We might 
have had silly arguments and misunderstanding amongst us but to be honest, 
without any of this, friendship is no fun. You guys are not only my friends but my 
family. Thank you for everything. Writing all this and thinking of the memories we 
have made through our three years of college is making me emotional (me, right 
now wiping my tears). I’ll miss you guys the most. 

Thank you for existing-Mercy, Rut, Sunep, Seyie, T’so, Beni, Meyo, Medo, Tokmie  
and  Kaopao.

Long live our friendship! 

 - Kongsushe N. Thongliü

Want to know what I got from 
Baptist College?
I got Blackies. The name is Blackies but we have colorful hearts and minds. I have
Socks, Kingkong, Tamunet, Loben, Caveman, Cumin and Bebe. They are my 
favorite people and forever will be. And I wish you guys all the love and happiness 
wherever you go. My precious “Chingus Manwol,” sarang you all and will miss you 
all dearly. “Borahae!”

- Seyiekhrienuo Pfükha

From a tiny seed to the best bloom. 
Chutatu, head of the family, a true leader.
The family is half dead without you. 
Keneinguzo, the 4G and Toki. 
Stern looks with the softest heart.
Yes, he is single.

Khriesavituo, silent killer looks
but now you talk too much after you fell in love.
Vetsoto, a broad minded man and you deserve a good girlfriend.
If you know, you know.

Vevolu, the social activist, the most active woman. 
We are incomplete without you.

Hanlom, the lover boy and the Hitler of the family. 
Temsuba, future politician, the family will miss 
your political jokes and your visit to the minister’s home.

Neikienuo, the overall runner, she is single,
and yes she likes tall boys.
Keneingunuo, from an introvert to miss extrovert
only when around the family.
Sophia, the cutest in the family.
Neivisatuo, many girls are already impressed
You make the family proud. 
A happy family we are.
Our memories will be cherished forever.
Thank you all for letting me be a part of the family.

- Vizohunuo Sanchu 
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Rose Trade Day.
The English Department, 6th Semesters organized, “Rose Trade Day,” on the 14th of February, 2022 in the college campus in aid 
of the department fund- raise. We sold two hundred roses starting from 8:30 AM till 12:00 noon. Last but not the least, we want 
to thank you all for your contribution and support. Your help is much appreciated.

- Alikali Chishi

Who Says that Failure isn’t an 
Achievement But success an 
Achievement?

Realizing one’s own purpose makes us come to terms with one’s self. I did not imagine 
joining Baptist College. Yet, it turned out to be where I belong. I kept my expectations 
high but things didn’t turn out as I expected. I kept pondering on my missed chances 
and opportunities elsewhere. I thought I will never attain happiness. Yet, I paused for a 
moment and heard voices of new openings in Baptist College. This college accepted 
me as I am. Now, Baptist College is my home where I faced failures and success 
as well. Failures motivated me to move on in life during hard times leaning on the 
shoulder of success. Failure is my wake up call to success. And success is the tool 
that helps me to stay focus .Hence, maintaining a proper balance of both can lead to 
big achievements in life.

- Limei

AN ANDITODE ADVICE 
A series of journeys within a journey, circles within a circle. Similarly, all remarkable 
journeys initiate with aspirations. Let us all dwell in the moment endeavoring 
persistently. Let us run the risk of being debilitated rather than becoming thoroughly 
corroded. As we approach the point of culmination we are reminded of the fact 
that every commencement is a new beginning and there is great excitement 
intermingled with a dash of apprehension. This momentary pause in life’s journey 

living a sentient life is that it guides one to subsist in times of adversity preparing 
one to accept disappointments and failures as a learning experience. Strive to 
mould oneself into something superior as we travel on the highway to survival. 
Indeed, we are the “Unquenchable Spirits”! 

- Lochumbeni K. Humtsoe
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It’s Time to Bid Farewell.

- Etongbeni Y. Ezung

- Anune Tetseo

- Anonymous

Hello seniors,

- Zulotenla

4th

Juniors
Meage
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Dear seniors, 

- Jacob Swu

Dear seniors,

- Tokhumba Yimchunger

Dear seniors,

- Thujovelu Nyekha

- Your Junior

- Your Junior
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General
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Dr. Sasi Kumar (Assistant Professor in Economics)
Ms. Sevolü Chüzho (Assistant Professor, Environmental Studies)
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Baptist

Dr. Sasi Kumar

Meage
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Name : Apfüti Thurr
Roll No. : 300
Contact # : 7005067538
Email : apfütikiduzu@gmail.com

Name : Chinge Konyak
Roll No. : 304
Contact # : 6009661517
Email : mcchinge@gmail.com

Name : Bendangsenla Jamir
Roll No. : 301
Contact # : 9366107102
Email : bendangsen123@gmail.com

Name : Chino H. Khiamniungan
Roll No. : 305
Contact # : 7005619325
Email : clam06483@gmail.com

Name : Chayale Jemu
Roll No. : 302
Contact # : 7085685153
Email : chayalejemu@gmail.com

Name : Chubayanger Pongen
Roll No. : 306
Contact # : 9362563598
Email : mangyanglkr32@gmail.com

Name : Chikrozo Kezo
Roll No. : 303
Contact # : 9077843441
Email : munuhukezo123@gmail.com

Name : Iheranglungbe
Roll No. : 307
Contact # : 9366500236
Email : aranglungbe@gmail.com
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Name : Inalika S. Sumi
Roll No. : 308
Contact # : 7641839568
Email : inalikasumisumi@gmail.com

Name : Keneisenuo
Roll No. : 312
Contact # : 7085654382
Email : keneisenuousou938@gmail.com

Name : Kaholi
Roll No. : 309
Contact # : 7641841992
Email : kaholiswu2000@gmail.com

Name : Kevineizo
Roll No. : 313
Contact # : 8730061924
Email : kevineizozhale@gmail.com

Name : Kebwenye Kent
Roll No. : 310
Contact # : 6009340385
Email : kebwenyekent@gmail.com

Name : Khrükuzo Venyo
Roll No. : 314
Contact # : 9383011965
Email : venyofreakangel@gmail.com

Name : Kelese Rote
Roll No. : 311
Contact # : 8837386730
Email : kelerote29@gmail.com

Name : Khriethosa Lese
Roll No. : 315
Contact # : 7642905476
Email : khriethosalese85@gmail.com
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Name : Khruzotalu Theyo
Roll No. : 316
Contact # : 9862226375
Email : theyoliza@gmail.com

Name : L. Lochumi Odyuo
Roll No. : 320
Contact # : 8257916038
Email : lochodi21@gmail.com

Name : Kidwayile
Roll No. : 317
Contact # : 8787711845
Email : rosaliekidi806@gmail.com

Name : Lanusünep
Roll No. : 321
Contact # : 9862298479
Email : sunepjmrmlaj@gmail.com

Name : Kugwangle Kulim
Roll No. : 318
Contact # : 8732877538
Email : kukukulim9@gmail.com

Name : Liboka
Roll No. : 322
Contact # : 7628846330
Email : chishiliboka@gmail.com

Name : L. Yanbeni Humtsoe
Roll No. : 319
Contact # : 8014598110
Email : yanbenihumtsoe12@gmail.com

Name : Mengukhrietuo Viluo
Roll No. : 323
Contact # : 6009720432
Email : azeuvilui@gmail.com
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Name : Menuolhoulie Rüpreo
Roll No. : 324
Contact # : 8794675128
Email : menuolhouliem@gmail.com

Name : Mughali Sheqi
Roll No. : 328
Contact # : 9383086002
Email : sheqimughali@gmail.com

Name : Mhabeni Z. Ezung
Roll No. : 325
Contact # : 8837280157
Email : mhabs2021@gmail.com

Name : Neihuzo Tsükrü
Roll No. : 329
Contact # : 8794948225
Email : neihuzo2019@gmail.com

Name : Mhonbeni M. Kikon
Roll No. : 326
Contact # : 8974405562
Email : kikonmhonbeni27@gmail.com

Name : Nokzenketer Longkumer
Roll No. : 330
Contact # : 8259981906
Email : nokzenlkr123@gmail.com

Name : Mhonbeni Ezung
Roll No. : 327
Contact # : 9863255421
Email : kikzezungmhonbeni@gmail.com

Name : Nothuzole Kiso
Roll No. : 331
Contact # : 8787864436
Email : nothuzolekiso@gmail.com
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Name : Nyanmongo L. Kikon
Roll No. : 332
Contact # : 8794438985
Email : nyanmongokikon@gmail.com

Name : Nyemin N. Konyak
Roll No. : 333
Contact # : 8974996801
Email : nyeminkonyak39@gmail.com

Name : Nyenchong
Roll No. : 334
Contact # : 9366098521
Email : taknyuhunyenchong@gmail.com

Name : Orenvungi Ezung
Roll No. : 335
Contact # : 9366823054
Email : 567orenvungiezung@gmail.com

Name : Pulovili Swu
Roll No. : 336
Contact # : 7005839174
Email : swupulovili@gmail.com

Name : Seta Keyho
Roll No. : 337
Contact # : 8794694460
Email : setakeyho3@gmail.com

Name : Tangpa S. M. Konyak
Roll No. : 338
Contact # : 6009936682
Email : atangchingkamhu123@gmail.com

Name : Thepusalü Rhakho
Roll No. : 339
Contact # : 9089652446
Email : asathepusalu@gmail.com
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Name : Vecito
Roll No. : 340
Contact # : 8837250997
Email : vecitorose612@gmail.com

Name : Vinuo Kense
Roll No. : 344
Contact # : 6009237348
Email : vinuokense897@gmail.com

Name : Vili K. Yeptho
Roll No. : 341
Contact # : 8131872989
Email : anicheyeps@gmail.com

Name : Vungathung Z. Yanthan
Roll No. : 345
Contact # : 9366864467
Email : vungathungzyanthan103@gmail.com

Name : Vilina K. Ayemi
Roll No. : 342
Contact # : 7640860399
Email : vilinayemi@gmail.com

Name : Yankithung
Roll No. : 346
Contact # : 6009377725
Email : yankithungngullie427@gmail.com

Name : Vilu Domeh
Roll No. : 343
Contact # : 9366872835
Email : viludomeh516@gmail.com

Name : Yongkai mongnyei L. Phom
Roll No. : 347
Contact # : 9366024535
Email : ymphom@gmail.com
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Name : Rapolü Vadeo
Roll No. : 348
Contact # : 9612778233
Email : raliivadeo@gmail.com

Name : S. Thangpong Khiamniungan
Roll No. : 352
Contact # : 9863403495
Email : thangpong164@gmail.com

Name : Apongba Jamir
Roll No. : 349
Contact # : 8787624884
Email : apongbajamir32@gmail.com

Name : Pangjong W.
Roll No. : 353
Contact # : 7085862872
Email : pangjongahnyulim@gmail.com

Name : Itwazeule Kamlak
Roll No. : 350
Contact # : 9366098264
Email : itwazeukamlak@gmail.com

Name : Thejakhrienuo Kaco
Roll No. : 354
Contact # : 8259884557
Email : ajakhriekaco@gmail.com

Name : Keheo Lohe
Roll No. : 351
Contact # : 7005042340
Email : keheolohe@gmail.com

Name : Mughabo Swu
Roll No. : 355
Contact # : 8787794032
Email : mughaswu345@gmail.com

Futures don’t make themselves, you have to create them.
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~ My college teachers. - Chikrozo Kezo
~ My mother. - Nothuzole Kiso
~ My elder brother. - Khrükuzo Venyo
~ My father inspired me to be a better version of myself. He taught me to work hard and 

never to give up. - Yongkai Mongnyei L. Phom
~ Baptist College Fellowship (BCF) Members. - Nyenchong
~ My brother has always encouraged and inspired me to become a better version of 

myself. - Pangjong W.

~ My dad, because he always says that nothing comes without hard work and motivates 
me to achieve my goals. - Kevineizo

~ My source of inspiration will always be my parents. - Mhonbeni M. Kikon
~ Victor Chase. - Chubayanger Pongen
~ My sister is the one person who inspired me to become a better version of myself.
   - Seta Keyho
~ The one person who inspired me the most is my mom. She encourages us with positivity 

and she is multi talented. - Kebwenye Kent
~ me

to be a better person. - Mughabo Swu
~ Ms. Asola C. Jamir. - Kugwangle Kulim
~ My father and his life experiences inspires me. - Chino H. Khiamniungan
~ The person who inspired me to become a better version of myself is Sir Dominic.
   - Mengukhrietuo Viluo
~ Ms. Naro Jamir, and her dedication to help the less fortunate ones has inspired me to 

become a better version of myself. - Neihuzo Tsükrü
~ My loving Grandpa. - Kelese Rote
~ Jesus Christ. - Mhabeni Z. Ezung

The one person who has inspired you to 
become a better version of yourself?

~ It will not be of any help in our future pursuits. - Rapolü Vadeo

~ In my opinion, graduating with a series of online exams is a waste because we have 
not learnt much. - Yongkai Mongnyei L. Phom

~ Online exam is not a good way to graduate because we have not gained the required 
knowledge and might affect us while seeking employment. - Apongba Jamir

~ I don’t really have an opinion on this because online exam was the only option available 
due to the pandemic.. - Inalika S. Sumi

~
promoted, considering that we were in the midst of a pandemic. - L. Lochumi Odyuo

~ Mhonbeni M. Kikon

~ Well, in my opinion, I think it’s sad for the students because we didn’t really receive 
quality

   - Nokzenketer Longkumer

~ Online exams has its pros and cons but the cons outweighs the pros overall. Students 
who graduate through online exams may not possess the necessary skills and 
requirements needed for job hunting or for further studies. - Vecito

~ In my opinion, graduating with a series of online exam is impractical and baseless 
because it does not involve hard work and perseverance. - Seta Keyho

~ I am worried that it will effect us while seeking for jobs in the future.
   - Thepusalü Rhakho

~ My opinion on graduating with a series of online examination is that we have lost many 
opportunities to learn and people might look down on our degree.

   - Mengukhrietuo Viluo

Your opinion on graduating with a series of 
online exams?

Senior Year Entries
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~ The days we were made to stay for detention because we did not study
    (POL-301). - Nyemin N. Konyak

~ I will always remember the Principal as a calm and understanding person. 
Whenever we have any issues we can go and talk to him without any hesitation 
because he tackles situations well. - Nothuzole Kiso

~ Hostel food (cabbage mixed with egg and potato) Sechü campus.
- Tangpa S. M. Konyak

~ The best college I’ve ever had. - Vungathung Z. Yanthan

~ Spending time with mates and listening to the lecturers. - Lanusünep

~ My classmates. – Iheranglungbe

~ Bendangsenla Jamir

~ I’ll always cherish the memories of Baptist College. - Chayale Jemu

~ I would like to confess that many of the students as well as some lecturers 
look down on the General students. However, I have learned and noticed that 
some Honors students perform way worse in their academics than the General 
students. - Mengukhrietuo Viluo

~ I was always late for my class. - S. Thangpong Khiamniungan

~ I’ve been the trouble maker. - Thejakhrienuo Kaco

~ I would like to confess that I have been disrespectful and disobedient to my 
lecturers sometimes and for that I seek their forgiveness. - Neihuzo Tsükrü

~ I just want to say that I love my friends. - Vili K. Yeptho

~ Kaholi

~ I will come back as a strict but understanding lecturer. - Nothuzole Kiso

~ I would love to come back as the Vice-Principal of Sechü-Zubza campus.
   - Tangpa S. M. Konyak
~ As Political Science lecturer, Sir Venyo. - Khrükuzo Venyo
~ If I ever get a chance to join Baptist College as a lecturer than I would like to come back 

as Sir Chubutse. - Yongkai Mongnyei L. Phom
~ Political Science lecturer. - Inalika S. Sumi
~ As a History lecturer. - Vilu Domeh
~ I would like to come back as Dr. Sentinaro because the way she teaches us is very 

easy to understand. - Pangjong W.

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as Sir Dominic.
   - L. Lochumi Odyuo

~ It will be Sir Dominic because he explains everything in a fun way.
   - Mhonbeni M. Kikon

~ I would like come back as Political Science lecturer. - Chinge Konyak

~ As Sir. Asilie Rürhia. - Chayale Jemu

~ If I get a chance, I will come back as a History lecturer to teach and remind the students 
about the importance of our past. - Vecito

~ If I get a chance to join Baptist College, I would like to come back as a History lecturer. 
- Seta Keyho

~ I would like to come back a better version of myself. - Thepusalü Rhakho

~ Ms. Naro Jamir, because even though she loses her temper sometimes, she is quite 

friendly also. - Kebwenye Kent

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as Sir Seyiesilie 
Vüprü.  - Mengukhrietuo Viluo

~
   - Mughali Sheqi

If you get a chance to come back to Baptist 
College, who would you like to come back as?

Any confession you would like to 
make before you leave the college?

“I will always remember...”
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~ History because our entire life is actually shaped by history. - Menuolhoulie Rüpreo

~ Sociology because the subject deals with social life, human behavior and socio-
cultural changes. - Vungathung Z. Yanthan

~ Sociology because it helps us to understand ourselves better since it examines 
how
decision making. - L. Lochumi Odyuo

~ Sociology because in this subject we learn so many things about culture, societies, 
families etc. - Bendangsenla Jamir

~ Sociology because it helps us to understand the social dynamics of our society.
   - Vinuo Kense

~ Sociology because it gives us knowledge about the society and also helps us to 
understand the relationship between individuals. - Kevineizo

~ Sociology because it teaches about the people, values and culture in the society.
   - Mhonbeni M. Kikon
~ Political Science because it helps in understanding the laws of the state and individual 

rights. - Chinge Konyak

~ Sociology subject as it teaches us about the society and its mechanism.
   - Kebwenye Kent

~ The subject which prepares a student the most for life after college would be English, 
because it improves our communication and writing skills. - Mughabo Swu

~ Political Science because politics is universal. - Vilina K. Ayemi
~ Sociology because the subject deals with social life, human behavior, cultural and 

social change. - Yankithung

~ Environmental Science because it deals with global issue like environment and 
climate change. - L. Yanbeni Humtsoe

~ Sociology because it provides solution to social problems. - Mughali Sheqi
~ History because it’s very interesting and informative. - Pulovili Swu
~ History because it provides a better understanding of the world.
   - Khriethosa Lese

Which subject do you think prepares you 
the most for life after college? Why?“I will always remember...”

~
female General Secretary in the college Student Council. - Inalika S. Sumi

~ I will always remember the unity and co-operation between the students and lecturers.
   - Vilu Domeh

~ I will remember my college friends and the lecturers. - Pangjong W.

~ I will always remember my friends, my lecturers and Baptist College. - L. Lochumi Odyuo

~ I will always remember our college fellowship camp, sports week and the various functions 
and events of the college. - Vinuo Kense

~ The day I joined the college and whispered to myself, “Dude, you’re in the college now, so 
have fun, don’t get dropped and try to become someone in life.”

   - Nokzenketer Longkumer

~ My friends and teachers who helped and supported me in every way. - Itwazeule Kamlak

~ I will always remember our lovely Ms. Asola C. Jamir, who is very kind and friendly. And I 
love the way she teaches. - Vecito

~ My lecturers who work tirelessly with commitment and tolerance towards imparting good 
education to us. - Nyanmongo L. Kikon

~ S. Thangpong Khiamniungan

~ Final year classes. - L. Yanbeni Humtsoe

~ Doodling on the back pages in the classroom, talking in hushed tones from the back 
bench and rushing to the college to make it on time for class. - Orenvungi Ezung

~ The day I had a seizure attack in the college. - Mughali Sheqi 

~ The good times with my dearest friends. From stranger to such good loving friends, 

breaking rules and making decisions for ourselves along the way. And my dear lecturers 
for their love and support. - Pulovili Swu

~ Eden garden, the place where my friends and I would go to click pictures whenever we 
are bored or get free time. - Liboka

~ All my friends and lecturers of Baptist College. - Mhonbeni Ezung
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~ Student’s Council going overboard. - Inalika S. Sumi

~ The students of General department should also be made to write assignments for the 
internal assessment. - Nyenchong

~ All the students should be made to attend the devotional service. - Bendangsenla Jamir 

~ To introduce strict attendance policy.  - Chubayanger Pongen

~ 100% tobacco free zone in and around the college premise. - Kebwenye Kent

~ Saturday classes should be cancelled. - Mughabo Swu

~ Attendance should be taken for devotional services. - Vilina K. Ayemi

~ The college authority should implement strict rules regarding the college uniforms for the
students since most of the students do not come in proper uniforms.

   - Orenvungi Ezung

~ Students should not be allowed to bring their phones in  the exam hall. - Pulovili Swu

~ It should be made mandatory to wear full uniforms. - Kaholi

~ The students should be made responsible to maintain and clean their respective 
classrooms. - Apfuti Thurr

~ The day I joined our college and incidentally met my childhood friends.
    - Chikrozo Kezo
~ Class detention till 6:00 PM. On the hindsight, it was a good experience.
    - Vungathung Z. Yanthan

a lecturer. - Khruzotalu Theyo

~ The day the entire class of 4th semester got detention in Political Science class. It 
was
moment too. - Apongba Jamir

~ The day I walked from IG Stadium to Razhu point in 2020 Sports Week because I 
could not get any taxi. - Iheranglungbe

~ The incident that I will never forget is during my 1st semester, my friends and I attended 
Sociology honors class by mistake. - Nyenchong

~ During the sports week while I was having fun enjoying the day, the internal result was 

later I was told that my result was withheld due to low attendance. This incident made 
me take my studies seriously and I became more regular in my classes.

    - Nokzenketer Longkumer

~ Detention after class and writing imposition which has become a memory to cherish.
- Chayale Jemu

~ My friends and I from General department attending honors class by mistake, would 
be an incident I will never forget. - Mughabo Swu

~ Writing imposition. - Kugwangle Kulim

~ Staying in class till 4pm. - Keneisenuo

~ I will never forget the pandemic-online classes where the teachers and students were 
helpless and could not participate in the teaching and learning process despite the 
eagerness of both the parties. - Chino H. Khiamniungan

~ An incident I will never forget would be getting late for the Fresher’s Day because of 
Kidwayile

An incident you will never forget? ~ An incident that I will never forget in my stay in Baptist College was the day I got dust 
allergy inside the classroom and went to the staff room for medicine but there were none 
and instead they send me to the pharmacy to buy the medicine. - Mengukhrietuo Viluo

~ The incident I will always remember is forgetting to take my semester admission on time.
   - Thejakhrienuo Kaco

~ Class picnic. - L. Yanbeni Humtsoe

rejected. - Liboka

~ I will never forget the day I stayed back for detention after class for not answering the 
question though I knew the answer. - Keheo Lohe

A rule of the College you would like to amend.
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~ Attending devotional services.  - Menuolhoulie Rüpreo 

~ I’ve missed out attending devotional services. - Chikrozo Kezo

~ Never got to talk to her. - Khrükuzo Venyo

~ Khruzotalu Theyo

~
pandemic. - Lanusünep

~ I missed out attending the Fresher’s day as a freshman in the college.
   - Apongba Jamir

~ Different activities organized in the college. - Itwazeule Kamlak

~
classes in my 3rd and 4th semesters due to Covid-19 pandemic. - Vecito

~ Missing out on the college sports week, 2021 due to the pandemic.
- Nyanmongo L. Kikon

~ College sports meet, 2021. - Yankithung

~ In my stay in Baptist College I missed out on the best time of my life due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic. I couldn’t experience college life to the fullest.

   - Mengukhrietuo Viluo

~ nd semester.
   - Orenvungi Ezung

~ Devotional services. - Kelese Rote

~ I missed out not being able to make new friends as I am an introvert. - Kaholi

~ Not taking part in the Student’s Council election. - Apfuti Thurr

~ I regret not making more friends. - Keheo Lohe

~ Renovating the college compound. - Chikrozo Kezo 

~ It will be nice if the college provides air conditioners in the classrooms as it gets very 
humid during summers. - Nyemin N. Konyak

~ Indoor game facilities, recreation room and a college canteen. - Khrükuzo Venyo

~ Better drinking water facility. - Lanusünep

~ More sports facilities like a proper playground and indoor game facilities. - Vilu Domeh

~ College bus and CCTV in each class so that students can be monitored. - Kevineizo

~ Music class. - Itwazeule Kamlak

~ I think there should be a college canteen which provides hygienic food with reasonable 
prices. - Thepusalü Rhakho

~ A cafeteria, not just for refreshments but also for students to bond and engage in 
discussions. - Kebwenye Kent

~ To install projector in every classrooms to enhance learning experience.
    - Mughabo Swu

~ Projector in every class rooms so as to make the classes more engaging.
   - Neihuzo Tsükrü

~ A good canteen and sports facilities. - Khriethosa Lese

In your opinion, what facilities should the 
College come up in the future?

In your stay in Baptist College what have 
you missed out the most?
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Arti
cles

Articles
Messages
If I could turn back the clock, I would gladly relive my college days. Golden memories 
that we created while also some tears shed along the way will always be cherished 
for the rest of my life. 
Strangers we were then but now the closest of friends. From running in the corridors, 
to dozing off in the class, bunking classes and the backlogs that came with it, all these 
made college life a fun ride. 
These three years will always hold a special place in my heart and all of which I will 
continue to reminisce over the coming years. 

I wish all of you the very best in life.

- Vecito

We started with a simple “hello” but ended with a complicated “goodbye.” Life is a series 
of chapters and we are moving on to the next. Since I joined the college, it has taught me 

management and many more. Let this graduation not only end in enjoyment but serve as 
a starting point to wherever our future takes us. College life has taught us how capable 
we are of accomplishing our goals when we commit ourselves and work hard. In these 
three years of my stay in the college, whatever I’ve learned I owe it to my friends and the 
lecturers. I thank you all for being with me in this journey. Life is about growing together 
and learning skills that we will carry with us for the rest of our lives. Congratulations to each 
of you for making it thus far and may you succeed in the  years ahead. 

- Kebwenye Kent

continue
to live the remaining days in the college let us dare to be ambitious, to exceed barriers and 
to reach for the stars. We count these moments as our master stroke but let us also remind 
ourselves that we have barely begun the journey. And that our greatest triumph lies in what 
becomes of us in the future

- Vili K. YepthoIt may be the end of our stay here in this great institution but I will always remember 
you all, dear class mates. All of you make every single moment of my life a very 
special one to remember. I thank God that we are on the verge of completing our 
studies successfully in this wonderful institution and ready to go onto the larger world 
to pursue our dreams and ambitions. I pray that destiny will make us cross our path 
again. It has dawned on me that we have to say goodbye to the laughter and joy that 
we have shared together. Wishing you all well in your future endeavors .

Farewell to my dear classmates.

- Nyenchong

It hasn’t been that long since we got to know each other, but the time spent together will be 
cherished for a lifetime. Remember that pain, fear and doubts makes us grow into a better 
version of ourselves as we move forward in our lives. We may face obstacles but don’t let 
it pull you down. Be strong enough to face every situation and give your best in everything 

day or the other you will be able to make a change.

- Liboka
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Domestic Violence Against Children and Women
Domestic abuse, also known as domestic violence or intimate partner violence (IPV) is a pattern of behaviour 
in any relationship that is used to gain or maintain power and control over the others. It can happen to anyone 
regardless of race, age, sexual orientation, religion or gender. The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence 
Act, 2005 has been enacted with various provisions for the protection and welfare of the women folks in India.

Nagaland, a Northeastern state in India face situation of domestic violence against women and domestic helpers 
in many parts of the state both in the urban and rural areas as well, which is illegal and against the law. In the 
major districts like Dimapur, Kohima and Mokokchung for the past few years, many cases have been registered 
by women and domestic helpers to the police through women and child helpline numbers.

Such incidents occur when children from the rural areas are employed as domestic helpers or admitted in 
educational institutions in the urban areas since their parents can’t afford to support them. In some cases, we 
hear of such occurrences due to extra marital affairs, low family income, alcohol and substance abuse etc.
In the light of such menace in the society, organisation of every tribe, particularly the Eastern tribes from Kohima 
and Dimapur must implement certain rules and regulations like: 

(1) Providing accurate information of the owner to the union, in whose custody such children are kept. 
(2) To provide quality education to the wards.
(3) To take responsibility of the wards in times of sickness, injuries, missing cases or death. 
(4) To abide by the rules and regulations of the concerned union and those laid down by The Domestic Violence
      Act, 2005.

The Government of Nagaland and in general, the Central Government of India must take certain important steps 
to avoid domestic violence against children and women. As India is an under developed  and over populated 
country many crisis such as domestic violence and child labour occurs on a daily basis. It is the duty of the 
government to punish and take action as per the law and award due punishment. As per sources, in India, many 
rape cases occuring in the major cities is another form of abuse and violence. The government has the right to 
take action against the accused in order to stop the predators from committing such violence. The above article 
will be helpful for protection of children and women from domestic violence and for the entire humanity in general.

- Chinge Konyak

Education and Personality
Everybody desires to have a good personality, but it requires
character and education to acquire one. In addition, one needs 
to be physically and mentally strong with a positive mindset 
in order to develop a good personality. Education does not 
necessarily mean the knowledge gained from educational 
institutions but also the knowledge gained through experience 
from vocational and co-curricular activities. Learning is thus, a 

by his or her education.

- Khriethosa Lese

“Half” 
Half of the people have seen this. 
Half are living it. 
Half like me are as astounded. 
And somewhere I am torn in half. 
Half- reminiscing, half -drowning. 
Today half of my mind is in this paper
I am half of all I have gathered here.
Here and there my branches are lifting
They say, “Those were the days.” 
Well I have lived in them. 
And from the beginning to the end
I’ve etched my name. 
I am proud I did it. 
Today, I live with the anthem in my heart. 
Now I can say, 
My feet is well prepared and my laces 
tightened.
And I love the peace in it. 
It’s a farewell and I wish you all well. 

- Apongba Jamir
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“Silence Against AFSPA”
We say, “Nagaland for Christ,”
Do we really see Christ in us?

all thinking for their own tribe and community.
How long are we going to carry this load of sins?

And keep silent against the outside force invading our land.
AFSPA has always been a threat to our land and our people.
I grew up listening to gun sounds of Indian armed force 
Killing my people in the name of AFSPA.

Our silence is killing us.

But wolves in sheep clothing.
Wake up Nagas,
Enough of silence against AFSPA.
Thousands of innocent lives have been lost 
and hundreds of families separated.

The lives of those innocent shouldn’t go in vain, 
I remember the words of a brave Naga Chief
before his head was chopped off by the Indian Army:
‘It’s a man’s pride not to compromise and surrender.’
Is Oting Massacre not enough to make us realize?

It’s now or never.

- Apfuti Thurr

“A Sweet Farewell”
Strangers once we were and than 
it started with a simple “Hi!”
And now the time is here,
When we have to say goodbye.

The time that we spent was more than just 
A series of memories made,
We learned what it meant to trust someone
And every “I am with you,” is said enough.

We don’t know what the future holds, 
But our lives are about to completely change 
But this isn’t the end of the book
All we are doing is turning a page.

We wish that we had met sooner
It’s a little too early for us to part.
Nevertheless, we are bonded now and forever 
Yes, we know it in our hearts.

We all have aspirations and dreams.

With tears in the eyes, yet smiles on the faces.
Now for us, a new journey awaits.

- Mughali  Sheqi

“After Forever”
We’ve been saying that
“I’ll love you forever.”
But I’ll love you longer than that
I’ll love you after forever.
I will love you after we both die
And I’ll love you after the world ends.

Nothing can stop me from loving you.
I’ll love you even after forever. 
I swear, I’ll be true to you for longer than forever.
We belong together,
After forever I still won’t stop loving you.
You’re the only one for me. 
You are my soul mate.
And when we take our vows, 
I’ll swear that I’ll love you even after forever.

- Khruzotalu Theyo

“My World”
The World where I live
Is a peaceful place with no sound.

With tears and a lot of struggle.

Crying out loud but none can hear,
Hoping for someone to lift me up
But none can see me suffering,
Than I realize I live here alone.

I speak to self that I am worthy enough
to rule this world of mine alone.

and made my world light up.
- Pivitoli Swu
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“Adieu Baptist College”
Running for an early lecture,
Running towards life.
Everything unfolded so hurriedly
Could I tarry longer?
Many golden friends I have made for sure

Towards goals and life hastily.
Monday noon’s tea and hunger
Will soon be a distant echo.
It passed sooner than an August cloud
That must hurry for what follows.
These memories shall be like sweet showers 
When life slows down and gets quiet.
The songs and dances though a far memory,
Will always be the brightest.
Adieu Baptist College.

- Mengukhrietuo Viluo

Quotes:
“Keep smiling because life is a beautiful thing and there is so much to smile about.” 
- Mhonbeni Ezung

“College is a place where different people come together as strangers but learn to enjoy each other’s 

- Neihuzo Tsükrü

“Desperate Love”

We love and play all we want .
But now the time has come 
to live apart from each other.
And beloved, beside the fact that
We know each other today,
the world is messy.

No matter what goes wrong,
We can still make a new song.
Come settle with me.
And together we will lay bare our sins,
And initiate a song that
will burn hatred  and feel love.
In God we shall bond again.
And He alone can heal our pain.

- Nyemin N. Konyak

“My Dearest Friend”
It is always very sad to say goodbye,
Though we’ve been saying it for years. 

When unexpected things happen.

Stranger we were yesterday,
but friends we are today.
We will be friends tomorrow.
We built our friendship in secret,
but we love openly.

Our friendship is a single soul,
Dwelling in two bodies.
And now we belong to each other. 
Nothing can be compared to our friendship,
let’s carry our love and friendship to eternity.

- Chayale Jemu

Journey with Seniors in Virtual Paradise.

Juniors
4

Meage
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- B. Khongmo

- Meyamenla Ozukum

- Kuto Ladu

Dear seniors,

- Sumjentoshi
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History
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Mr. Chubutse Naro, Dr. Mhabeni Ezung, Mr. Asilie Rürhia
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is “nasty, brutish and short” Leviathan

Mr. Chubutse Naro

Meage
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Name : Achumi W. Kikon
Roll No. : 42
Contact # : 8256968791
Email : kikonachumi50@gmail.com

Name : Aliho H.
Roll No. : 46
Contact # : 8837480806
Email : alihoh189@gmail.com

Name : Agaibe Hinglak
Roll No. : 43
Contact # : 6009404616
Email : hinglakagaibe@gmail.com

Name : Alinshi V. Thongliu
Roll No. : 47
Contact # : 7085114463
Email : alinshithongliu@gmail.com

Name : Aghali A.
Roll No. : 44
Contact # : 7085433892
Email : aghaliyepthomi04@gmail.com

Name : Amena V. Zhimo
Roll No. : 48
Contact # : 7628843755
Email : aamenajimo@gmail.com

Name : Akivitoli N. Achumi
Roll No. : 45
Contact # : 8974981125
Email : akivitoliachumi2000@gmail.com

Name : Amoni
Roll No. : 49
Contact # : 9612963457
Email : amonilotha97@gmail.com
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Name : Avituo Seyie
Roll No. : 50
Contact # : 6009312806
Email : luffyseyie@gmail.com

Name : C. Mary Toisha
Roll No. : 54
Contact # : 9862139199
Email : marytoisha@gmail.com

Name : Aying N. Konyak
Roll No. : 51
Contact # : 8974336883
Email : ayingmanace5@gmail.com

Name : Chellumong S.
Roll No. : 55
Contact # : 8787385070
Email : chellumongslushing@gmail.com

Name : Ayuchenla Phom
Roll No. : 52
Contact # : 8837267811
Email : yimchenayu@gmail.com

Name : Chenithung Ngullie
Roll No. : 56
Contact # : 8837004132
Email : chenibemo222@gmail.com

Name : Berimong
Roll No. : 53
Contact # : 8731846280
Email : jeffnaga4@gmail.com

Name : Chewe-ü Khutsoh
Roll No. : 57
Contact # : 9383014808
Email : cheweukhutsoh@gmail.com
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Name : Chibeno V. Kikon
Roll No. : 58
Contact # : 7630878000
Email : chibenokikon@gmail.com

Name : Dovezo Khusoh
Roll No. : 62
Contact # : 8837361834
Email : dovezo.s.khusoh@gmail.com

Name : Chomti K.
Roll No. : 59
Contact # : 7085485619
Email : chomtilam@gmail.com

Name : E. Manshem
Roll No. : 63
Contact # : 9862029432
Email : shemman365@gmail.com

Name : Chungba L.
Roll No. : 60
Contact # : 9366167236
Email : chungbakonyak123@gmail.com

Name : Herato K. Chishi
Roll No. : 64
Contact # : 7005781763
Email : heratochishi28@gmail.com

Name : Denchü Konla Süngdok
Roll No. : 61
Contact # : 9089970524
Email : denchukonla@gmail.com

Name : Ikaisile Kamlak
Roll No. : 65
Contact # : 9612158886
Email : ikaisile@gmail.com
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Name : Imkongsanen Jamir
Roll No. : 66
Contact # : 8131894573
Email : imkongsanen1@gmail.com

Name : Kethosinuo Chadi
Roll No. : 70
Contact # : 8794869564
Email : kethosinuoc@gmail.com

Name : Imlisunep Longkumer
Roll No. : 67
Contact # : 8731868259
Email : suneplkr062@gmail.com

Name : Kevilhounuo Suokhrie
Roll No. : 71
Contact # : 6009652963
Email : kevisuokhrie0@gmail.com

Name : Joni Bukh
Roll No. : 68
Contact # : 7638949247
Email : jonibukh3@gmail.com

Name : Kevisetuo Seyie
Roll No. : 72
Contact # : 6009004518
Email : kevisetuoguoziguozi@gmail.com

Name : Kaopao N. Zholia
Roll No. : 69
Contact # : 8730019752
Email : kaopaoz@gmail.com

Name : Kevisino Chüsi
Roll No. : 73
Contact # : 9383196370
Email : kevisinochiisi@gmail.com
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Name : Kewenyi-ü Mero
Roll No. : 74
Contact # : 7085386721
Email : kewemero21@gmail.com

Name : Khriephrenuo Tachü
Roll No. : 78
Contact # : 7630883601
Email : aphrenuotachü@gmail.com

Name : Kezevinu Vitsu
Roll No. : 75
Contact # : 8794960023
Email : kezevinuv@gmail.com

Name : Khriesavituo Chüsi
Roll No. : 79
Contact # : 6009451212
Email : khriesavituochusi441@gmail.com

Name : Kheyie Meya Khiamniungan
Roll No. : 76
Contact # : 7640861961
Email : kheyiemeya123@gmail.com

Name : Khruvelu Vese
Roll No. : 80
Contact # : 7085811005
Email : akhruluvese123@gmail.com

Name : Khrüzoto Epao
Roll No. : 77
Contact # : 9863506235
Email : epaokhrüzoto@gmail.com

Name : Khunpeng
Roll No. : 81
Contact # : 6009038422/9362725860
Email : khunpengchugho643@gmail.com
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Name : Kivini Swü
Roll No. : 82
Contact # : 8257850509
Email : kiviniswu1414@gmail.com

Name : Lamtan T. S. Konyak
Roll No. : 86
Contact # : 7630805472
Email : alamlamtan@gmail.com

Name : Koleno Lüho
Roll No. : 83
Contact # : 6009049301
Email : kolenluho@gmail.com

Name : Larito H. Yimchunger
Roll No. : 87
Contact # : 7630802019 / 7630943670
Email : rockyjunior4474@gmail.com

Name : Kutovi Rhakho
Roll No. : 84
Contact # : 8787522961
Email : rhakhokutovi@gmail.com

Name : Likivi H. Chophi
Roll No. : 88
Contact # : 7641007975
Email : chophilikivi@gmail.com

Name : L. Chongchen
Roll No. : 85
Contact # : 6009316328
Email : phom12chong@gmail.com

Name : Liyani T. Ngullie
Roll No. : 89
Contact # : 8794782467
Email : liyangullie00@gmail.com
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Name : Longtichem S.
Roll No. : 90
Contact # : 7005902076
Email : longs7stm@gmail.com

Name : Medophrezo Makritsu
Roll No. : 94
Contact # : 6009397896
Email : medophrezomakritsu@gmail.com

Name : Lunthula A. Yimchunger
Roll No. : 91
Contact # : 9612775020
Email : lunthulatutu@gmail.com

Name : Megotsokho Tho-ü
Roll No. : 95
Contact # : 6009463851
Email : megothou6034@gmail.com

Name : M. Tachisangla
Roll No. : 92
Contact # : 8415959142
Email : mtachisangla237@gmail.com

Name : Meyieno Sakhrie
Roll No. : 96
Contact # : 9366383230
Email : meyienosakhrie18@gmail.com

Name : Malünchu
Roll No. : 93
Contact # : 9366682729
Email : maliichu01@gmail.com

Name : N. Wangom
Roll No. : 97
Contact # : 7005961601
Email : wangomkonyak3@gmail.com
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Name : Ngaplih Konyak
Roll No. : 98
Contact # : 9612780699
Email : ngaplihwangsha777@gmail.com

Name : Penglang Shiu
Roll No. : 102
Contact # : 6009976207
Email : penglangshiu2000@gmail.com

Name : NuvetoTetseo
Roll No. : 99
Contact # : 8729930069
Email : nuvetodavid@gmail.com

Name : Peter Homang M.
Roll No. : 103
Contact # : 7630921018
Email : yeangbo1999@gmail.com

Name : Nyeinyu C. Konyak
Roll No. : 100
Contact # : 84149 03281
Email : nyeinyuckonyak@gmail.com

Name : Phonyei Konyak
Roll No. : 104
Contact # : 6009198584
Email : phonyeikonyak705@gmail.com

Name : Pelesie-ü Theünuo
Roll No. : 101
Contact # : 6009353041
Email : peletheunuo25@gmail.com

Name : Rupfüvolü Rhakho
Roll No. : 105
Contact # : 9862982163
Email : alurhakho726@gmail.com
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Name : Renjano Y. Ezung
Roll No. : 107
Contact # : 9366845072
Email : renjanoezu@gmail.com

Name : Seso Wetsah
Roll No. : 111
Contact # : 9612962537
Email : wetsahzezo@gmail.com

Name : Reuben Thurr
Roll No. : 108
Contact # : 8974551345
Email : reubenthurr622@gmail.com

Name : T. Thsitila Thonger
Roll No. : 112
Contact # : 6009116534
Email : thsitilathonger@gmail.com

Name : Ruokuovozo Linyü
Roll No. : 109
Contact # : 6009020520
Email : warlee85@gmail.com

Name : Themshao P.
Roll No. : 113
Contact # : 9862023086
Email : themsholam864 gmail.com

Name : Sedesienuo Sanchu
Roll No. : 110
Contact # : 6009814558
Email : sanchusedesienuo@gmail.com

Name : Thuchu
Roll No. : 114
Contact # : 8730809877
Email : thuchutrakha2@gmail.com
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Name : Tokmei Phom
Roll No. : 115
Contact # : 9863304042
Email : tokmeiphom123@gmail.com

Name : Vikhonuo Sakhrü
Roll No. : 119
Contact # : 9366807793
Email : vikhonuosa@gmail.com

Name : Toshela Kiutoba
Roll No. : 116
Contact # : 9366289026
Email : janztoshela@gmail.com

Name : Vitsa A. Sangtam
Roll No. : 120
Contact # : 7628822302
Email : astiv89@gmail.com

Name : Tseilievinuo Chatsu
Roll No. : 117
Contact # : 9612255923
Email : atseinuochatsu@gmail.com

Name : Vizolenuo Vasa
Roll No. : 121
Contact # : 7630917971
Email : vizolenuovizolenuo@gmail.com

Name : Vekrone Vese
Roll No. : 118
Contact # : 6009508231
Email : vekronevese@gmail.com

Name : Wanglen S. Singh
Roll No. : 122
Contact # : 6033895940
Email : sanasangnom@gmail.com
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Name : Weching Y. Konyak
Roll No. : 123
Contact # : 8730806409
Email : wechingkonyak33@gmail.com

Name : Yingdila T. Sangtam
Roll No. : 124
Contact # : 9366099365
Email : sangtamyingdila@gmail.com

Name : Zarenbeni W. Murry
Roll No. : 125
Contact # : 8837397457
Email : zarenbeniwmurry@gmail.com

Name : Zhiwe Pojar
Roll No. : 126
Contact # : 8787889841
Email : juwipojar@gmail.com

Do what you can with what you have, where you are.
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The one person who has inspired you 
to become a better version of yourself?
~ My mom has inspired me to be a better version of myself. She always encourages me 

to be independent and to trust in one self. - Amoni

~ For me, it is not one person in particular but I’ve learned a lot from many people who 
shaped me to be what I am today. - Weching Y. Konyak

~ My mother. - N. Wangom
~ Sir Asilie Rürhia. - Malünchu
~ My father because he taught me to be honest and never to fall prey to corruption.
   - Reuben Thurr
~ My father, who is my backbone and greatest supporter. - Toshela Kiutoba
~ Abdul Kalam. - C. Mary Toisha
~ The one person who inspired me to become a better version of myself is my parents.
   - Kewenyi-ü Mero
~ Cristiano Ronaldo. - Wanglen S. Singh
~ The one person who has inspired me to become a better version of myself is my dad 

because he taught me early on that life is never easy and one must think beyond the 
box.  - Kezevinu Vitsu

~ My dad is my idol and my greatest inspiration. - Berimong
~ My dad. - Vitsa A. Sangtam
~ My church leaders, whom I look up to has inspired me to become a better version of 

myself. - Avituo Seyie

~ My mom is the person who has inspired me the most to grow without any inhibition.
   - M. Tachisangla
~ My dad is someone whom I look upto. He is always positive in every situation, 

truthful
unconditional love to all. - L. Chongchen

~ The one person who has inspired me to become a better version of myself is my high 
school teacher and mentor, Sir Avilie Dzuvichu. - Denchü Konla Süngdok

~ Sir Asilie Rürhia, is the one person who has always put his trust in me and inspired 
me to become a better version of myself. I will always cherish our bond and be 
mindful Larito H. Yimchunger

~ My mom. - Likivi H. Chophi
~ Tony Ferguson. - Ruokuovozo Linyü
~ Jack Ma. - Seso Wetsah
~ The one person who has inspired me to become a better person is my Sunday 

school  teacher, Sir Menuosielie who has always been very supportive and is a 
man of his word.- Pelesieü Theünuo

~ My brother. - Khruvelu Vese 

~ In my opinion, online exams has not provided me with any knowledge and skills 
which will be useful for me in the future. - Malünchu

Dovezo Khüsoh

~ I am apprehensive that people may look down on us as we have graduated with a 
series of online exams. - Imlisunep Longkumer

students. - Ikaisile Kamlak

~ Although we missed out learning a lot on our subject matter, it was a once in a 
lifetime experience which we can recount to the younger lot. - Zarenbeni W. Murry

   - Penglang Shiu

study vibes. - Achumi W. Kikon

Your opinion on graduating with a series of 
online exams?

Senior Year Entries
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~ The lockdown has taken a toll on all of us particularly on the career of the students as 
we were suddenly introduced to the online mode of education but the best lesson we 
can take away from the unprecedented situation is learning to adapt to the new mode 
of learning. - Kezevinu Vitsu

learning important topics which we would have learned in a normal exam. - Berimong
~ After taking two years of online exams I haven’t acquired as much knowledge as I 

would have learned in physical classes.  - Lamtan T. S. konyak
~ A graduate without learning anything. - M. Tachisangla
~ Online exams was the only option of acquiring education during lockdown and 

lessened the pressure of studying however online examination was daunting for me 
because of the unstable network. It has also reduced the personal interaction between 
the students and the lecturers. - Aying N. Konyak

~ In my opinion, online exams will have a negative impact on our future.
   - Rupfuvolü Rhakho
~ Graduating with a series of online exams will not be helpful as we will not be able to 

evaluate our worth as students. -Tseilievinuo Chatsu

If you get a chance to come back to Baptist 
College, who would you like to come back 
as?
~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as Dr. Mhabeni.
   - Chewe-ü Khutsoh

~ Being a part of Baptist College family I have seen the hard work of our lecturers and it’s 

   - Sedesienuo Sanchu
~ As a History lecturer. - Dovezo Khüsoh
~ I would like to come back as an Assistant professor of History. - E. Manshem

~ I would like to come back as a better version of my current self, freed from the 
insecurities of life. - Imlisunep Longkumer

~ I would like to come as an Assistant Professor of History department.
   - Ayuchenla Phom

~ I would like to come back as Sir Seyiesilie Vüprü. - Zarenbeni W. Murry

~ Sir Chubutse Naro. - Kevisetuo Seyie

~ I would like to come back as a lecturer with a heart for teaching and educating the 
students. - Zhiwe Pojar

~ If I get a chance to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as 
Dr. Sentinaro as I have been inspired by her explanation which is easy for me to 
understand and retains in me for a long time. - Lamtan T. S. konyak

~ As a History teacher and impart the knowledge I’ve learned from my teachers to the 
students. - Avituo Seyie

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as a lecturer who 
is wise, sincere and one who has diverse knowledge and is well experienced.

   - Denchü Konla Süngdok

~ I would like to come back as our Economics lecturer, Dr. Sasi Kumar who is very 
regular and punctual.  - Longtichem S.

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as an Assistant 
Professor. - Rupfuvolü Rhakho

~ I would like to come back as a Political Science lecturer. - Phonyei Konyak

~ I would like to come back as an Assistant Professor of History department.
   - Peter Homang M.

~ I would like to come back as a lecturer who understands the students.
   - Medophrezo Makritsu

~ I would like to come back as a lecturer who is understanding and has a good rapport 
with the students. - Tokmei Phom

~ I would like to come back as a lecturer who knows his subject matter. - Chellumong S.
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“I will always remember....”

~ I would like to apologize if I have hurt anyone with my words or actions.
   - Reuben Thurr

~ I have studied in one of the best college. To all my Baptist family, I love you all.
   - Thuchu
~ I still don’t know what the meaning of history is. Sorry, Dr. Mhabeni. - Toshela Kiutoba

~ Whenever I go to the library I get a headache. - Vekrone Vese

~ I would like to thank my besties for always supporting me at my worst. You are the 
most important people in my college life. - Ikaisile Kamlak

Penglang Shiu

~ I would like to thank all the lecturers who tried their best to mould and shape us.
   - Joni Bukh
~ I was absent for ten continuous days, I still don’t know why I did not attend those 

classes. - Kivini Swu
~ Bunked classes and gave proxy attendance. - Zhiwe Pojar

~ The college is too hyped up. - Wanglen S. Singh

~ Baptist College is the best in Kohima district. - Khunpeng

~ Snacking inside the classroom. - Kezevinu Vitsu

awkward moment of my life. - M. Tachisangla

keeping the sleepy eye wide open for one hour. - L. Chongchen

~ I confess giving proxy attendance for my friends. - Longtichem S. 

~ The college uniform is too fashionable. - Ruokuovozo Linyü

~ Bunking classes with friends and also eating ‘chana’ in the classroom.
   - Chibeno V. Kikon
~ College life is nothing like we see on television screens. - Chungba L.

~ I have learned a lot yet I have more to learn. - Khrüzoto Epao

~ N. Wangom 

~ I will always remember the period we stayed hungry eagerly waiting for the off period 
or break to have momos and other snacks. - Sedesienuo Sanchu

~ Ms. Naro Jamir for the scolding as well as her pampering love. - Thuchu

~ The smile of Sir Dominic. - Toshela Kiutoba

~ I will always remember my mischievous, talkative and cheerful History department 
mates. - Vekrone Vese

~ My teachers and friends. - C. Mary Toisha

~ The joy and feeling of being a college student. - Renjano Y. Ezung

~ The memories and friends I made in the college.  - Ayuchenla Phom

~ The day when Dr.Tsenbeni read my poem in the class. - Zarenbeni W. Murry

~ The good scolding I got from Sir Seyieseilie when I was in the 4th semester.
   - Kevisetuo Seyie

~ I will always remember our lecturers who taught us.  - Nyeinyu C. Konyak

~ Bunking classes and having noodles in the food stalls near the college.
   - Lunthula A. Yimchunger

~ The day I stepped into Baptist College and the times spend with my friends and the 
memories we created. - Khriephrenuo Tachü

~ Kewenyi-ü Mero

~ Kivini Swu

~ The smelly and dirty washrooms. - Wanglen S. Singh

~ The encouragement and guidance received from the lecturers. - Alinshi V. Thongliu

Any confession you would like to make 
before you leave the college?
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Which subject do you think prepares you 
the most for life after College? Why?

~ The life lessons learned from the lecturers. - Ngaplih Konyak

~ I will always remember and cherish my stay in the college especially the incident 
during the mock drill when we carried a student who was so heavy but acted as if I 
was lifting one kg potato. - L. Chongchen

~ I will always remember the life lessons, encouragement and the motivation I received 
from my department lecturers.  - Denchü Konla Süngdok

~ I will never forget the staged incident on the 10th of February, 2022 when a mock drill 

act like a casualty that made Sir Along smile. I will never forget his smile as it was the 
Larito H. Yimchunger

~ I will always remember the good moments I made with my friends in the college.
   - Aying N. Konyak

~ My college days. - Khriesavituo Chüsi

~ The tireless teachings and patience of the lecturers despite the huge number of 
students murmuring in all corners of the classroom. - Rupfuvolü Rhakho

~ I will always remember the day when I joined college and Sir Asilie Rürhia welcomed 
us not as students but as a member of Baptist College family.  - Chomti K.

~ The memories of Baptist College. - Akivitoli N. Achumi

~ Days will pass and turn into years but I will always remember Baptist College and my 
fellow classmates. - Megotsokho Tho-ü

~ My friends and my department lecturers. - Kaopao N. Zholia

~ History because it will help us prepare for competitive exams. - Weching Y. Konyak
~ History because it will help me in my future civil exams. - Thuchu
~ History because this is the subject which I feel will help me the most in future.
   - Ayuchenla Phom
~ History, because it’s important for competitive exams. - Zarenbeni W. Murry
~ History as it will help me prepare for competitive exam. - Achumi W. Kikon
~ History because it helps us understand the present based on the past. - Zhiwe Pojar
~ History because it gives us a better perspective of the world through its history.
   - Kevisino Chüsi
~ Sociology as it helps me to understand the society that we live in.
   - Wanglen S. Singh
~ History because it will prepare me for my teaching career as I’ve always wanted to 

become a History teacher. - Khunpeng

~ History because it enables me to understand the evolution of human civilization and 
will help me to prepare for my future as well. - Alinshi V. Thongliu

~ Every subject prepares us for every aspect of our life but I personally think History 
gives an in-depth knowledge of the past. History also helps us to understand the 
present day issues by asking questions as to why things are the way they are.

   - Kezevinu Vitsu
~ I think History is the subject that prepares me the most for life after college because 

history teaches the students practical skills such as analysis, research, writing and 
communication.  - Aying N. Konyak

~ Environmental Studies because it acquaints us with the environment we live in.
   - T. Thsitila Thonger
~ History because, “Those who do not learn History are doomed to repeat it.” 
   - Chungba L.
~ I think English prepares the students the most for life because it helps the students 

in acquiring effective communication skills. - Kethosinuo Chadi
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An incident you will never forget?
Weching Y. Konyak

~ Attending Fresher’s Day, 2019 when the rain was pouring like cats and dogs.
   - Chewe-ü Khutsoh

~ When my phone was seized by a lecturer in the class. - N. Wangom

~ When my crush and I wore the same jacket coincidentally. - Zarenbeni W. Murry

~ While I was checking for time on my phone in the class, the lecturer took it away. 
Reuben Thurr

~ The freezing cold day when we got soaked in the rain. - E. Manshem

name instead out of nervousness and we all had a hearty laugh. - Toshela Kiutoba

room doing cheers to each other while waiting for the teacher to enter the classroom 
but to our surprise the teacher was already taking attendance in the class room.

   - Vekrone Vese

 Renjano Y. Ezung

~ Passing the exam without studying. - Penglang Shiu

~ The day I got backlog which scares me to this day. - Vizolenuo Vasa

~ The day I sat in the wrong classroom thinking it was my class. - Aghali A.

~ I forgot to keep my phone on silent mode and it rang so loudly in the middle of the 
class. - Herato K Chishi

~ Our department trip to Khonoma village, 2021. - Lunthula A. Yimchunger

Achumi W. Kikon

~ During the CR election in the 1st semester, I volunteered to contest for the same 
not knowing that my friends have to nominate my candidature. I still cringe thinking 
about it.  - Kivini Swu

~ When I was caught giving proxy attendance.  - Zhiwe Pojar

~ The altercation that I had with the Student’s Council members. - Wanglen S. Singh
th semester exam everyone got scolded on account of one person’s mistake. - Alinshi V. Thongliu

~ While taking my 5th semester History exam, I spent two hours writing just two questions because I memorized and wrote exactly the notes which Sir gave us. Never have I panicked so much in my entire life. I was sweating out of fear as I was running out of time but at least I managed to answer three and a half questions with a short apology note in my answer script to Sir to excuse me for my hand writing as I had to write in 5G/6G speed to make up for the lost time. - Berimong
~ The day I fell down inside the classroom. - Vikhonuo Sakhrü
~ An incident I will never forget is when I was carried by my friends Tachisangla and 

during the Mock Drill event organized in the college on the 10th of February, 2022.- Denchü Konla Süngdok
~ The incident which I will never forget is when my friend and I were summoned to the college by the Student’s Council for creating WhatsApp groups using the college name 

Larito H. Yimchunger~ The day I cleaned the classroom in front of my mates as a punishment.- Imkongsanen Jamir
~ Receiving a rose on Valentine’s Day from a classmate. - Amena V. Zhimo

for the English honors students. - Koleno Lüho
~ I was caught giving proxy. - Kheyie Meya Khiamnuingan
~ When my friend gave my proxy attendance and was caught. - Tokmei Phom
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A rule of the College you would like to 
amend.

~ To provide water in the washrooms. - Amoni

~ Constructing a recreational room for extra curriculum activities where the students can 
spend time during the off periods. - Weching Y. Konyak

~ Separate boys and girls hostel for kohima campus. - Chewe-ü Khutsoh

~ Proper sanitation facilities. - E. Manshem

~ The college should have proper water supply in the toilets. - Imlisunep Longkumer

~ A college canteen. - Nyeinyu C. Konyak

~ Proper notice boards for information and publicity. - Vizolenuo Vasa

~ More books in the library. - Joni Bukh 

~ Art and music classes. - Aghali A.

~ A spacious auditorium to accommodate maximum number of students when special 
events and programs are organized. - Herato K Chishi

~ Upgrade the library. - Kivini Swu

~ In my opinion I would like the college to come up with digital library facilities.
   - Kezevinu Vitsu

~ There should be a recreational hall for the students. - Vikhonuo Sakhrü

~ To provide ceiling fans and a college canteen. - Aliho H.

~ Renovation of the old building and to install fans inside the classrooms as the weather in
summer is becoming hotter year by year. - Agaibe Hinglak

~ A college canteen. - Kevilhounuo Suokhrie

~ A college canteen. - Liyani T. Ngullie

~ The library should be upgraded. - Chenithung Ngullie

~ More teaching staffs should be employed. - Kutovi Rhakho

~ Digital classrooms. - T. Thsitila Thonger

~
college programs and other activities. - Chewe-ü Khutsoh

~ Mobile phones should not be allowed inside the classroom and exam halls.
   - Dovezo Khüsoh
~ To have more outdoor activities in order to develop the social skills of the students.

- Renjano Y. Ezung
~ To do away with the improvement exam. - Kevisetuo Seyie

~ All the students should be given equal opportunity to take part in the election of the
Student’s Council. - Herato K Chishi

~ The existing college routine. - Khriephrenuo Tachü

~ Wearing of white uniform socks. - Wanglen S. Singh

~ Ngaplih Konyak

~ A college rule that I would like to amend is to conduct two internal exams like in the 
past. - M. Tachisangla

~ A rule of the college I would like to amend is the election of the Student’s Council 
members which should be open for all the students and not only limited to the CR’s.

    - Denchü Konla Süngdok

~ Meyieno Sakhrie

~ To introduce Economics subject as an honours. - Longtichem S.

~ Not to entertain students who come late and disturb the class. - Seso Wetsah

~ To prohibit the use of tobacco within the college premise. - Kutovi Rhakho

~ To provide platforms for students to express their opinions. - Nuveto Tetseo

~ Not to allow the late comers to enter the classroom in the midst of the class.
   - Themshao P.

~ To declare all Saturdays as a holiday. - Chungba L.

~ To give all the students the opportunity of electing the Student’s Council members.
   - Kethosinuo Chadi

In your opinion, what facilities should the 
College come up in the future?
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~ Making more friends. - Sedesienuo Sanchu
~ Not being able to have interaction with my classmates because of  the pandemic.
   - Vekrone Vese
~ Interacting with my classmates. - Renjano Y. Ezung
~ The Cultural Day in the college. - Ayuchenla Phom

owing to the pandemic. - Nyeinyu C. Konyak
~ Spending quality time with friends. - Lunthula A. Yimchunger
~ The thing that I missed out the most during my stay in Baptist College is spending 

time with friends. - Kewenyi-ü Mero
~ Learning new things. - Kevisino Chüsi
~ Not getting to bunk classes. - Wanglen S. Singh
~ Classroom teaching and college activities due to the lockdown. - Alinshi V. Thongliu

Berimong
~ One thing I have missed out the most in my stay here in Baptist College is not getting 

to know my classmates individually. - M. Tachisangla

~ The most important thing I have missed out at Baptist College is not being able to 

percent of  my classmates. - L. Chongchen
~ Interaction with the lecturers. - Vikhonuo Sakhrü
~ When I missed participating in the CR’s election. - Larito H. Yimchunger
~ Not giving my hundred percent effort. - Meyieno Sakhrie
~ Not participating in the co-curricular activities. - Aying N. Konyak
~ Attending normal classes and missing out excursions and trips due to the global 

pandemic. - Yingdila T. Sangtam

~ College sports week. - Chenithung Ngullie

In your stay in Baptist College what have 
you missed out the most?
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Arti
cles

Articles

“If you’re trying and still can’t make it, it’s okay. Be thankful that you’re still doing good in 
something else. If you’re trying and still can’t make it to the top. It’s okay. God has better 
plans for you.” In everything, give thanks.

- Meyieno Sakhrie

To my Mates
To my dearest mates of History department 2019-2022, although our time together 
was limited, the moments we shared was precious and enjoyable and I have found 
lots of happiness in your company. I will remember you all as friendly, talkative, 
naughty and cheerful. And I’m so grateful for your friendship. Though we go our 
separate ways, life will go on. So, let us cherish the good memories we  have 
made.

- Vekrone Vese

Message to my Mates
(HISTORY DEPARTMENT 2019-2022 BATCH)

together. It has now become memories and moments that we will cherish. Thank you all for 
the smiles, laughter and the sweet memories. Together we came, together we depart. I wish 
you all a cool, rocking, bright and a successful future. 

In Excelsis

- Denchü Konla Süngdok

Life is a journey, enjoy it to the fullest
We have all heard or read somewhere that, “Life is a journey, enjoy it to the fullest.” 
Everyone has different perspective about life. Some may imagine life as a picnic 
spot. For some life is enjoying with friends, travelling and so on. In whichever way 
you presume, you tend to walk on that path. We are free to do anything we prefer 
but we must not take advantage of it. You may be someone who enjoy working 
hard in life, doing creative things, being adventurous, someone who loves to work 
for society, one who love music or who enjoy taking initiatives and responsibilities 
etc. Life is not about doing only one particular thing but it is about multitasking. 
The journey of life is never so easy. It is a journey of embracing, learning, trying 
and never giving up. Life is a rollercoaster. Be someone who enjoys the journey 
as well as appreciates and encourages others along the way. There will be good 
days and bad times but we have to continue the journey. 

Spending time with yourself and listening to yourself is also a part of the journey. 
We should also live our lives in such a way that it heals and help us grow. So, let’s 
always try to focus on the bright side. May you never give up on the journey of life 
and keep believing in yourself. Enjoy life to the fullest.

- Denchü Konla Süngdok

Message to the College
My time in Baptist College was great with so many memories to be cherished. I am very 
blessed and proud to have studied here. I am grateful that my college does not only provide 
good education but also organizes extra co-curricular activities which provide various 
opportunities to the students. I want to thank all the lecturers for teaching, guiding and 

I wish all my juniors to strive for excellence, to work hard, create memories, enjoy college life 
and create a good history. God bless our Baptist College.

In Excelsis

- Denchü Konla Süngdok
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A Message to my Mates and Lecturers
To all my lovely mates and lecturers of History Department 2019-2022, I would like 
to extend my gratitude to all of you for making my college life a memorable one. 
Although our class was the noisiest, still I had the most enjoyable time and I will 
cherish it till the last day of my life. In these three years of my stay in the college, I 
have learned so many things, thanks to our lecturers. I love you all and I hope to see 

- Toshela Kiutoba

My Experience in Baptist College

a wonderful journey and I have learned lots of things from my lecturers and friends, 
so thank you all. And I am proud to say that I am a part of Baptist College.

Though I know my classmates, but I am still yet to know half of them personally. Last 
but not the least, I would like to say, “Enjoy each day of your life, so that you won’t 
regret later on.”

- Amoni

“Childh�d L�e”
My heart beat for you.
The pure emotion in my soul burned my body,
When I put my head helplessly on the pillow at night,

I prayed to see you in my dreams but without hope,
You expressed joy at my innocent love,
What can you gain from this harsh denial?
Tell me, is your name written on the burning sun?

Days passed, childhood turned a big grief,
You, childish adult girl, now you have a heart for love,
Where were you while I was dying only for you?
The birds also cried of the fact that I really loved you!

- Malünchu

Quotes.
“Do the best until you know better.
Then do better.”
 - Sedesienou Sanchu

“Oh! Gentle Breeze,
whisper to my darling that my love was true, so that my heart will feel at rest.”
 - Amena V. Zhimo

- Chewe-ü Khutsoh

“You don’t need what you want. But you must have what you need.” 
- Seso Wetsah

Historiographers
In retrospect, I realize how bright and sunny it was, the day we stepped into 
Baptist College. I remember it was on a Tuesday morning at 10:00A.M on the 11th 
of June, 2019, when all the Historians met in room number 3.

As I look back to the years gone by I realize how time passed by so swiftly. Our 
stay in the college was so short. The other memorable experience was the short 
visit to Khonoma Village on the 13th of November, 2021. I also fondly remember 
how we changed our department’s name from ‘History Department’ to ‘people who 
don’t need others opinion.’

Everything seemed to have happened so fast. Life in the college was tough but it 
was fun too. As as you all work towards your future, do not quit your dreams, keep 
going and keep learning.

“We came as strangers but we leave as friends.”
Adieu, Historiographers.

- Khriephrenuo Tachü
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“I Wish”
I wish we lived in a world
Of peace and harmony,
No hardship or being broken.
I wish we never meet death, but live forever,
generation to generation.
I wish all the animals could talk like
Humans; I dare wish them.
I wish I could have a fairy guardian,
To be loved and  to dream whole day.
I wish I could have white feathers,

mountains, oversee the whole world.
I wish my mom and dad never grow old 
But live forever.
I wish my love never goes in vain, but be loved.
I wish all happiness in this cruel world like
the cactus that blooms in a sandy soil.
I wish I was a rose with thorns
loved by everyone.
I wish happiness to all,
Heart and soul united.

- Chomti K

My Journey in Baptist College
My three years stay in Baptist College went by so swiftly. It seems like yesterday that I joined this college. How fast 

wandering hither- thither in the campus. I did not know anyone nor was I familiar with the surroundings and eventually 

campus, meeting different people and making new friends. I have gone through a lot of ups and downs in my 1st Semester 
in the college, but I have also enjoyed the ride in between, no matter the struggles I faced. In the 2nd Semester, I got used 
to everything. Almost the whole year went by in total lockdown due to the pandemic attending online classes and taking 
online exams. There were exciting moments as well as stressful and anxious moments. The third year was nearly the end of 

is coming to an end.

I have enjoyed my college life to the fullest and had the best college days of my life. I would like to express my gratitude 
to all those who shared their wisdom, skills and experience and supported me throughout my journey in Baptist College. 
Baptist College has been like a second home to me and I am glad to be a part of BCK. This institution has provided me 
with quality education and many opportunities which helped me grow. I had a great and wonderful learning experience.

God bless Baptist College.
- M. Tachisangla

“Unwhole”
Time passed by
Creating memories of bliss and of woe,
I thought I possessed everything.
In constant reverie, life went on with great zeal. 
Wondering about my virtue as an individual.

As I recall the days gone by,

task I leave behind.
And as I lament,
I hear the agonizing cry,
In the inner realm of my soul.

O God! My time travelled so fast,
into another journey, in dilemma.

 - Rüpfüvolü Rhakho

Message to the Lecturers

Words are powerless to express my gratitude to my lecturers, for teaching us throughout these three years and for your 
valuable guidance, support and tireless efforts in molding and guiding us. You have not only taught us academics, but have 
inculcated moral values in us which will remain in our hearts forever. Whoever I am today, it is because of your sheer hard 
work and untiring efforts.

Thank you lecturers once again and wishing you all a long, happy and healthy life.
- M. Tachisangla
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“Immortal Intoxicating Eyes”

It felt like an essence of heavenly yonder.

Woody brown and honey coated colors,
I shall never forget those iris symmetric circles.

Shiny like a citrine,
Flaming arrows hit my heart 

Oh! Those two tempting gems of yours, 
Shall never demise,
for they are immortal, intoxicated eyes.

The white area of your eyes,
Is where the River Canaan of Israel resides.
Lunatics claim the false idea of the
Existence of the ‘Land of milk and honey,’
Behold Liars! I discovered the ‘Land of milk and honey,’
In those intoxicating eyes.

Good memories and actions
Of my true love shall 
Be captured in your most beautiful, 
immortal, intoxicating eyes.
Your eyes, your eyes. 
Only yours.

- Larito H. Yimchunger

“The Valley of Flowers”

Down the mountain,

There the people seemed so cheerful.

So happy and delighted.
The dainty little boy dallying
and dabbing in the river.
There stood a willow tree in 

Beneath it grew a dandelion.
T’was dancing along with the wind.
The sun gazed down at the beauty
With great astonishment;
Its  light dazzling brightly upon the valley.
The change in weather never stopped the
Flowers from blooming.

Keeping the beauty of the valley alive.

- Zarenbeni W. Murry

“Gratitude”
Will the sky run out of shooting stars?

Or will an ocean of ink run dry?
To list the many of man’s desires.
How would it be if heavens could rain wishes and wants?
Will men ever be deprived of rave and rants?

Can we ever be content and not covet?
Nor be envious of the possession of
others and make comparison?
Nor celebrate the losses or 
delight in the misfortune of another?

Wish the world could turn softer,
And tend to the needs of another.
Where one could be more giving
Sharing essence with the most loving 
One who tipped the scales in balance,
Or hold chances.

Wish one could take a step out

the beauty of the one who
painted the universe in myriad colors,
and the one who holds everything in place.

Oh! I wish for an intercession,
of hearts so full of self that whilst
the entirety of His creation is a marvel
far expanding, we are but less of a speck.
the sovereign judgment will dawn.

Oh! you who destroy the children of another.
To covet and lust, your pocket will run deep.
Look up dear! We are frivolous,
In the grandest scheme and yet
have the right to be deemed marvelous.
So, why the fuss? Be grateful

the doings of His boundless Grace

- Kheyie Meyo
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“Pining for Love”
For the rest of my days,
Let you, be my desire.
Yearning for love,
until my soul rest.

Endless night in between us.
Hundred and thousand of miles.
Yet, it is my stronghold.

Near or far.
Rich or poor.
May you be the reason
For my existence.

- Thuchu Trakha

My Experience in Baptist College

remember what he said, “Young man, welcome to Baptist family!” That comment really touched me because he could have 
said, ‘Welcome to Baptist College.’

The six letter word, “family” really mesmerized me and gave me so much joy to be a student of Baptist College. I am thankful 
to my uncle Mr.Lato Yimchunger, who was a former lecturer of Baptist College, Commerce department for introducing me to 
this college. And each semester molded me in my studies as well as in extra-curricular activities and I would to express my 
gratitude to all my lecturers who motivated me to prepare for competitive exams. I will also like to share my appreciation to 
Sir. Seyiesilie Vüprü, who once told me that “In order to become a successful man one have to be consistent, punctual and 
disciplined.” Sir.Asilie Rürhia  taught me, “Might is right if for the welfare of others,” and my ‘Ayo’ Dr.Mhabeni who told me, 
“To experience new knowledge” and Sir. Chubutse Naro who inspired me, “To keep working hard.” And to all my juniors, I, 
Mr. Larito H.Yimchunger would like to say that, “Never to judge a book by its cover, always be good to the teachers as they 
are your potter, be gentle to the college helpers and always be sincere in your studies.” As we are going to depart, I would 
like to leave the college with good memories which I will cherish. I love you all and Baptist College will be missed forever.

Long live Baptist College!

- Larito H.Yimchunger

“Leave the Past,
Live for Tomorrow”

Many dwell on bad things,

It’s not uncommon or unusual.
No one can get on a time machine,

Don’t keep looking back,
That you forget to look
at the beautiful
things in front of you.
Keep your pain
And learn from it.

A path ahead is waiting for us
No matter in which way.
Life is not a one-way street,
It’s a series of cross roads.
It may not be perfect
But that’s life.

A better future is waiting
For us to run towards it.
I wish you all good luck
In your chosen path.

- Akivitoli N. Achumi

“A Life Worth Living”
There are ups,
There are downs,
There are waitings,
There are mistakes,
There are lessons,
And, there is a whole lot of growing.
I call that ‘Life.’

- Amena V. Zhimo
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Self Pity
A person’s life is gifted with many blessings, obstacles and challenges. Self pity has 
become a common issue which especially the youth faces. It tends to come our way 
when we come across a failure, a weakness or having a low self esteem. In this 
visual and social media society where everything is made available to us, we come 

Most of us tend to watch and envy them. We easily become a prey to self pity which 

our actions and behavior and belittling one self. 

having the courage to strive and give our best in whatever opportunities that comes 
our way, with a positive mindset must be our goal in life. 

- Pelesei-ü Theiinuo

Message to My Mates.

I feel blessed to have you in my life. I don’t know what I would have done without you all. 

friendship and experience will be deeply stored in my heart forever.

Wishing you all the best and good luck for the next chapter of your career.

- Khruvelu Vese

Message to My Lecturers
I would like to extend my heartfelt appreciation and gratitude for your kindness and support 
that has been rendered to me so far. I enjoyed every minute of the lectures in the classroms 
as well as your sense of humour. Thank you so much for being there and supporting me 
during my challenging times. You helped me become the person I am today. The things I 
have learned from here will guide me even in the coming days. I am immensely grateful 
and forever indebted to you all.

- Khruvelu Vese

Tru� Your Goal
Now, we all have a great need for acceptance but you must trust that 
your beliefs are unique and your own, even though others may think 
them odd or unpopular.

- Weching Y. Konyak
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Message of Gratitude 
My three years journey as a student of this college has been immensely wonderful 
and I have been blessed to have been under the guidance of such amazing 

encouragements given to us, have had a positive impact towards bringing about a 

how thankful I am to all the lecturers for your unconditional support and I hope the 
lessons and knowledge gained from you all will be a stepping stone to success in the 
future. I pray and hope that the Almighty God bless you beyond all measures. 
Long live, Baptist College. 

- Alinshi V. Thongliu

Our Journey
All souls walking this earth, 
Are living on borrowed time.
And one day, the sun shall set, 
Not to rise again. 

Every single soul, every spark, 
Every match will be put out
By the relentless tides of time.
A crashing wave of reality. 

But our actions will live on. 
So will love, art, kindness, 
The masterpieces of our kin. 

As we return to the earth, 
Our journey will still matter. 
We may not live long but 
Long live the journey. 

- Ayuchenla Phom

I joined the college in the year 2019. However, it feels like I joined just 
yesterday but now I have only few months left, to leave the college. I can’t 

The memories that I created with my lecturers and friends will be cherished 
forever.

I will deeply miss Baptist College.

- C. Mary Toisha

Don’t Miss Out
We can’t skip chapters, that’s not how life works. We have to read every line, meet every 
character.  We won’t enjoy all, some chapters will make us cry and some will make us 
smile. There will be moments when we don’t want the page to end. But all we have to do is 
keep going. Stories keep the world revolving. Live your life. Don’t miss out.

- Weching Y. Konyak
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1. Khriesavituo Chüsi : Father of History Department. 
2. Khriephrenuo Tachü : Mother of History Department. 
3. Agaibe Hinglak : The guy who is afraid of girls. 
4. Ikaisile Kamlak : Always in attention mode. 
5. Amena V. Zhimo and Akivitoli N. Achumi : Chatter Box no. 1.
6. Joni Bukh and Kivini Swu : Chatter Box no. 2.
7. Vekrone Vese : Duplicate Jerry. 
8. L. Chongchen and M. Tachisangla : Most sincere. 
9. Penglang Shiu : Sleepy head. 
10. Renjano Y. Ezung : Manga girl. 
11. C. Mary Toisha : Sleepy head with busy life. 
12. Avituo Seyie : Singer of History Department. 
13. Berimong : Irregular guy. 
14. Meyieno Sakhrie : Greater Glinder. 
15. Rüpfüvolü Rhakho : Swift parrot with a kind heart. 
16. Toshela Kiutoba: Anti-romantic.
17. Thuchu : Unattentive, known as Rahul. 

Famous Personalities of 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT 

18. Khruvelu Vese : Always serious and Ms. Question Box. 
19. Lunthula A. Yimchunger : The introvert one and a courageous lady.
20. Kethosinuo Chadi and Tseilievinuo Chatsu : Twin sisters, with a pretty smile and their 

forehead is brighter than their future. 
21. Vizolenuo Vasa : Coolest girl.
22. Larito H. Yimchunger : Local Michael Jackson and best debater. 
23. Sedesienuo Sanchu and Lamtan T. S. Konyak : Late comer. 
24. Wanglen S. Singh : Mr. Manipur with beautiful curly hair. 
25. Vikhonuo Sakhru : Simple girl.
26. Kaopao N. Zholia and Tokmei Phom : Naughtiest.
27. Reuben Thurr : Mr. Campaign. 
28. E. Manshem : Mr. Brainy.
29. Alinshi V. Thongliu and  Aliho H : Most innocent. 
30. Zhiwe Pojar : Ms. Proxy.
31. Denchü Konla Süngdok : Student of the Year. 

 - Contributed by Khriephrenuo Tachü and New Life.
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- Letuonuo Kesiezie

BA 4th Semester, History Department. 

- Shamnyu

- Tusovelu
- Wenyilo

- Livino

Dear seniors,

- Veni

Juniors
4th

Meage
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pol. Science
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Mr. Seyiesilie Vüprü, Ms. Naro Jamir, Mrs. Narola Chuba, Mr. L. Tshidelong Rüdy
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Neisengulie Suohumvü

Meage
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Name : A. Paree Luwang
Roll No. : 191
Contact # : 9366553781
Email : pareeluwang38@gmail.com

Name : Avika
Roll No. : 195
Contact # : 6009238887
Email : avikayeps3@gmail.com

Name : Abokali R. Awomi
Roll No. : 192
Contact # : 6009279551
Email : abokalirokhehoawomi@gmail.com

Name : B. Langphong
Roll No. : 196
Contact # : 9366549953
Email : langphongmodric@gmail.com

Name : Akhülu
Roll No. : 193
Contact # : 8837093545
Email : emmap6701@gmail.com

Name : Bemang E.
Roll No. : 197
Contact # : 8413802415
Email : bemangenglam12@gmail.com

Name : Akhanmong T. Sangtam
Roll No. : 194
Contact # : 9863120277
Email : akhanmongrudythonger@gmail.com

Name : Benny Joshour
Roll No. : 198
Contact # : 9077769937
Email : chongoulensingsons@gmail.com
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Name : Bonghok L.
Roll No. : 199
Contact # : 9383310190
Email : lbonghok@gmail.com

Name : Chumben Kikon
Roll No. : 203
Contact # : 7423828408
Email : benkikon87@gmail.com

Name : Chemjungli Sangtam
Roll No. : 200
Contact # : 8730867808
Email : achemjung@gmail.com

Name : Elithung Kithan
Roll No. : 204
Contact # : 9863016934
Email : mehaiwakithanelithungkithan@gmail.com

Name : Chinge W.
Roll No. : 201
Contact # : 9366566769
Email : konyakchinge12@gmail.com

Name : Enibemo L. Kithan
Roll No. : 205
Contact # : 8794498533
Email : Kithanenibemo33@gmail.com

Name : Chingshei Konyak
Roll No. : 202
Contact # : 6009275874
Email : chingsheisk1449@gmail.com

Name : Esibe Lungalang
Roll No. : 206
Contact # : 9077471929
Email : lungalangesibe@gmail.com
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Name : Haan H.
Roll No. : 207
Contact # : 9366180919
Email : haanthaam010@gmail.com

Name : Imtipokyim
Roll No. : 211
Contact # : 8837009237
Email : pokyimpnr80400@gmail.com

Name : Hekavi Futhena
Roll No. : 208
Contact # : 9383308863
Email : futhenahekavi@gmail.com

Name : Inili Kiho
Roll No. : 212
Contact # : 8794601241
Email : inilikiho@gmail.com

Name : Hutoka L. Zhimo
Roll No. : 209
Contact # : 6009211848
Email : hutokaljimo@gmail.com

Name : K. Along Phom
Roll No. : 213
Contact # : 7629870437
Email : alongphom8058@gmail.com

Name : I. Jevili Chophi
Roll No. : 210
Contact # : 7005723400
Email : chophijevili@gmail.com

Name : K. Lothungbeni Ovung
Roll No. : 214
Contact # : 9362354825
Email : lothungovung92@gmail.com
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Name : Küthove Puro
Roll No. : 215
Contact # : 6009073416
Email : kuthovepuro94@gmail.com

Name : Keneinguzo Rio
Roll No. : 219
Contact # : 8794959715
Email : keneinguzorio.bb@gmail.com

Name : Kiamo K.
Roll No. : 216
Contact # : 6009372205
Email : kiamochio98@gmail.com

Name : Kevingutuo Khawakhrie
Roll No. : 220
Contact # : 8787888204
Email : kevingutuokevi@gmail.com

Name : Kanga Rangnamai
Roll No. : 217
Contact # : 8974759843
Email : kangaroselyn@gmail.com

Name : Kevirükuo Theünuo
Roll No. : 221
Contact # : 8259809664
Email : Kvrkuotheunuo@gmail.com

Name : Kaohai L.
Roll No. : 218
Contact # : 7085418548
Email : kaohailam123@gmail.com

Name : Kevisedenuo Khezhie
Roll No. : 222
Contact # : 7005244189
Email : Kevisedenuokhezhie@gmail.com
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Name : Kezhangunuo Theünuo
Roll No. : 223
Contact # : 9362564015
Email : theiinuozhangu@gmail.com

Name : Kikrusatuo Kets
Roll No. : 227
Contact # : 8787802456
Email : ketzviper04@gmail.com

Name : Khrüzolü Nyekha
Roll No. : 224
Contact # : 8414985928
Email : khruzolunyekha16@gmail.com

Name : Kisato K. Zhimomi
Roll No. : 228
Contact # : 9366020548
Email : kisatozhimo@gmail.com

Name : Khrozoko Kapfo
Roll No. : 225
Contact # : 9612429500
Email : akokapfo3000@gmail.com

Name : Kowete -ü Ngachu
Roll No. : 229
Contact # : 8974019308
Email : koweteungachu@gmail.com

Name : Kihito N. Achumi
Roll No. : 226
Contact # : 7005089772
Email : kihitoachumi67@gmail.com

Name : Kumugha Sangtam
Roll No. : 230
Contact # : 9366036921
Email : kelzkurosaki@gmail.com
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Name : Kuzoto Keyho
Roll No. : 231
Contact # : 8794589307
Email : Keyhokuzoto@gmail.com

Name : Liza S. Muru
Roll No. : 235
Contact # : 7005247481
Email : lizamuru5@ gmail.com

Name : Laso
Roll No. : 232
Contact # : 7641838101
Email : lasopaohpaoh@gmail.com

Name : Lochumlo T. Khenchung
Roll No. : 236
Contact # : 6009552089
Email : lochumlokhenchung@gmail.com

Name : Lipila L. Sangtam
Roll No. : 233
Contact # : 7629874534
Email : lipilasangtam985@gmail.com

Name : Loreno C. Mozhui
Roll No. : 237
Contact # : 6009319993
Email : mozhuilorenoc@gmail.com

Name : Livika G. Assumi
Roll No. : 234
Contact # : 6909242080
Email : livikagassumi@gmail.com

Name : Medovie-o Kevie
Roll No. : 239
Contact # : 8730809310
Email : medovieo19@gmail.com
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Name : Mhayani W. Ezung
Roll No. : 243
Contact # : 8256935621
Email : ezungmhayani945@gmail.com

Name : Megonisa Punyü
Roll No. : 240
Contact # : 8731955849
Email : hiekhamego@gmail.com

Name : Merenmenla Jamir
Roll No. : 241
Contact # : 8258953842
Email : amenj7056@gmail.com

Name : Mesungo O. Sono
Roll No. : 242
Contact # : 9077233567
Email : mesungoosono@gmail.com

Name : Minching Y. Konyak
Roll No. : 244
Contact # : 7630953547
Email : minchingyanna282@gmail.com

Name : Nünolü Khusoh
Roll No. : 245
Contact # : 7085394430
Email : nunokhusoh@gmail.com

Name : Neingolo Koza
Roll No. : 246
Contact # : 6009358249
Email : neingolokoza97@gmail.com

Name : Neisevonuo Chietsü
Roll No. : 247
Contact # : 8794285056
Email : neisevonuochietsii@gmail.com
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Name : Noklim N. Phom
Roll No. : 251
Contact # : 8416090519
Email : noklimnphom@gmail.com

Name : Neshuhu Medeo
Roll No. : 248
Contact # : 6009005627
Email : nexxsmedeo@gmail.com

Name : Ngaungau Nampeung
Roll No. : 249
Contact # : 8787706294
Email : nngaungau@gmail.com

Name : Nimughali
Roll No. : 250
Contact # : 9863766817
Email : nimughali23@gmail.com

Name : Nyanbeni A. Yanthan
Roll No. : 252
Contact # : 9366950978
Email : nyanbeni2018@gmail.com

Name : Nyashom M. Konyak
Roll No. : 253
Contact # : 8837297486
Email : nyashomk@gmail.com

Name : Nzanthung L. Ezung
Roll No. : 254
Contact # : 8787786406
Email : nzanthung771@gmail.com

Name : P. Baushat
Roll No. : 255
Contact # : 7085467991
Email : baushatlakpan@gmail.com
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Name : Pangging Konyak
Roll No. : 259
Contact # : 9366876462
Email : apangpangging8@gmail.com

Name : Peheiyile Thou
Roll No. : 260
Contact # : 9366165673
Email : merylthou@gmail.com

Name : Pika H. Zhimo
Roll No. : 261
Contact # : 6009065112
Email : pikahzhimo@gmail.com

Name : P. Phonglan Konyak
Roll No. : 256
Contact # : 8132875173
Email : phongmarkkonyak@gmail.com

Name : P. Senchumo Kikon
Roll No. : 257
Contact # : 8256945730
Email : senchumokikon4@gmail.com

Name : Paiyu N.
Roll No. : 258
Contact # : 8415967638
Email : npaiyu@gmail.com

Name : Pokho Lamthew
Roll No. : 262
Contact # : 7628978041
Email : pokholam1998@gmail.com

Name : Puphe B. Lamniah
Roll No. : 263
Contact # : 9863381184
Email : mr9077483577@gmail.com
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Name : Rhitri-ü Mero
Roll No. : 267
Contact # : 9383201924
Email : rhitrium@gmail.com

Name : Rangchopila B. Anar
Roll No. : 264
Contact # : 8794841190
Email : achemanar2@gmail.com

Name : Renathung W. Odyuo
Roll No. : 265
Contact # : 8837283960
Email : renathungodyuo695@gmail.com

Name : Renchumi Tsopoe
Roll No. : 266
Contact # : 8259840492
Email : renchumi26@gmail.com

Name : Rhonbenthung Odyuo
Roll No. : 268
Contact # : 8132875699
Email : rhonbenthungo@gmail.com

Name : Rothrili T. Thonger
Roll No. : 269
Contact # : 6009332388
Email : rothrilithonger@gmail.com

Name : Ruokuobeituonuo
Roll No. : 270
Contact # : 8794823594
Email : ruokuobei16@gmail.com

Name : Sajimu Pochury
Roll No. : 271
Contact # : 7085457123
Email : sven�eatcherz@gmail.com
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Name : Sentinaro Longkumer
Roll No. : 275
Contact # : 9774254746
Email : sentinarolongkumer4706@gmail.com

Name : Samlamzailie
Roll No. : 272
Contact # : 9402203107
Email : samlamzailienhau@gmail.com

Name : Samuel Achumi
Roll No. : 273
Contact # : 8837093977
Email : mughakswu@gmail.com

Name : Sekhota Nyekha
Roll No. : 274
Contact # : 8732046777
Email : sekhotanyekha@gmail.com

Name : Seyieneinuo Keretsü
Roll No. : 276
Contact # : 8131892332
Email : Keretsuseyieneinuo@gmail.com

Name : Shahphong A.
Roll No. : 277
Contact # : 7085663723
Email : shahphonghamshen32750@gmail.com

Name : Shangkok H. Konyak
Roll No. : 278
Contact # : 7085310718
Email : konyakshangkok253@gmail.com

Name : Suhana Akhtar Choudhury
Roll No. : 279
Contact # : 8837075445
Email : suhanachoudhury231@gmail.com
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Name : Tekhetsho-ü Ngacu
Roll No. : 283
Contact # : 9077762025
Email : ngacutekhetshou@gmail.com

Name : Susena Rosetso
Roll No. : 280
Contact # : 7085781693
Email : suzyrosetso@gmail.com

Name : T. Renben Lotha
Roll No. : 281
Contact # : 6009032813
Email : trenbenlotha573@gmail.com

Name : Tahyem Salem
Roll No. : 282
Contact # : 8974345317
Email : ayemsalimkyk@gmail.com

Name : Thejakhonuo Chakhrüno
Roll No. : 284
Contact # : 8258950515
Email : thejakhonuo@gmail.com

Name : Thepfutseto Angami
Roll No. : 285
Contact # : 7005978492
Email : thepfutsetobeast@gmail.com

Name : Tono P. Aye
Roll No. : 286
Contact # : 8837241033
Email : bobopota2@gmail.com

Name : Totili K. Yeptho
Roll No. : 287
Contact # : 9612258747
Email : totiliyepthomi@gmail.com
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Name : Vithrunei Ngatamai
Roll No. : 291
Contact # : 9366050590
Email : athruvithrunei58@gmail.com

Name : Vebuzo Swuro
Roll No. : 288
Contact # : 6009400240
Email : vebuzos@gmail.com

Name : Vevota Medeo
Roll No. : 289
Contact # : 9383233590
Email : vevotamedeo50@gmail

Name : Vikehietuo Chase
Roll No. : 290
Contact # : 89740 14824
Email : moonpiecodm@gmail.com

Name : Vivotso Kotso
Roll No. : 292
Contact # : 8794577125
Email : kivenkotso@gmail.com

Name : Votsonu Kotso
Roll No. : 293
Contact # : 8787720851
Email : votsonukotso@gmail.com

Name : Wape-ü Chirie
Roll No. : 294
Contact # : 9612778632
Email : wapeuwapeu@gmail.com

Name : Wetshozo Mero
Roll No. : 295
Contact # : 8730933314
Email : adenmero54@gmail.com

Name : Yaowang Konyak
Roll No. : 296
Contact # : 8974337044
Email : yaowangkonyak887@gmail.com

Name : Zherhosa Katiry
Roll No. : 297
Contact # : 8413900530
Email : anuokats123@gmail.com

Name : Zawepi-u Rhakho
Roll No. : 298
Contact # : 9366867516
Email : zawelerhakho@gmail.com

Dwell
in possibility.
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~ The person who inspires me is my father. His dedication and determination to make my 
family and the society better is an inspiration for me to become better in life.

   - Wetshozo Mero

~ Richard Yanthan. - Puphe B. Lamniah
~ I am a massive fan of Emma Watson. She is an activist who has done so much for the 

empowerment of women. - Rangchopila B. Anar

Your opinion on graduating with a series of 
online exams?
~ It was not good since I missed out so many things. However, it was also exciting 

because my childhood dream to write examination from home came true.
    - Pangging Konyak

most of the students can pass the online exam without studying. - Susena Rosetso

~ Online exams limit our potential to learn and basically encourage us to cheat in the 
exam. - Kevisedenuo Khezhie

~ I feel like I didn’t gain enough knowledge like I was supposed to and it has also made 
me take my exams lightly. - Seyieneinuo Keretsü

~ Out of 100% - 30% knowledgeable. - P. Baushat
~ In my opinion, graduating with a series of online exam boosted my grades but I didn’t 

learn anything from it. - Nimughali
~ In my opinion, graduating through a series of online exams will surely affect the students 

negatively, because digital learning environment is still very new in our society. 
Students will not be able to highlight their full potential due to misuse of information 
available on the internet. - Inili Kiho

~ To graduate through online exams is of no value as no student studies to the fullest for 
online exams. - Chumben Kikon

I feel bad graduating with zero knowledge. - Samlamzailie
~ It was good as well as bad. It was a good experience, as it was a dream come true for 

most of the students. Bad because we did not gain much knowledge.
    - Zherhosa Katiry

The one person who has inspired you 
to become a better version of yourself?
~ My father. - Bonghok L.
~ Mantok. - Yaowang Konyak.
~

she lives her life. - Susena Rosetso
~ My sister inspires me to become a better person. She encourages me to be focused 

and to deal with the challenges in life. She is hard working, independent and successful 
and I want be a successful  and independent woman like her. - Kevisedenuo Khezhie

~ My friend Achemla. - Nzanthung L. Ezung
~ My elder brother. - Minching Y. Konyak
~ Michael Jackson. - Benny Joshour
~ My father. - Kuzoto Keyho
~ Tono P. Aye
~ My friends. - Rothrili T. Thonger
~ My Uncle. - Vebuzo Swüro
~ My friend, Benny Joshour. - Chumben Kikon
~ The one person who inspired me to become a better version of myself is my mother.
   - Sekhota Nyekha

~ My sweet sister. - Zherhosa Katiry

~ The one person who inspires me to become a better version of myself is my dad. He 

achieving my dreams. - Mhayani W. Ezung
~ Elon Musk. - Pika H. Zhimo
~ My parents inspired me to become a better version of myself. - Renathung W. Odyuo
~ My mother, who always think of others before herself. - Kisato K. Zhimomi
~ St. Augustine. - Vikehietuo Chase

Senior Year Entries
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~ It’s unfair because some students who work hard and study get lesser grade than 
those who cheat and get better grades. Graduating with a series of online exams has 
reduced the quality of education, and it will have an impact in the future.

    - Neisevonuo Chietsü

~ In my opinion, I feel that no one will respect us if we graduate through a series of 
online exams. - Kihito N. Achumi

~ Ms. Naro Jamir. -  Sentinaro Longkumer

~ Sir L.Thsidelong Rüdy. - Noklim N. Phom

~ Ms. Sevolü Chüzho. - Kumugha Sangtam

~ Sir Seyieselie Vüprü. - A. Paree Luwang

~ If I get a chance to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as an 
Assistant Professor of Political Science department. - Kevisedenuo Khezhie

~ As a fun lecturer admired by every student. - Benny Joshour

~ I would like to come back smarter and also as someone who can relate to students 
Ngaungau Nampeung

~ If I get a chance to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as an 
Assistant Professor. - Mhayani W. Ezung

~ I would like to come back as a matured and experienced self. - Pokho Lamthew

knowledge of the subject. - Liza S. Muru

~ As the Principal. - Totili Yephto

~ I would like to come back as an Assistant Professor of Political Science department. 
- Renathung W. Odyuo

If you get a chance to come back to Baptist 
College, who would you like to come back 
as?

~ As Professor Hutoka. - Hutoka L. Zhimo
~ I would like to come back as the Vice-Principal of the college. - Nyashom M. Konyak

   - Vithrunei Ngatamai
~ If I get to join Baptist college as a lecturer I would like to come back as the Vice-Principal, 

Narola Chuba. - Peheiyile Thou
~ I would like to come back as a PhD degree holder. - Neisevonuo Chietsü
~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as a better version 

of myself. - Kenienguzo Rio

~ I would like to come back as the HOD of Political Science department.
   - Kevingutuo Khawakhrie
~ I would like to come back as a better version of myself, respected by all.
   - Khrozoko Kapfo

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back and impart quality 
education to the students. - Paiyu N.

~ As a gentleman with knowledge and wisdom. - Akhanmong T. Sangtam

~ Joining Baptist College was the best thing I did. I got to know and meet many people and 
this was an amazing opportunity for me. - Sentinaro Longkumer

   - Lochumlo T. Khenchung

~ Spreading rumour about a girl that she was a lesbian. - Susena Rosetso

~ I’ll miss this college. - Nzanthung L. Ezung

~ I confess that I have made many of my friends angry and mad and I hope that they 
forgive me. - Benny Joshour

Any confession you would like to make 
before you leave the college?
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Nimughali
~ I have a die hard crush on one of my lecturer.  - Samlamzailie

here. - Thepfutseto Angami
~ I would like to seek forgiveness from all my dear lecturers for the unnecessary scenes 

that I have created in the class. - Shangkok H. Konyak
~ Choosing Baptist College was one of the best decisions I’ve ever made and I want to 

thank all my lecturers for always helping me when I needed them the most.
    - Liza S. Muru

Akhülu
~ I confess that I don’t like Saturday classes. - T. Renben Lotha
~ I always hated 9:00 AM classes. - Imtipokyim
~ I did not make many friends as I am an introvert person. - Kisato K. Zhimomi 
~ I always failed to own up my responsibilities on time. - I. Jevili Chophi
~ I’ve learned from bad times, was humbled by the good times. Thank you all for the great 

life lessons. - Peheiyile Thou

~ Being the General Secretary of the Students’ Council, I would like to confess that I have 
been harsh and unapproachable at times and would like to apologize for the same.

    - Kenienguzo Rio

that I ended up at the right place as it paved the way for me to learn new things and 
helped me in growing into what I’m today. - Merenmenla Jamir

~ Asking for extra money saying it was for xerox materials. - Khrozoko Kapfo
~ Completely the opposite of what people told me that Baptist College is really strict.
   - Tahyem Salem
~ Three years in college but never attended devotional service even once.
   - Votsonu Kotso

me in shaping my future. - Mesungo O. Sono
~ My sincere apology for not abiding by the college rules and regulations during my 

college days. - Hekavi Futhena

“I will always remember....”
Avika

Kumugha Sangtam

~ I will always remember Ms. Rüülhouü’s nervous smile and the way she taught us was 
awesome. - Chinge W.

~ My friends and my dearest lecturers. - Laso

~ My college friends. - Shahphong A.

~ My college life in Baptist College. - Kevirükuo Theünuo

~ I will always remember how hard it was to wake up for the 9:00 AM classes.
   - Seyieneinuo Keretsü

~ The “Soul Awakening Camp” dated 22-24 October, 2021 at ABBC Prayer Garden, 
Sechü- Zubza. - P. Baushat

~ The pandemic as we got lots of holidays. - Minching Y. Konyak

~ The Pakora shop. - Nyanbeni A. Yanthan

~ Bunking classes. - Kuzoto Keyho

~ Bunking classes together with my crazy friends and also I’ll always remember my 
lecturers and my classmates. - Inili Kiho

~ 39th College Sports Week. - Tono P. Aye

~ The sharp, fearsome and alert eyes of Sir Seyie. - Khrüzolü Nyekha

~ The times spent with my friends. - Renchumi Tsopoe

~ My college days. - Neingolo Koza

   - Ngaungau Nampeung

~ The one thing that I will always remember is when I went hiking to Dzükou valley with my 
group of friends. - Sekhota Nyekha 
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~ The one thing that I will always remember is my small circle of friends who has 
motivated
Ms. Naro’s line, “Zip your mouth.” - Shangkok H. Konyak

~ Having noodles in Aunty’s stall. - Loreno C. Mozhui

~ The good time with friends. - Enibemo L. Kithan

~ I will always remember the fun, love and the memories I have created with my 
classmates. - Kowete - ü Ngachu

~ I will always remember the times spent with the members of Students’ Council, 2021-
2022 batch. - Kenienguzo Rio 

Bemang E.

Thejakhonuo Chakrüno

~ When I got double imposition for not submitting it on time. - Chingshei Konyak

~ Political Science as it will help me to prepare for competitive exams.
   - Ngaungau Nampeung

~ Sociology because it focuses on society, social behavior, social interaction and aspects 
of culture associated with everyday life. - Zherhosa Katiry

~ Political Science as it helps us to learn and understand the political institutions, laws of 
our country and how the government functions. - Mhayani W. Ezung

~ Political Science because it tell us about the dynamics of the state. - Ruokuobeituonuo
~ Political Science as it enables us to learn about our rights and duties. - Khrozoko Kapfo
~ Political Science because it apprises us to be a responsible citizen.
   - P. Senchumo Kikon
~ Political Science because it equips the students with the knowledge of the political 

institutions and laws that govern the state.  - Kowete -ü Ngachu
~ Political Science as it will prepare me for law school and enter into legal career.
   - Nünolü Khusoh

~ According to me, Political Science prepares me the most for competitive exams.
   - Lipila L. Sangtam
~ Environmental Studies because it teaches us how to keep our environment healthy and 

sustainable for our future. - Zawepi-u Rhakho
~ Political Science because it’ll help us in competitive exams. - Esibe Lungalang

~ Political Science because it teaches about world politics. - Noklim N. Phom

~ Political Science because it teaches us about the current political situation around the 
world. - Elithung Kithan

~ Political Science as it will help me prepare for competitive exams. - Avika
~ Political Science because it is a very relevant subject in today’s context. - Bonghok L.
~ History because it gives us knowledge about the past. - Shahphong A.
~ Political Science as it has an upper hand in competitive exams. - Seyieneinuo Keretsü
~ From my point view, Political Science  is a comprehensive subject which prepares one 

for any situation in life after college. - Samuel Achumi

~ English because it is the medium of instruction and communication in the curriculum and 
it helps us in improving our vocabulary. - Khrüzolü Nyekha

~ Political Science because it helps us to understand the political structure of our state, 
which will be helpful in the future. - Neingolo Koza

Which subject do you think prepares you the 
most for life after college? Why?

~ Online exam. - Pokho Lamthew

~ When my best friend and I got kicked out from the class for talking and disturbing the 
class. - Lochumlo T. Khenchung

~ I will never forget the worst routine where I was the only student in Economics class and 
I had to take a week’s load in a single class on Fridays. - Chinge W.

~ When I lost my ATM card in the college. - Nzanthung L. Ezung

~
   - Benny Joshour

An incident you will never forget?
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~ When I cried inside the examination hall as I could not attempt all the questions in my 
5th Semester Political Science 502 honors paper during the internal exam due to my 
poor time management. - Renchumi Tsopoe

~ The day I got parents call for low attendance. - Vebuzo Swüro
~ When Sir. Seyie kicked me out of our class WhatsApp group for misbehaving in the 

group. - Chumben Kikon

~ Writing imposition for 1000 times which was a horrible experience but I loved it. Thank 
you for the memorable incident, dear concerned teacher. - Samlamzailie

~
textbook. - Thepfutseto Angami

~ The time I was hospitalized right after coming back from Dzükou Valley.
   - Sekhota Nyekha

~ An incident that I’ll never forget is when I was caught cheating from my phone in the 
exam hall. - Renathung W. Odyuo

~ I will never forget the incident when I got backlog for my silly mistake.
   - Livika G. Assumi
~ The day when my shoe came off accidentally while playing football in the campus. I 

was so embarrassed since many students were looking at me. - T. Renben Lotha

~ One day in the library, I mistakenly called out my friend’s name loudly.
   - Kezhangunuo Theünuo
~ Tekhetshoü Ngacu
~ For a month, half of our class mates including myself got kicked out of English class 

during the 2nd Semester. - Hutoka L. Zhimo
~ The day when I was given impositions. - Kanga Rangnamai
~ When I was asked to carry my friend and take her down to the basketball court during 

the mock drill. She was very heavy. - Nyashom M. Konyak
~ I will never forget the incident on the Fresher’s Day, when I was all dressed up in my

suit as a fresher  but couldn’t attend as I got drenched in the heavy downpour.
   - Kenienguzo Rio
~ Cheating in my 1st semester internal exam and getting caught.
   - Kevingutuo Khawakhrie

~ The day we were told to wear full uniform but I didn’t wear college socks because it 
was Khrozoko Kapfo

~ An incident I will never forget is when I was caught giving proxy attendance for a 
classmate, whose name I did not know. I knew only his roll number and was made to 
stand the entire class. - Küthove Puro

~ An incident that I’ll never forget is when my friends and I were late for our Political 
Science honors class. We were not allowed to enter the class for that particular period 
and  so we had to apply for leave. - Merenmenla Jamir

~ When Dr. Sasi was so upset because none of us did well in his paper and he told us not 
to study, saying : “ It’s okay, don’t study, just pray and marks will fall down from heaven.” 
- Rangchopila B. Anar

~ The imposition that I wrote few weeks after joining the college that “I will behave like a 
human being in the class.” - Votsonu Kotso

~

wanted to meet him for some work. - Mesungo O. Sono

~ Dress code for the students, like on which day they should wear college uniform and 
Abokali R. Awomi

~ General election for the Student Council. - Laso

~ To cancel classes on Saturdays. - Seyieneinuo Keretsü

~ Instead of letting the department customize their own departmental t- shirts, it would 
be proper if the college authority can come up with a permanent design for every 
department. - P. Baushat

~ I would want the college to inculcate the practice of starting the day with a short prayer 
every morning. - Inili Kiho

~ Rule of producing leave notes. - Tono P. Aye

~ To change the color of our college blazer. - Khrüzolü Nyekha

A rule of the College you would like to amend.
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~ To emphasize on discipline as the top most priority. - Liza S. Muru
~ To conduct election for the Student’s Council by allowing all the students to vote.
   - Pika H. Zhimo
~ To cancel classes on Saturdays. - Kisato K. Zhimomi
~ Direct election system to be introduced while electing members of the Student’s 

Council. - Hutoka L. Zhimo
~ Rigorous checking of tobacco consumption within the campus and using of mobile 

phones during class hours. - Wetshozo Mero
~ A rule that I would like to amend is to impose strict punctuality amongst the students 

and the faculties as well. - Nünolü Khusoh
~ To make compulsory rule for every student to go to library at least once a week so that 

they learn more. - Lipila L. Sangtam
~ To make compulsory for the students to attend the fellowship by taking attendance.
   - Nyashom M. Konyak
~ Opportunity for all the students to participate in the Student Council election.
   - K. Lothungbeni Ovung
~ It should not be made compulsory for everyone to attend all the programs and 

functions. - Vevota Medeo
~ English language must be spoken inside the college campus. - Chingshei Konyak
~ To come up with strict disciplinary actions against defaulters. - Haan H.
~ Class routine. - Kikrusatuo Kets

~ Better infrastructure for the old classrooms and room 4. - Sajimu
~ Smart classrooms. - Sentinaro Longkumer
~ To introduce National Cadet Corps. - Laso
~ A proper college canteen. - Pangging Konyak
~ Facilities for indoor games. - Yaowang Konyak
~ College Cafeteria. - Lochumlo T. Khenchung

In your opinion, what facilities should the 
College come up in the future?

~ It would be great if the college provide proper hostels for the students as well as a 
canteen. - Susena Rosetso

~ Indoor sports facility in the college campus. - Kevirükuo Theünuo
~ Individual desk and chairs for the students in the classroom. - P. Baushat
~ Standard digital classroom. - Nzanthung L. Ezung
~ To provide robust WiFi in every classroom. - Minching Y. Konyak
~ To make more books available in the college library. - Liza S. Muru
~ Clubs where the student can have proper participation. - Pika H. Zhimo
~ In my opinion, the college should provide projector in every class so the lecturer can give

interactive presentation to keep the students engaged. - Renathung W. Odyuo
~ In my opinion, the college should provide more sports facilities. - Tekhetshoü Ngacu
~ In my opinion, the college should provide a college hostel facility. - Kowete-ü Ngachu
~ College bus. - Medovie-o Kevie
~ To replace the old desk and bench. - Wetshozo Mero
~ Maybe separate college hostels for both boys and girls, a college canteen, an auditorium, 

Vithrunei Ngatamai

~ In my opinion, the college should come up with college buses for the students in the 
future. - Merenmenla Jamir

~ To provide WiFi and microphone in big classrooms. - Chemjungli Sangtam
~ To introduce Science stream. - Megonisa Punyü
~ It’ll be good if we get to have our own college canteen and renovate the basketball court. 

- Wape-ü Chirie
~ Adding Science stream and Techology based education. - Tahyem Salem 
~ Music class. - P. Phonglan Konyak
~ I think the college should provide a recreation room. - Rangchopila B. Anar
~ Student service center and study skill unit. - Suhana Akhtar Choudhury
~ To set up a canteen and to have extracurricular activities apart from education.
   - B. Langphong
~ CCTV in exam halls. - Vivotso Kotso
~ E- Library facility. - Mesungo O. Sono
~ A proper sports complex. - Kiamo K. 
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~ College social life. - Sajimu

~ None, because I enjoyed every single day and I’m so grateful to be a part of Baptist 
College family. - Abokali R. Awomi

~ Devotional Service. - A. Paree Luwang

~ Making friends with females. - Chinge W.

~ Due to the pandemic, with educational institutes closed, students like us missed out 
campus activities like fresher’s day, college fest, farewell program etc.

   - Kevisedenuo Khezhie

~ Cultural Day. - Laso

~ I wish I dared to speak out aloud when I was given an opportunity to express.
- Inili Kiho

~ My 2nd year in the college. - Samuel Achumi

~ Socializing with classmates. - Pika H. Zhimo

~ Participation in extra-curricular and co-curricular activities. - Totili Yeptho

~ My regular classes and college activities. - Rhonbenthung Odyuo

In your stay in Baptist College what have you missed out the most?

~ Not being able to attend two English classes. - Nünolü Khusoh

~ Not being active in college activities. - Peheiyile Thou

~ College outdoor activities and special occasions. - Neisevonuo Chietsü 

~ In my stay at Baptist College, Kohima, I regret not knowing Mr. Chutatu Thurr 
and Ms. Noami Kent until my 4th Semester. And looking back, I wouldn’t be 
any happier leaving the college knowing that we can sing, “Can we skip to 
the good part?” through our tough times. - Kenienguzo Rio

~ Sports and Cultural Day. - Megonisa Punyü

~ The opportunity to join the Student’s Council. - Kaohai L.

~ College activities. - Rhitriü Mero

~ Participating in the sports week. - K. Along Phom

~ The opportunities that came my way to become a better person.
   - Neshuhu Medeo
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“Alive”
Sometimes life will put you 

Unable to comprehend at that moment.
But never give up because being alive
Is the most beautiful gift from God.
Life is full of challenges,
Learn to face those challenges prayerfully,
And give your best in whatever you do.
And if your ‘best’ fails,

“I did my best.”
Always remember that,

If you can’t run, walk
If you can’t walk, crawl,
But whatever you do,
 Keep moving forward.

- Lochumlo T. Khenchung

A Message to My Brothers.
Long miles away from home, in my journey as a student, college was new for me 
and everything was so strange at that moment and I thought that, my college life will 
be boring without any memories and friends but as I moved on I met many beautiful 
people who have become more like brothers rather than friends. As time passed 
by, our bond grew. I can’t thank you enough brothers. My gratefulness goes beyond 
words. Thank you for always being there for me, for putting a smile on my face and 
for cheering me up and for giving me memories which I will cherish in the days to 
come. Now the time has come to say goodbye, to separate and pursue our dreams. 

will make some laughter as we do now. Though we may be separated by distance 

luck for your life.
Last but not the least,“Never say goodbye because goodbye means going away 
and going away means forgetting.”

- Shahphong A.

“The value of time”
To know the value of one second,
Ask a person who just averted an accident.
To know the value of a minute,
Ask a mother who just gave birth.
To know the value of an hour,
Ask the lovers who are waiting to meet.
To know the value of a day,
Ask a daily wage earner.
To know the value of a month,
Ask an entrepreneur.
To know the value of a year,
Ask a student or farmer 
Who failed in the exam 
Or had a bad harvest.
To know the value of life,
Ask your grandparents on
How they spent their youth.

- Avika

Every failure has something useful for us to gain. Give yourself grace, because 
you are human. Make sure you are able to make amends where needed and move 
forward with the new knowledge you gained from the experience. Every time we 
fall, we are given an opportunity to grow and often times; we grow the most through 
our failures.

- Puphe B. Lamniah

Arti
cles

Articles
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A Message to My
Teachers, Juniors and My Brothers

To my teachers:
Thank you to all the teachers for guiding me through the years. It is because of you all 
that I am standing here today. Without you, I do not know where I would be, you made a 
major difference in my life. All those times that you have gone the extra mile to mould me 
into the person I am today, I really appreciate. And the kind words you spoke to me gave 
me hope. Your trust in me made me believe in myself. Thank you for the tireless efforts, 
thank you for allowing me to dream big.

To my juniors:
As you travel this journey ahead, make sure to create memories along the way. Leave no 
room for regrets and make your college days full of joy, laughter and beautiful memories. 
Build a moment that you will be proud of when you look back.
There are bright opportunities waiting for you. Wishing the best for your future .

To my brothers:
How grateful I am to have such wonderful friends as my brothers. Who would have 
thought that I will have such fun? Not even a single day pass by without laughter when 
I am with you guys. The memories we build together, the encouragement we gave each 
during exams, the places we visited and all the beautiful moments shared with forever 
be remembered. Even though our time together was limited  we created a bond which 
will remain In our heart forever. I am glad that I was a part of this brotherhood. Our group 
B&S will always be the best. Don’t want to accept the fact that our journey together has 

As the saying goes, “ When it’s too hard to say goodbye that’s when you realize you had 
an awesome, rocking, and fabulous time together.” 

- Sekhota Nyekha

To my favorite person “R”
Oh my dear “R”.
Why are you so bright?
Are you an angel?

your smile causes thousands of wars and chaos inside my heart and head. From the very 

it’s more than thousand days that I have been chasing after you. I thought of taking my 
heart back from you but I never knew that you were a good hunter that shoots me down 
every now and then. A smile on your face entices my eyes so enchantingly. I even started 
to dislike the holidays because it separates me from you. Many times when I think about 
my future I can’t see myself without you, dear “R” because you have turned out to be 

you have stolen my heart since two and half years ago.

Nevertheless , My dear “R” do not be afraid and worry not about anything because I’m 
always there for you like a soldier in the border.

- Anonymous

A Message for Sir L. Thsidelong Rüdy
Dear Sir,
Your classes were the best. The way you teach is really outstanding and the knowledge 
you deliver is mind blowing. Your understanding and compassion for all the students are 
really admirable. You are the true example of the saying: “A good teacher can inspire the 
imagination, and instill a love of learning.” I really appreciate your hard work. 
I’m cheering for you, Sir.

- Rangchopila B. Anar
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College Days
We make new friends and memories during college days. The last few months of college life

excitement, nerves, or grief. Nobody wants to say it but we’re all thinking about our ‘lasts’ or if 
we’ll ever see our friends again after graduation. We are realizing that we are a family we have 
established in the last three years of college life, struggling to make amends, reconnect, and 

time, which is exciting but scary. We are holding on to the endless memories made with friends, 
the late-night dinner dates with girls, bunking classes, to every last moment that is familiar.
In some months we will look back and say ‘this is the past…the past’. 

Hold on to every last moments of senior year. Dare to do things that always excited you and might   
even drive you insane. Make mistakes, be crazy, reckless and live life. This is your last chance to 
enjoy your college life. Hold on to the good memories until the last moment.

- Ngaungau Nampeung

We came here and shifted to friends from strangers, but we are leaving and 

shifting again from friends to strangers. We came here and secured good 

marks in exams, which will eventually be forgotten, but we are leaving with 

marks of memories which will never fade away. We came here without any 

intention of creating new bonds, but we are leaving with beautiful friendship 

to cherish. We came here wanting to express our feelings to the people we 

love and care, but we are leaving without doing so, because we couldn’t dare 

to. We came here with a bunch of queries, but we are leaving with a bunch of 

memories, hiding tears behind smiles. We are happy because we will soon 

be tagged as a graduate, which has been a childhood dream. We are sad 

because we will be lying on our beds with a heavy heart, reminiscing our 

college days. But this is the beginning of a new start.

- Neingolo Koza

A New Beginning
When I close my eyes, it is almost like I can still hear those voices but I open my eyes and I realize that I am not aware of the directions you are all heading to.
The moments and time spent together will never come back. So let’s walk ahead and not turn back until we reach our goals. When will our next meeting be? Our destination will take us 
to different directions but let us move forward focusing on the gleaming light ahead of us.

The path we have walked down together, the memories we created will forever remain in the depth of my heart. Don’t doubt yourself as you walk towards the new direction. Walk bravely. 
Let this end be the start of a new beginning .

- Votsonu Cilina Kotso

A New Start
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“Another New Chapter."
Life is always about new chapters.
The older the age, it becomes harder
Life is tough and full of challenges. 
But we are the survivors to sustain living.

Now, that a new task awaits each of us!
I wonder what life and destination has for us.
Life has always been a surprise in this world 
Yet, be ready for we don’t know what our future holds.

- K. Lothungbeni Ovung

Friends
The word “Friends” is just a seven letter word. “F” for fruitful, “R” for reminiscence, “I” 
for intensive, “E” for essence, “N” for Naughty, “D” for dramatic and “S” for supportive. 
These are the qualities every friend should possess. I was a very lonely person during my 

charming friends. I have made many friends and memories in Political Science department 
which even money can’t buy. So, I would like to express my love and gratitude to all. Each 
of you will be remembered. Indeed meeting you all was a blessing in my life.

- Rothrili T. Thonger

Memories to be Cherished
for us to depart. But the good times that we had during our three years together will be 
forever cherished. I wish good luck to all the students of Baptist College. God be with you 
till we meet again. 

- Loreno C. Mozhui
“Darling“
The way you are, tickles my fancy 
Our conversation is so sweet. 
We be talking like we have a clue 
because you and I stick like a glue. 
Darling, season may keep on changing 
Everything may change
But my love for you will never.

Love is in the air. 
You make me feel like
I’ve never felt before.
Darling, you know that I am not perfect
But when I am with you I am a better man.
I am impressed by your charms, 
I can keep you safe in my arms.

I just want to keep you close by my side
And say to you those three little words. 
We’ve known each other for a long time, 
I wish this relationship gets stronger and deeper. 
I know that we both have a soft spot for each other.
Darling, I got you. 

- Wetshozo Mero
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To My College Gang< 3
the ones 

we saw only on rare occasions but loved just the same, the ones who taught us just before the 
exams and our one with the snip, I will miss you guys.

I know you guys are scared, a bit nervous, and are probably plotting how to cheat in life one 
last time during the internal exam. We are about to graduate and I want you to know that it’s 
going to be okay.

I know the only trip we made together was to Mt. Japfü even though we planned hundreds of 
trips, but I promise you guys, someday, I will buy plane tickets and we will have our “Dil Chata 
Hai” trips.

I always thought college was supposed to make you ready for the life ahead, but it was you
guys who made it bearable. You guys made me realize that it’s easy to breath, to stop and live 
in the moment, to feel like a child, and behave like one too.

As stubborn as each one of you are, you made your way into my heart, placed yourself 

Today, I have more photos of you guys than my parents, pictures that tell how beautiful our
friendship is. I miss us laughing and hope when we meet next, we will all have new jokes to tell 
and new memories to make.

I just wish I had hugged you all a little tighter, drank an extra cup of coffee together, and stayed
back in the college canteen for a few more hours.

Next time we meet, the coffee, chai and samosas are on me. Imagine me rolling my eyes and 
saying, “I love each one of you.” If I could, I would do that right now too. 

Let us face time tonight.

Yours B.

- P. Baushat 

“Growing Up”

People change, everything looks strange 
As we grow older, we start

Yeah, we are no longer kids.
No time to play childish games. 
Feeling like a lonely wolf in a far off land.
Do you miss the times when you 
wake up in the morning, depression free?
Dressed up ,looking cool. Back from school
and chilling with homies with no fake smile. 

Making merry in the streets, doing silly 
and stupid things, enjoying every little thing.
When we were younger we were not over thinkers. 
So identify yourself with your homies.

Chase the blues away, 
It’s going to be okay.
Don’t let your bad thoughts lead you astray 
Always hoping, always wishing to be better. 
Keep it authentic rather than
having misleading tactics. 

- Wetshozo Mero
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A Farewell Note to My Friends

to depart. In between being a fresher and a senior, life happened and now I 
understand why they say, the friends you make in college will be your friends 
for life. Our semester has six months, yet the actual learning happens the night 
before. I will forever cherish our memories,until we meet again. Godspeed and 
God bless.
Best wishes to all B&S brothers.

- Vebuzo Swuro

“Farewell”

from each other.
We  shared moments of intimacy
Whenever we sat together to talk.

Walking beside each other,
Laughed with each other,
Shared moments of joy
And moments of grief,
Tried to understand each other
The best we could.

These will always remind 
me of the wonderful
person you are.
This is true friendship
my friend. To keep loving
You even when we may have 
to say goodbye to each other, 
for now or for all time to come.

- Renchumi Tsopoe

Message to My Juniors
Life is short, enjoy every moment to the fullest. No matter what life brings, be 
grateful for the things you have. God has a greater plan for you all. Work hard 
and trust God and everything will fall into place. You just have to be patient 
and trust the process.

- Peheiyile Thou

Dear Mates,

We have laughed together, gossiped together, complained together, stressed 

and celebrated together. You’ve been a great friend and I’m awed to see this 
chapter end. However, I’m excited to see what our future awaits.
Cheers to our time and good luck for the rest of your story.

- Vithrunei Ngatamai
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Hard Work. 
Hard work is the key to success because it helps us to develop our potential, to excel 

twists and turns but everyone have to struggle in this world to attain success. The road 
to success is not easy. Since our childhood, our parents used to tell us, that to become a 
successful person we have to work hard as the result of hard work is always fruitful. We 
live in a competitive world where everyone wants to be successful whether it may be in 

to attain success, like the proverb that says, ‘’No pain, no gain.’’ You will get what you 
deserve. Faith in one’s hard work does not go in vain. 

We all want to be someone in future but we don’t do what is required of us. To become 
someone in life is not very easy. We have to work hard and struggle. We may be the sons 

successful? Were they born like that? I don’t think so, but because of their hard work, 

We should always follow their examples and become successful.

Our life has its ups and downs but always trust in God. Sometimes we may fail and not be 

is not the worst thing  in life but the worst thing is not trying.”

- Bemang E.

“To the Moon”
Cold windy night,
Lonely white moon in a clouded sky,
Unable to recover the dying light.
Ah! Moon, thou makest all the roses gray.

The cold breeze warms my heart.
There’s peace and dark in the light.
Chills of the early winter
Compels me to fold my arms.

To the moon, that shines so bright.
I whispered with a broken heart:
“I know it’s rough to rise every night.”
Thank you Moon for holding my hands as I cry,
For your presence comforts me and lights up the dark sky.

- Nyashom M. Konyak

Message to my Batch
We thought controlling our laughter in a pin-drop silent class was the most challenging thing to do. Little did we realize that controlling our tears 
on the last day of college would be a million times harder. 

- Samlamzailie N. Hau

“Goodbye”
The truths now unfolds,
The story is now told.
Crying eyes, hidden lies,
Just too many goodbyes.

It is forever, like before
But now it is different.
I have closed the door.
Sorry is just a word,
and now the memories
 will become blurred.

- Nyanbeni A. Yanthan
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“Allure”
She stands alone, peaceful at rest,
Hoping to remember the past bliss.
She has her way like glass,
Her feelings intense and pure.

Happiness as her youthful voice.
She bares a seamless smile,
Wanting to adore every affection.

Her sense of closure always follows.
She is what makes heaven,
I long to live like her.

- Vikehietuo Chase

Quotes
“Do not let your ego kill your dreams by only dreaming when the world is at its peak.”

“You are the master of your own destiny, it’s up to you to live in an imaginary world or to 
work  realistically, achieve your dreams and live on.”

“Life is very uncertain so enjoy every moment of your life whether it’s with your friends
or alone. Make every moment memorable that in your old age you can reminisce the 
memories which will bring smile to your beautiful face.”

- Avika

“If you want to be the strongest, learn to live alone.”

- Susena Rosetso 

“You got to keep going. Do the people know which way the wind is blowing? You may 
not know where you are and it may not be smooth but you got to get it and it’s going 
to be worth it.”

Never Stop Hustling.   - Wetshozo Mero

“We suffer more often in imagination than in reality. So stop over thinking.”
“You are the main character of your life, play it well.”

- Pangging Konyak

the
worst nightmare.” 

- Samuel Achumi
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“To My Precious Seniors”

- Athrili Sangtam

- Your Junior

- Your Junior

Dear seniors,

- Munuchan N.

- Sentipenla Tzudir

- Your Junior

Juniors
4th

Meage
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Sociology
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Mr. K. Dominic Thaprü, Ms. Menuhole Savi, Mr. Vincent Kent
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Vincent Kent

Meage
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Name : Achemla L. Sangtam
Roll No. : 127
Contact # : 8787752171
Email : achemthongz7@gmail.com

Name : Atili K. Yeptho
Roll No. : 131
Contact # : 6009372840
Email : yepthomiatilik@gmail.com

Name : Adale Kent
Roll No. : 128
Contact # : 7005807830
Email : adalekent15@gmail.com

Name : Berinica R. Shitiri
Roll No. : 132
Contact # : 7640073852
Email : berishitiri@gmail.com

Name : Asula Sangtam
Roll No. : 129
Contact # : 9862725378
Email : asulasangtam123@gmail.com

Name : Chenogi Kent
Roll No. : 133
Contact # : 7630995196
Email : chenogikent07@gmail.com

Name : Athseling C. Chusah
Roll No. : 130
Contact # : 8730885165
Email : athsechusah1@gmail.com

Name : Chokho Soho
Roll No. : 134
Contact # : 9366047056
Email : anungsoho@gmail.com
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Name : Elang Sanchi
Roll No. : 135
Contact # : 9863162223
Email : neielangsanchi@gmail.com

Name : Henshau Phom
Roll No. : 139
Contact # : 9378134559
Email : henshauphom@gmail.com

Name : Eyilobeni S. Mozhui
Roll No. : 136
Contact # : 7629998166
Email : eyilomozhuii@gmail.com

Name : Imsümenla
Roll No. : 140
Contact # : 8837439781
Email : mentujamir@gmail.com

Name : Gotatu Thurr
Roll No. : 137
Contact # : 8415854627
Email : gotatuthurr@gmail.com

Name : Imtiba
Roll No. : 141
Contact # : 7005918166
Email : imtipongen43@gmail.com

Name : Haiwale Kath
Roll No. : 138
Contact # : 7629032225
Email : haiwale123@gmail.com

Name : Kekhrieneinuo Sachü
Roll No. : 142
Contact # : 8119961354
Email : skekhrieneinuo@gmail.com
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Name : Keneitseinuo Vizo
Roll No. : 143
Contact # : 7642806090
Email : keneivizo2000@gmail.com

Name : Khijile Jemu
Roll No. : 147
Contact # : 9863672112
Email : khijilejemu@gmail.com

Name : Keneivinuo Hozoyeh
Roll No. : 144
Contact # : 6009501898
Email : keneivihozoyeh@gmail.com

Name : Khrükuvezo Veswuh
Roll No. : 148
Contact # : 8118922927
Email : khrukuvezo@gmail.com

Name : Kevikhonuo Rutsa
Roll No. : 145
Contact # : 8732040475
Email : kevikhonuor@gmail.com

Name : Khrielaneinuo Soliezuo
Roll No. : 149
Contact # : 9774127843
Email : khrielasolza3@gmail.com

Name : Khalila Y. Sangtam
Roll No. : 146
Contact # : 6909153037
Email : khaliystm5@gmail.com

Name : Kilitoli Yeptho
Roll No. : 150
Contact # : 8131088296
Email : kilitoliyeptho137@gmail.com
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Name : Konthunglo Z. Lotha
Roll No. : 151
Contact # : 98637 14076
Email : konthunglongully@gmail.com

Name : Lumsuli A. Sangtam
Roll No. : 155
Contact # : 9366211493
Email : zatchleestm@gmail.com

Name : Lemtsaba H. Anar
Roll No. : 152
Contact # : 9862490086
Email : lemtsabaanar@gmail.com

Name : Lumtsaba T. Sangtam
Roll No. : 156
Contact # : 8837328433
Email : lumtsaba123456789@gmail.com

Name : Libenthung T. Kikon
Roll No. : 153
Contact # : 7085650735
Email : libenthungkiks@gmail.com

Name : Lungsile Hiekha
Roll No. : 157
Contact # : 9402966181
Email : lungsilehiekha@gmail.com

Name : Longshibeni Ezung
Roll No. : 154
Contact # : 9366021116
Email : longshiezung19@gmail.com

Name : M. P. Manhoi Konyak
Roll No. : 158
Contact # : 8416012623
Email : mpmanhoikonyak@gmail.com
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Name : Mülüto Sapu
Roll No. : 159
Contact # : 6009028174
Email : mulutosapu123@gmail.com

Name : Neikuovonuo Sopfü
Roll No. : 163
Contact # : 8415962190
Email : sop�ineikuovonuo@gmail.com

Name : Manoj Basumotary
Roll No. : 160
Contact # : 8256904669
Email : manojbsmtry58@gmail.com

Name : Neilanyü Linyü
Roll No. : 164
Contact # : 7629018019
Email : neillinyii@gmail.com

Name : Mezanuo Rülu
Roll No. : 161
Contact # : 8794512560
Email : rmezanuo@gmail.com

Name : Nitunavi
Roll No. : 165
Contact # : 9366225766
Email : nitunavikiho@gmail.com

Name : Mhiesivono Chalieu
Roll No. : 162
Contact # : 9366806082
Email : mhiesivonochalieu@gmail.com

Name : Pangkon Konyak
Roll No. : 166
Contact # : 9862039225
Email : ayapangkonwalim@gmail.com
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Name : Pusalü Tetseo
Roll No. : 167
Contact # : 6009767126
Email : pusaliitetseo066@mail.com

Name : Sangbolong Jamir
Roll No. : 171
Contact # : 7085657391
Email : jamirsangbolong@gmail.com

Name : Ruth Yanthan
Roll No. : 168
Contact # : 8974729552
Email : ruthyanthan1@gmail.com

Name : Saveto Lohe
Roll No. : 172
Contact # : 9863136367
Email : savetolohe1@gmail.com

Name : S. Manshom K.
Roll No. : 169
Contact # : 7640870065
Email : manshomangh682@gmail.com

Name : Senchumbeni R. Kikon
Roll No. : 173
Contact # : 6009980398
Email : kikonsenchumbeni@gmail.com

Name : Samson J. Jangry
Roll No. : 170
Contact # : 9862497293
Email : samsonjangry@gmail.com

Name : Sentimongla
Roll No. : 174
Contact # : 8974401060
Email : sentiyaden3@gmail.com
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Name : Shüvietsho Koza
Roll No. : 175
Contact # : 6009123608
Email : shevpwg5@gmail.com

Name : Thrunso Yimchunger
Roll No. : 179
Contact # : 8787704595
Email : thrunsoyim366@gmail.com

Name : Sharon Zimik
Roll No. : 176
Contact # : 6009358063
Email : sharonzimik25@gmail.com

Name : Thungkomo Yanthan
Roll No. : 180
Contact # : 6009363976
Email : thungkonyanthan42@gmail.com

Name : Telie Mesen
Roll No. : 177
Contact # : 7630919616
Email : tiliemesen9@gmail.com

Name : Tsusushi T. L.
Roll No. : 181
Contact # : 6009728869
Email : asulamliu@gmail.com

Name : Thongkoi T.
Roll No. : 178
Contact # : 6009213630
Email : thongkoishiu70@gmail.com

Name : Veprezou Doulo
Roll No. : 182
Contact # : 7085394211
Email : dveprezou@gmail.com
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Name : Vesetalu Khesoh
Roll No. : 183
Contact # : 9366796372
Email : anelukhesoh123@gmail.com

Name : Khozoto Venyo
Roll No. : 187
Contact # : 6909251328
Email : lemenokhozo@gmail.com

Name : Vevolü Kulla-o
Roll No. : 184
Contact # : 8259833952
Email : vevolukullao123@gmail.com

Name : Mhademo Ngullie
Roll No. : 188
Contact # : 7641838437
Email : mhadz.ngullie@gmail.com

Name : Vichasa Suohumvü
Roll No. : 185
Contact # : 8837277004
Email : vichasasohu@gmail.com

Name : Neivilie Theünuo
Roll No. : 189
Contact # : 7629847306
Email : nvlthevo@gmail.com

Name : Wehen E. Konyak
Roll No. : 186
Contact # : 8837355925
Email : wehenekonyak@gmail.com

Name : Nito H. Chophy
Roll No. : 190
Contact # : 9366587098
Email : chophynito9@gmail.com

Your destiny is the story of your life, and you get to tell the story your way.
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The one person who has inspired you 
to become a better version of yourself?
~ My father. - Gotatu Thurr

~ My mom. - Manoj Basumotary

~ The person who inspired me to become a better person is my brother. He is the backbone 
of our family. - Tsusushi T. L.

~ Mahatma Gandhi. - Thrunso Yimchunger
~ My sister. - Nitunavi
~ Denzel Washington. - Khozoto Venyo
~ Tali Angh. - Sangbolong Jamir
~ Zuchobeni Tungoe. - Mhademo Ngullie 
~ My mother is the person who inspired me to become a better person.
   - Berinica R. Shitiri
~

to become a better version of myself. - Sharon Zimik

~ The person who has inspired me my whole life is my mother. - Adale Kent
~ My brother. - Chokho Soho
~ My dad. - Vichasa Suohumvü
~ My parents have inspired me to inculcate values like dignity of labor, empathizing and 

being helpful to those in need and never to give up on life against all odds.
   - Kekhrieneinuo Sachü

~
   - Nito H. Chophy

~ Sir Dominic has inspired and motivated me with lessons from his own life experiences. 
He is a man of few words who makes an impact with bitter-truth facts which is rare to 
come by. - Asula Sangtam

~ My grandfather. - Chenogi Kent
~ My mother. - Sentimongla

~ Jack Ma, whose inspirational videos have inspired me to become a better version of 
myself. - Saveto Lohe

~ My cousin is the one who has inspired me to become a better version of myself. She 
has
grab any opportunities that come my way.  - Henshau Phom

~
should learn to take the best out of every situation. - Libenthung T. Kikon

Manoj Basumotary
~ In my opinion, since we all are living in a competitive world graduating with a series of 

online exams would be a disadvantage in certain areas. - Lemtsaba H. Anar
~ It’s not a problem graduating with a series of online exam as long as we learn something 

out of it to sustain our lives in the future. - Tsusushi T. L.
~ In my opinion, graduating with a series of online exams will ruin the future of most 

students as they don’t take their studies seriously. - Thrunso Yimchunger
~ Its equivalent to acquiring a degree with no in depth knowledge. - Kevikhonuo Rutsa
~ I don’t appreciate graduating with a series of online exam as it will not help me to cope 

with the competition. - Pusalü Tetseo
~ I think graduating with a series of online exams is a joke because it kills the competitive 

spirit of the students. - Achemla L. Sangtam

~ Graduating with a series of online education is a waste of time as it is only an open book 
exam without acquiring proper knowledge of the subject matter. - Veprezou Doulo

~
seriously. - Khalila Y. Sangtam

~ My opinion on graduating with a series of online exam is that I don’t want to carry the 
tag of a “Covid-Graduate.” - Neivilie Theünuo

~ Shüvietsho Koza

~ Though it was a good alternative for the students to cope with education in such time, 
this created a digital divide amongst the students and those who did not have the 
facilities to attend online classes suffered a lot. - Kekhrieneinuo Sachü

~ Online exams can make students susceptible to cheating by resorting to unfair means 
like screen sharing with other exam takers and exploring the internet for answers.

   - Keneivinuo Hozoyeh

Your opinion on graduating with a 
series of online exams?

Senior Year Entries
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~ I wish I had taken my studies seriously. - Lemtsaba H. Anar

~ Bunking classes. - Kevikhonuo Rutsa

~ The college is amazing with outstanding lecturers, but the only thing I dislike is not giving 
information on time to the students. - Pusalü Tetseo

~ I’ve bunked a lot of classes. - Keneitseinuo Vizo

~ I would like to confess that I am stubborn. - Lumsuli A. Sangtam

~ I would like to confess that I have a crush on one lecturer. - Veprezou Doulo 

~ Bunking classes. - Mhiesivono Chalieu

~ I would like to confess that I really like my HOD. - Vesetalu Khesoh

~ Bunking classes without any serious reason. - Asula Sangtam

~ Bunking classes. - Chenogi Kent

~ I confess that I have misbehaved a lot in the class and for which I would like to apologize 
to my lecturers. - Mezanuo Rülu

~ I have always loved Baptist College. I am grateful and thankful to all my lecturers.
- Thongkoi T.

~ Till now, I know only four of my classmates. - Imtiba

~ I have bunked many classes to have fun with my friends because I thought it’s cool but 
now I realized that it was a foolish act. - Henshau Phom

Nito H. Chophy

~ I want to come back as Ma’am Renthunglo because I like the way she teaches.
   - Libenthung T. Kikon

~ Sir Dominic. - Gotatu Thurr

~ If I get to join Baptist College, I’ll come back as an Assistant Professor.
   - Thrunso Yimchunger

~ A better version of my present self, with more knowledge and wisdom.
   - Kevikhonuo Rutsa

~ As a Sociology lecturer. - Pusalü Tetseo

~ I would like to come back as the HOD of Sociology department. - Haiwale Kath

~ If I get to join Baptist College, I would like to come back as the Vice Principal.
   - Athseling C. Chusah

~ I would like to come back as the Vice-Principal Narola Chuba. - Mhiesivono Chalieu

~ I would like to come back as a lecturer who is reliable and someone whom the students 
can look up to. - Neikuovonuo Sopfü

~ Ms. Menuhole Savi. - Kilitoli Yeptho

~ If I were to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as a Sociology 
lecturer. - Vevolü Kulla-o

~ I would like to come back as a hard working lecturer. - Vesetalu Khesoh

~ I would like to come back as a lecturer with a good personality. - Khrükuvezo Veswuh

~ If I get to join Baptist College, I would like to come back as the Vice-Principal.
   - Saveto Lohe

~ If at all I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as the HOD 
of Sociology department. - Henshau Phom

If you get a chance to come back to Baptist 
College, who would you like to come back 
as?

Any confession you would like to make 
before you leave the College?
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~ I will always remember sitting in the third bench and dozing off every class.
- Lungsile Hiekha

Wehen E. Konyak

~ I will always remember Baptist College as my home because this is the place where I
gained so much knowledge and made me a responsible person. - Tsusushi T. L.

~ Rushing to the library to get books for assignment writing. - Kevikhonuo Rutsa

~ I will always remember that I was once a part of Baptist College family.
- Pusalü Tetseo

~ The times I spend in Baptist College. - Konthunglo Z. Lotha

~ The Principal who gave me a second chance. - Khozoto Venyo

~ I will always remember the moments I spend with my close friends.
- Lumtsaba T. Sangtam

~ My student life, my uniform and the challenges and hardship that I faced during my 
college life. - Mhademo Ngullie

~ Going to college to play Mobile Legends. - Lumsuli A. Sangtam

~ Literary day. - Telie Mesen

~ I will always remember my BCF team. - Neilanyü Linyü

~ I will always remember the good memories that I have made in this college.
- Adale Kent

~ I will always remember the faces of my classmates during their presentation.
- Neivilie Theünuo 

~ The CR’s Orientation day that was held at Sechü campus. - Neikuovonuo Sopfü

~ I will always remember Sir Dominic saying, “Don’t be afraid to make mistakes.”
- Khijile Jemu

“I will always remember....”
~ I will always remember my lecturers whose anecdotes I’ve enjoyed so much.

- Asula Sangtam

~ I will always remember the Evangelical Camp I attended during my 1st semester.
- Chenogi Kent 

Mezanuo Rülu

~ The sincere and dedicated lecturers of the college. - Imsümenla

~ My days spent in college. - Thungkomo Yanthan

Imtiba

~ I will always remember the time when our HOD gave us an assignment to study about 
the Indian states and its capitals. Had he not given us this assignment, I would never 
have known about the states and its capitals in India. - Henshau Phom

Which subject do you think prepares you the 
most for life after College? Why?
~ Sociology because I learned about the different societies which will be quite useful in 

the future. - Wehen E. Konyak

~ Sociology because it’s a study of the society we live in. - Konthunglo Z. Lotha

~ Sociology because this subject gives us an idea about our society.
- M. P. Manhoi Konyak

~ Sociology because I want to be a social worker. - Samson J. Jangry

~ According to me, all the subjects are equally important as each contributes to a 
wholesome and more comprehensive learning. - Haiwale Kath

~ Psychology subject. - Mhademo Ngullie

~ Sociology because it teaches us how to adapt in the society. - Lumsuli A. Sangtam

~ Sociology because it gives us information about social changes which will help us to 
understand our society better. - Eyilobeni S. Mozhui
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An incident you will never forget?

1st semester and after much pleading and scolding received we were allowed to enter, 
only to realize that we were in the wrong room and got scolded for the second time 
when we entered the right room. - Lemtsaba H. Anar

- Nitunavi

~ Paper presentation in the 1st semester. - Khozoto Venyo

~ Visiting Chida post with my classmates. - M. P. Manhoi Konyak

~ One incident that I will never forget is while giving my presentation; out of nervousness 
I forgot all the points. - Haiwale Kath

~ One incident that I will never forget is when my friend came to college late in his boxer 

and t-shirt, brushing his teeth along the way. - Lumtsaba T. Sangtam

~ Entering the wrong classroom. - Sangbolong Jamir

~ Getting parents call for bunking classes. - Keneitseinuo Vizo

~ Bumping into my crush in the corridor. -  Achemla L. Sangtam

~ I’ll never forget the incident when I was walking down the stairs and fell down in front 
of the students. It was so embarrassing. - Eyilobeni S. Mozhui

~ I will never forget the day when I was hospitalized and missed my 1st semester History 
exam, and had to wait for the next year to take the exam. - Longshibeni Ezung

~ A memorable incident that I will always remember is when my friend and I bunked our 
class thinking it was the EVS class but unfortunately it was Sociology class which is our 
favorite class. - Sharon Zimik

Athseling C. Chusah

~ While my friends and I were visiting the library I fell down and fractured my leg.
- Chokho Soho 

~ When Ma’am Renthunglo nearly kicked my friends and I out of the class during paper 
presentation because we misbehaved. - Neikuovonuo Sopfü 

~ That moment when one of my friend played a prank on me saying that it was a holiday 
and so I missed my class. - Atili K. Yeptho

~ An incident I will never forget in my life is writing imposition. - Vevolü Kulla-o

girls thinking that they are my batch but later I found out that they were seniors and I was 
sitting in the wrong classroom. - Vesetalu Khesoh

~ I will never forget the incident of going to the HOD to apply for absent leave citing ‘dizzy’ 
as the reason and Sir Dominic asked me, “How does it feel when you get dizzy?”
- Asula Sangtam

~ Coming late repeatedly to the college during university exams and getting scolding from 
the lecturers. - Chenogi Kent

~ I will never forget the nation-wide lockdown that was imposed as we were preparing for 
our end semester exam in March, 2020. - Khrükuvezo Veswuh

~ I will never forget the incident when I forgot how to spell the word, “family” in the exam 
hall out of nervousness. - Mezanuo Rülu

in but sadly I was not allowed to enter and my face turned red like a tomato and I ran off 
like a Cheetah. - Imsümenla

~ One day during the break my friends came and suddenly lifted me up on their shoulders 
and carried me from the college compound to the classroom, some of them were even 
dancing. I think the entire episode must have been captured by the CCTV.
- Mülüto Sapu

~ Sociology because it helps us to understand human kind better.
- Longshibeni Ezung

~ Sociology because this subject teaches us about human values, relationships 
and the society. - Kilitoli Yeptho
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~ The college should strictly make it compulsory for the students to wear uniforms.
- Tsusushi T. L.

~ I would like to suggest the college authority and Student’s Council to monitor the 
chewing of tobacco and gutkha inside the toilets and maintain cleanliness in the 
college campus. - Thrunso Yimchunger

~ Provide decent refreshment to the students during college events.
- Sangbolong Jamir

~ To impose penalties on late comers. - Berinica R. Shitiri

~ Opportunity for all the students to participate in Student’s Council election.
- Achemla L. Sangtam

~ To maintain strict class attendance. - Neivilie Theünuo

~ A rule of the college I would like to amend is to reduce the class contact hours from one
hour to forty minutes. - Mhiesivono Chalieu

~ A rule that I would like to amend would be to not to allow the students to carry their 
mobile phones inside the examination hall. - S. Manshom K.

~ To restrict boys from keeping long and colored hair. - Nito H. Chophy

~ The information system in the college which is always delayed should be amended. 
- Chenogi Kent

~ To maintain cleanliness inside the washrooms and the college campus.
- Saveto Lohe

~ To do away with the off periods in between the classes. - Mezanuo Rülu

~ College auditorium and proper designated classrooms. - Gotatu Thurr

~ A canteen and a good WiFi connection. - Manoj Basumotary

~ A cafeteria. - Lungsile Hiekha

~ The college should come up with better infrastructures to attract more students.
- Wehen E. Konyak

~ Replacing the white boards with projectors. - Nitunavi

~ More class rooms. - Senchumbeni R. Kikon

~ I think, it will be good if the college can provide projectors in every classroom.
- Haiwale Kath

~  To improve the water supply in the college toilets. - Keneitseinuo Vizo

~ The college should come out with hostel facilities in the vicinity of the college campus.
- Berinica R. Shitiri

~ To have projector in every classroom. - Lumsuli A. Sangtam

~ Smart classroom for better learning.  - Achemla L. Sangtam

~ It will be good if we have music and dance classes. - Eyilobeni S. Mozhui

~ Music class. - Neilanyü Linyü

Kilitoli Yeptho

~ To provide transport facility for the students. - Khijile Jemu

~ In my opinion, our college should come up with extracurricular activities like cooking, 
baking and music classes. - Asula Sangtam

~ Proper classrooms for all the semesters. - Ruth Yanthan

~ To install CCTV in all the classrooms. - Keneivinuo Hozoyeh 

A rule of the College you would like to amend.

In your opinion, what facilities should the 
College come up in the future?
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~ One thing I missed out is spending time with the college staffs and taking part in college sports week. - Libenthung T. Kikon

~ Interacting with classmates. I have not talked to most of them. - Manoj Basumotary

~ I missed out all the fun and enjoyment due to the pandemic. - Lemtsaba H. Anar

~ Not having proper communication with fellow friends. - Samson J. Jangry

~ Attending devotional service.  - Mhademo Ngullie

~ Normal classes due to the pandemic. - Pangkon Konyak

~ Socializing with friends because of the lockdown. - Achemla L. Sangtam

~ Not being able to attend physical classes due to the pandemic. - Neilanyü Linyü

~ During my in stay in Baptist College, the thing I have missed out the most is attending the Cultural Day. - Athseling C. Chusah

~ Not being able to attend classes because of the pandemic. - Khalila Y. Sangtam

~ Interacting with my classmates. - Chokho Soho

~ Cultural Day. - Khijile Jemu

~ In my stay in the college, I have missed out participating in sports week and communicating with my classmates. - Asula Sangtam 

~ I have missed out the devotional services. - Chenogi Kent

~ Visiting the library. - Elang Sanchi

~ I have missed out bunking classes with my friends. - Khrielaneinuo Soliezuo

~ In my stay in Baptist College, I have missed out participating in all the college activities. - Mezanuo Rülu

~ I missed out on all the extracurricular activities in the college. - Mülüto Sapu

In your stay in Baptist College what have you missed out the most?
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“LAST DAY OF COLLEGE”
The college started and came to an end,
Last few days of college life left,
The journey of years just passed,

And we started recalling all the memories that we created,

The moment we realized that there’s just few days left as a college student,
tears rolled down our cheeks.
Our memories haunted our minds,

The moments of laughter, teasing, and skipping our classes,
The most challenging, we thought.
But little did we realize that controlling our tears,
On the last day would be a million times harder.

Baptist College-“the place where we met
with a simple hello but
ended with a complicated goodbye.”

Now we are stepping out with a bag full of memories,
That will be cherished forever.
And now the time for us is here to face life.

Wishing all a great life ahead!

- Saveto Lohe

Arti
cles

Articles
Arti

cles

Articles

“A Tribute to
Baptist College”
My dear Baptist College,

It seems like yesterday
But here is today,

The place not only gave a education,
But also gave memories to cherish.

You’re superior,
The place I most adore.
Never to be obliviated, 
The place where I found faith and hope.
You’re the star that shines so brightly.
You lead a thousand hearts.

I pray to God that your efforts bear good fruits. 

God Bless Baptist College.

- Veprezou Doulo
   BA 6th Semester
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“Unseen Pain”
Isn’t there any way to portray the pain of this life?
Emotionally unstable, tired, hurt but nobody notices the pain .
Deep inside the pain in my heart is breaking down slowly.
The pain is real and it really suffocates me.
Nothing I can do to dim the pain.

It’s unendurable that I can barely breathe.
And alI I can do is question myself and God, 
Why this keeps happening? Why me?

Reminiscing my childhood days, 
Where everything was at its own pace, 
With our innocent minds,
living life to the fullest.

- Vevolü Külla-o

To my mates,

After three years of friendship in Baptist College, saying goodbye now is the 
hardest thing to do. I never knew it would come so suddenly because it feels like 
yesterday when we began this adventurous journey together. During this short 
span of time I learned so many things from you all. I am very lucky to have you 
all.

Thank you for the good times and the sweet memories that we created together. 
My dearest mates, when you read this message I want to say that you all have 
been amazing classmates right from the beginning. I don’t know how to express 
my feelings right now, I feel as if I’m going into an empty world out there without 

every single moment a special one to remember. Even if we depart from this 
college don’t forget each other.

Let’s keep in touch. Best of luck for your new endeavor and the never ending 
adventures.

Stay safe. I love you all. 

- Samson J. Jangry

Hi everyone,

Since this may be my last opportunity to say something to you all, I just want to 
say, “Thank you Baptist College for molding me into who I am today. And to all 
my juniors and mates, live up to your faith, believe in yourself, spread love and 

cheerful. Love you all.

- Sangbolong Jamir

Words of Encouragement.
Being in this world, life seems not as easy as we see or we think. And yes 
indeed, we are here to face and experience life whatever comes our way. 
Nothing will shake you, break you and no one can ever tear you apart as 

less about winning because sometimes life isn’t always about victory but 
life is also about living with happiness. 

- Berinica R. Shitiri
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“A success is a time where we celebrate our hard work which 
we put in some tasks, that brings happiness and unity in 
society as well as in individuals.” - Asula Sangtam

”It’s better to see something once than to hear about it a 
thousand times.” (Source: Asian Proverbs)

”Don’t worry about the future, prepare for the future and make 

your own future.” - Tsusushi T. L.

Quotes:
“Sometimes our dream remains a dream because we don’t strive for it.”
“The way we hide our broken heart is not less than an art.” 
- Haiwale Kath

Dear seniors,

- Nukshimenla

- Rhodia

Juniors
4th

Meage
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- T. Likhumdi Sangtam

- Toli T. Achumi

“Every Beginning Has an End.”

- Jessica Sheqi

- Tumseba C. Sangtam

- Hopong Yimchunger

- Atheli Awomi

- Telongthsi
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Sechu Zubza

6TH SEMESTERS
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Sociology Department

History DepartmentEnglish Department

Political Science Department

FACULTY AND STUDENTS
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Ms. Veshetsülü Rüho

Meage
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Name  : Rokovituo Rino
Roll No.  : 1
Contact #  : 6009005721
Email  : vituorino@gmail.com

Name  : Ngamlem
Roll No.  : 5
Contact #  : 9612967242
Email  : ngamlemshahkai@gmail.com

Name  : Wekeheteu Thopi
Roll No.  : 2
Contact #  : 9366187369
Email  : wekeheteuthopii@gmail.com

Name  : Rokoleno
Roll No.  : 6
Contact #  : 7630918770
Email  : arokorokoleno@gmail.com

Name  : Kevingunuo
Roll No.  : 3
Contact #  : 9077619547
Email  : kevingunuot@gmail.com

Name  : Rokozokho Zhünyü
Roll No.  : 7
Contact #  : 8794684869
Email  : rokozokhozhiinyii@gmail.com

Name  : Khrote Khupfu
Roll No.  : 4
Contact #  : 8787663351
Email  : khrotekhupfu080@gmail.com

Name  : Ketholekho Ltu
Roll No.  : 8
Contact #  : 8837015644
Email  : ketholtu067@gmail.com
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Name : Kevizonuo
Roll No. : 9
Contact # : 6009132162
Email : kevizonuonipu90@gmail.com

Name : Thejasetuo Bartholomew Gwirie
Roll No. : 13
Contact # : 9863154083
Email : gwiriethejasetuo@gmail.com

Name : Md. Ruvel Ahmmed
Roll No. : 10
Contact # : 9089389149
Email : ruvelahmmed887@gmail.com

Name : Keviserielie Nagi
Roll No. : 14
Contact # : 9077599265
Email : keviserielienagi@gmail.com

Name : Neivisatuo Zhünyü
Roll No. : 11
Contact # : 8794703872
Email : neivisatuoamindus@gmail.com

Name : Langoi P.
Roll No. : 15
Contact # : 8787626642
Email : khaipomlang@gmail.com

Name : Thejakuolie Rhatsu
Roll No. : 12
Contact # : 7641905985
Email : thejarhatsu@gmail.com

Name : Rokoviso Secü
Roll No. : 16
Contact # : 8131894867
Email : rokoviso@gmail.com
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Name : Thekruvituo Medoze
Roll No. : 17
Contact # : 8794958598
Email : avituomedoze7@gmail.com

Name : Thekruzonuo
Roll No. : 18
Contact # : 6909250256
Email : thekruzonuorhatsu@gmail.com

Take pride in how far you’ve come. Have faith 

in how far you can go. But don’t forget to enjoy 

the journey.
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~ My Father. - Keviserielie Nagi

~ My Mom. - Kevizonuo

~ Yami Sukehiro because he has always taught me to surpass my limits and be the best 
version of myself. - Thejakuolie Rhatsu

~ My friend,Pelelhoubei - Thejasetuo Bartholomew Gwirie

~ Mother Teresa. - Ngamlem

~ Ms. Megoseno Mor. - Wekeheteu Thopi

~ Ms. Süvilü Venuh. - Rokozokho Zhünyü

~ Vice- Principal, Dr Kewe Lohe - Rokovituo Rino

~ My old self. - Thekruvituo Medoze

~ My late mom inspired me the most to become a better version of myself. - Rokoleno

~ My mother. - Thekruzonuo

~ Bubu, a good friend. - Kevingunuo

The one person who has inspired you to 
become a better version of yourself?

Your opinion on graduating with a series of 
online exams? 
~ Online exam will take us nowhere. It is all about who is better in searching the answers 

and how robust one’s mobile network is. - Md. Ruvel Ahmmed

~ We can’t deny the fact that online class was the only option available so we should not 
look down on people who have graduated through online exam. - Langoi P.

~ Online exam is just an open book exam so it’s not fair. - Kevizonuo

~ It’s a big loss for me, because online exams are just copy and paste exams.
- Thejakuolie Rhatsu

Ngamlem

~ Appearing online exam will not give quality education. - Rokozokho Zhünyü

~ Well, it was easy to pass in the online exams but it did not help in any way to acquire true 
knowledge. - Neivisatuo Zhünyü

~ In my opinion, online exam has a lot of disadvantages because the students become 
lazy to study - Khrote Khupfu

~ Unsatisfactory. - Rokovituo Rino

~ I started to take my studies too lightly. - Thekruvituo Medoze

~ It got on my nerves. It wasn’t fair at all. - Kevingunuo

~ As the Principal. - Md. Ruvel Ahmmed

~ Ms. Loly Chophi. - Keviserielie Nagi

~ As our esteemed Vice-Principal, Dr. Kewe Lohe, teaching Sociology paper relentlessly. 
- Langoi P.

~ As an Assistant Professor. - Kevizonuo

~ If I get the chance, I would come back as a Sociology lecturer, because Sociology is fun
and not a very tough subject for me. It’s easy to understand and can be very helpful.
- Thejakuolie Rhatsu

~ Ms. Kethosenuo Medoze. - Thejasetuo Bartholomew Gwirie

~ Ms. Megoseno Mor. - Ngamlem

~ As a Political Science lecturer. - Neivisatuo Zhünyü

~ As a History lecturer. - Khrote Khupfu

~ As the Vice- Principal. - Rokovituo Rino

~ If I get to join Baptist College as a lecturer, I would like to come back as a strict and 
sweet lecturer. - Rokoleno

~ As a Sociology lecturer. - Thekruzonuo

If you get a chance to come back to Baptist 
College, who would you like to come back as?

Senior Year Entries
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Any confession you would like to make 
before you leave the college?
~ That I wish God use this college in His will. - Ketholekho Ltu

~ Baptist College Sechu- Zubza is the best! - Langoi P.

~ Alem and I use to snack while Sir Peter takes class. - Kevizonuo

~ I would like to confess to the lecturers about bunking classes. - Thejakuolie Rhatsu

~ I haven’t bunked any classes. - Rokozokho Zhünyü

~ I have a huge crush on one of the lecturer. - Thekruvituo Medoze

~  Eating prohibited stuffs within the campus. - Rokoleno

~ Bunking the classes. - Thekruzonuo

~ I still miss you. If you know, you know. - Kevingunuo

“I will always remember....”
~ Our Vice-Principal, Dr. Kewe Lohe. - Ketholekho Ltu

~ Obviously my teachers and classmates but also the squirrels and varieties of birds 
that I watch through my hostel window and call them big boys. - Langoi P.

~ The lecturers, juniors, seniors and all my mates. - Kevizonuo

~ I will always remember and cherish the time I got to spend with the lecturers, friends 
and other college staffs. I’m also going to deeply miss the moments spent with my 
buddies. - Thejakuolie Rhatsu

~ The Sports Day. - Thejasetuo Bartholomew Gwirie

~ All my classmates and the bond we share. - Ngamlem

~ The quotes, ‘The power of words,’ and  ‘Nothing comes without struggle’ - quoted by my 
English Lecturers. - Wekeheteu Thopi

Rokozokho Zhünyü

~ A break up story of my classmate. - Neivisatuo Zhünyü 

~ The college campus, the friends that I had made during my stay in college and the 
lecturers who prepared me to become a better version of myself. - Khrote Khupfu

~ Bunking classes with my friends. - Thekruvituo Medoze

~ Sports day. - Rokoviso Secü

~ I will always remember the people who made my stay in Baptist College memorable.
- Thekruzonuo

~ The trip to Manipur. - Kevingunuo

Which subject do you think prepares you the 
most for life after college? Why?
~ Sociology, because it’s all about the changing tendencies in the society and it helps me 

to always learn something new.  - Langoi P.

~ In my opinion, Sociology and Political Science prepares one the most as it helps one to 
understand oneself and the society better as we humans are social beings and live in a 
society. - Thejakuolie Rhatsu

- Thejasetuo Bartholomew Gwirie

~  English because I want to be a good orator. - Wekeheteu Thopi

~  History and Political Science because I believe that it will help me in my preparation for 
competitive exams. - Khrote Khupfu

~ History and English prepares me the most for life after college because being a History 
student it’s cool and fascinating learning about the past which I’ve never heard of or 
thought about. All credit goes to my friendly lecturers Ms. Kethoseno Medoze and Sir K. 
Peter and English helps me learn new words. - Rokoleno

~ History as it will help me attain my goal. - Kevingunuo
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An incident you will never forget?
~ When the Vice-Principal handed me the dictionary and asked me to search for the 

- Md. Ruvel Ahmmed

~ When my phone was seized by the Vice-Principal and I got it back only after a year.
- Keviserielie Nagi

~ When I was caught smoking in the hostel by my warden. - Ketholekho Ltu

~ Sir Neisengulie calling out my name for always sleeping in his class. - Kevizonuo

~ One day I left my cell phone at home and I thought I’ve lost it in the college campus. I 

me out so I decided to give up searching and went home and found out that I left it in 
my room. - Thejakuolie Rhatsu

~ When my friend brought glutinous rice for me, I was excited to eat it after the class but 
unfortunately I dropped it inside the class. The lecturer saw the scene and she made 
me stand up and read the prose for the class. - Wekeheteu Thopi

~ Taking my friend Kevithi to hospital unconscious. - Rokozokho Zhünyü

it  for few days which really scared me and one day I found it in  between the pages of 
my book. - Khrote Khupfu

~ Literary programs. - Rokovituo Rino

~ The day I fell in front of everyone while playing basketball. That incident still haunts me 
to this day. - Thekruvituo Medoze

~ The incident I cannot forget is getting parental call for low attendance when I was 

in second semester and staying back for detention because of our ego and attitude 

problem. I learned from my mistake and  I am still working on it. - Rokoleno

~ Bunking classes because I broke up with my guy. - Kevingunuo

A rule of the College you would like to amend.
~ To have only half day classes on Saturdays. - Thejakuolie Rhatsu

~ The class routine. - Thejasetuo Bartholo mew Gwirie

~ To cancel all the Saturday classes as it’s a waste of time - Ngamlem

~ Attendance should be strictly implemented in order to discipline the students.
- Rokozokho Zhünyü

~ Saturday classes should be completely done away. - Neivisatuo Zhünyü

~  Saturday classes should be reduced. - Thekruvituo Medoze

~ To check college uniform strictly. - Rokoleno

of student turn up, admission should be done in Sechü Campus and not in Kohima 
campus. -Thekruzonuo

~ Students should be in the class before the lecturer enters the classroom. - Kevingunuo
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 Kevizonuo

~ I have missed out many devotional services. - Thejakuolie Rhatsu 

~ Communication with the lecturers. - Ngamlem

~ College life. - Neivisatuo Zhünyü

~  In my stay in Baptist College, I’ve missed out all the functions and special occasions.
- Rokoleno

 Thekruzonuo

~ Thursday devotional services. - Kevingunuo

~ Use of electric bells. - Md. Ruvel Ahmmed

~ A Gym. - Ketholekho Ltu

~ Proper toilets and proper college infrastructure. - Kevizonuo

~ The college should come up with bigger and better classrooms, good basketball 
Thejakuolie Rhatsu

~ Better sports facilities. - Thejasetuo Bartholomew Gwirie

~ Health care facility. - Wekeheteu Thopi

~ Basketball court in Sechü campus. - Rokozokho Zhünyü

~ Smart classrooms. - Neivisatuo Zhünyü

~ It will be so good if the college comes up with more indoor game activities, proper 
canteen and a gym. - Khrote Khupfu

~  Music classes would be a cool feature. - Thekruvituo Medoze

~ To provide sport equipments. - Rokoviso Secü

~ More washroom for both boys and girls, separate washroom for lecturers and a 
canteen. - Rokoleno

~ Better college infrastructure. - Thekruzonuo

~ Proper bathroom infrastructure for both boys and girls and transportation facilities.
- Kevingunuo

In your opinion, what facilities should the 
College come up in the future?

In your stay in Baptist College what 
have you missed out the most?
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Note of Gratitude.
First of all, I would like to thank Baptist College for giving me this opportunity to express 
my gratitude to my lecturers, fellow students of the department of Political Science,
Sechü campus.

It has been a very interesting journey right from the 1st Semester till the 6th Semester. 
Political Science has taught me a lot of valuable life lessons which I will never forget. 

to the lecturers of Political Science for imparting their knowledge and guiding the 
department. I would also like to express my appreciation towards my mates for the love 
and support. We had many good times together despite the many ups and downs and 
have made many sweet memories. 

I am indeed truly grateful for the encouragement and the opportunity given to students 
through various platforms to learn and to compete by conducting events like Quiz and 
Debate competitions. It was a privilege to be a part of Baptist College, Sechü campus. 
Hoping and praying that even in the coming days, Political Science Department will still 
continue to shine and make the college proud.

Last but not the least, I would like to share a quote which I have learned in the class and 
which has always stayed with me:
“The man who is content to live alone is either a beast or a god.” - Aristotle.

- Mr. Thejakuolie Rhatsu
  Political Science Department

The Power of Words
You say words are just words
But I say it is irresistible in power.
It cannot be seen
Nor can be touched.
Yet, present enough to shatter my whole world.

Words I’m tired of.
Words I don’t want to hear anymore.
I feel guilty for my soul
For I can do nothing.
My words often go unheard.

My soul grieves in silence 
For the roots of bitter words are countless-
‘Coward’, ‘Idiot’, ‘Nerd.’
Oh! My soul will not rest
For which my heart is greatly troubled.
Evil words are endless and silent not.

Disgrace my soul, burden my soul.
Oh, how can I be so thoughtless
For my soul is innocent,
She does nothing wrong.

Enough! I am done!
Yes, your bitter words were wicked enough to break me
But look at me now and know that better words are beautifully stronger
For they heal and they make me rise.

You think those little wicked words will shut me down forever?
You think they will hinder me forever?
For now I proclaim these words over me,
‘I am brave’, ‘I am strong’ and ‘I am Me.’
And this is who I am meant to be.
This is me and this is my power of Words
And that’s my victory.

- Ms.Wekehete-u Thopi
English Department.

Arti
cles

Articles
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My Journey in Baptist College,
Sechü  Campus.

climber in the entrance, a big gate, benches under the trees, the green grass, 

my senior who told me that classes will be temporarily taken in the Girls hostel 
because the new college building was under construction. Hearing that I told 
myself, “this is the effect of watching too many dramas.” But yes my dream to 
spend the senior year in the new building came true because we shifted from the 
Girls hostel to the new building.

Yes, slowly as time went by I became comfortable with the environment. I fell 
in love with the environment, the best lecturers and fellow students as well. I 
joined the college with the thought of only enjoying myself with friends yet Baptist 
College twisted the plot of my imagination to the point of opening my eyes to 
reality. I never knew that activities such as camping, devotional services will 
leave an impact on my spiritual growth. 

My classmates are also one of the reasons why my journey in Baptist College 
became more fun. Yes, we are few but our conversations and laughs can 
be heard in every corner. Ms. Ngamlem, the loudspeaker of the class, Ms. 
Rokoleno, the eye catcher of the boys, Ms. Kevizonuo, the sleepyhead, Ms. 

Kevingunuo the heartbreaker, Ms. Thekruzono, the silent killer, Mr. Rokovituo, 
father of English, Mr. Ketholekho, the laughing machine, Mr. Khrote, the chicken 
legs, Mr. Thekruvituo, the Bass of the class, Mr. Keviseriele, the sleeping Prince, 
Mr.Ruvel, the class entertainer, Mr. Langoi,  known as Mr. Bones, Mr. Thejakuolie, 
the chilling boy, Mr. Neivisatuo, the question box, Mr. Thejasetuo, also known as 
Dr. Hiccup, lastly Mr. Rokozokho, the fresher of the class. I couldn’t ask for more 
when I have the best mates. 

Perhaps, sometimes I feel Baptist College is also a motivation center for the 
students. Words spoken by the lecturers that speak to me in my stormy days are, 
‘Time is a good healer’, ‘the power of words’, ‘Nothing comes without struggle’, 
and the Bible passage of one of my lecturers who always remind me to trust in 
God’s plan from the Gospel of John 13:7 –“You don’t understand now what I am 
doing, but someday you will.” Baptist College has provided the best lecturers that 
not only helped me in my academics but in my journey of life as well. I want to 
express my gratitude to all my friends and my lecturers for making the story of 
my life story more beautiful.
In Excelsis.

- Ms. Wekehete-u Thopi
  English Department.
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My Three Years in the Girls Hostel, Baptist 
College, Sechü Campus.
My hostel is located in the thick forest where I hardly hear any human voice 
where I am entertained by the melodious chirping of birds. My three years 
journey in Baptist College Girls hostel have molded and shaped me into a better 
version of myself.

memories. I was right as I have created endless memories which I will carry with 
me for the days to come. Ghost stories are always a hot topic for the hostellers 
and ‘tik-tok,’ trend, a must for the hostellers to try.

I’m blessed with a warden who is understanding and is always ready to guide 
and motivate us whenever we are in need. We also never feel lonely because 
even our lecturers stay with us in the same building and they always make us 
feel safe, giving us a homely environment and treats us like their own family.

I also developed the habit of fellowshipping with God by attending the Wednesday 
fellowship, Sunday and Saturday devotionals as we all get opportunities to take 
part in the various activities and that is how it has helped me to grow closer to 

my life.

When I look back to the three years journey it brings tears of joy to my eyes.
I’ve also learned that hostel life is a boon and bane both at the same time. It is a 
boon for those students who take advantage of it and make their life successful, 
on the other hand it is a bane for those who fail to realize the very purpose of 
hostel life and spoil their future. So, it depends on oneself as to how we make 
use of our hostel life. As for me, I can proudly say that my life in this hostel was 
a fruitful one.

- Ms. Ngamlem
History Department.

“A Warrior”
Firstly, I thank our Creator
For making me a warrior 
I’ve overthrown the predators
I’m a survivor, all thanks to my Savior

Who knew growing up would be hard
I was just an innocent face in the crowd
At sixteen, my world started falling apart
I was crying for help so loud.

As we grow we fall and stumble
Life do not come with instructions
They don’t want to see us glow but tumble
Stoics we become accepting all destructions. 

I look through my window at 3 AM 
And think about the mistakes I’ve been through
I’m still proud of who I am.
Everything I say about myself is true.

It’s a sort of miracle,
To attain revival.
The lord we worship is capable
even if our addiction is suicidal.

When life hits you with a reason to cry
Don’t ever try to overcome through evil

Remember you’re the lucky one and you will prevail.

- Mr. Langoi
  Sociology Department
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Claire de Lune by Debussy
– dedicated to B.A 6th Semester by Mr. Rokovituo Rino, English Department.

Hall of Fame by The Script
– dedicated to all by Ms. Wekehete-u Thopi, English Department.

Bubbly Face
– dedicated to Metumerüno

Remember to remember me
– dedicated to Bubu by Ms. Kevingunuo, History Department.

Memories
– dedicated to 6th semester 2022 batch

Bland Page by Christina Aguilera
– dedicated to Mr. Rokozokho by Mr. Khrote Khupfu, History Department.

Life is a Great Journey by Team Tavson
– By Ms. Ngamlem, History Department.

Back to Life by
– dedicated to the 6th semester students by Ms. Rokoleno, History Department.

Girls like us by Zoe Wees
– dedicated to Ms. Kevingunuo Therija. 

Hall of fame by The Script
– dedicated to all the classmates by Mr. Rokozokho, History Department.

Don’t stop believing by The Journey
– dedicated to all my juniors by Mr. Ketholekho Ltu, Political Science Department.

Money by Lalisa
– dedicated to all my mates by Ms. Kevizonuo, Political Science Department.

Wish I could turn back to good old days
– dedicated to all 6th semester students by Md. Ruvel Ahmmed,  Political 
Science Department.

The Night by Avicii
– dedicated to B.A. 6th semester of Sechü campus by Mr. Neivisatuo, Political 
Science department.

Dancing in the moonlight by Toploader
– dedicated by Mr. Thejakuolie Rhatsu, Political Science Department.

Hero by Enrique Iglesias
– dedicated to all my beloved friends of Baptist College by Mr. Thejasetuo Gwirie, 
Political Science Department.

Stressed Out by Twenty One Pilots
– dedicated to Baptist College, Sechü campus by Mr. Keviserielie, Sociology 
Department.

Wishing Well by Juice WRLD
– dedicated by Mr. Langoi, Sociology Department.

Unstoppable by Sia
– dedicated to B.A. 6th semester by Mr. Rokoviso, Sociology Department.

Good Days by Juice WRLD
– dedicated by Mr. Thekruvituo, Sociology Department

Love you right by Walk of the Earth ft. Lukas Graham
– dedicated by Ms. Thekruzonuo, Sociology Department.

Song
Dedication.
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Dear seniors, 

- Eneirhi-u Chirhah

Dear Seniors,

- Somutnaro Chang
4th

Dear seniors,

- Lijula A. Sangtam

To all my seniors,

- Sedevikhonuo Sophia

Juniors
Meage
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- Kevineikho

- Sedeneinuo Pienyü

Dear seniors,

- Limugha K. Sumi

- Atolu I. Swu

Not Adieu

- Petevino Chücha

- Changsomba
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Thank You

- Medotsilie Chase

- Akhrieu Rino

Dear seniors,

- Weti Lasuh

Dear seniors,

- Akumtong Pongen

Dear seniors,

- Dina Pojar

Be kind,

- Kevikielie Vielie
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Menuhole Savi

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

stay

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what 
would you share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what 
would you do?

to do 

Know your

Teachers:
Dr. Avele Thirah

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what 
would you share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what would 
you do?
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Kenivi Yhoshü

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what would 
you share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what would 
you do?

Rüülhou-ü Mere

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what would 
you share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what would 
you do?
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Süvilü Venuh

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what 
would you share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what 
would you do?

Asilie Rürhia

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what 
would you share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what 
would you do?
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Vincent Kent

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what would 
you share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what would 
you do?

Seyiesilie Vüprü

What is the hardest part of teaching?

How do you stay organized?

What is one of your hidden talents?

If you could pass any wisdom to your students, what would you 
share?

If you hit a jackpot and had to give up teaching, what would you 
do?
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Farewell Program
th

th

th

nd & 4th

2nd

th

nd and 4th

nd

th

- Eyilobeni Ngullie
th

Happenings:
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Quiz Competition

th

- Eyilobeni Ngullie,
th
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Creating Social Awareness On Conservation 
of Environment and Protection, Creating Social Impact and 
Awareness On Prevailing Social Ills and its Amelioration & State 
Level Essay Competition

th

Felicitation Programme for
GOVERNOR’S AWARD,
2022

- Chutatu Thurr
th
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BAPTIST COLLEGE

Celebrates
10th Cultural Day, 2022

th th

Cultural
Diversity: Finding one’s identity and unity in Language, Attire 
and Food

Food and Culture

nd

Reclaiming the Indigenous Languages 
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of Nagaland

- Dr. Sentinaro
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st

th

th

Field Trip cum
Farewell Program
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- Khruvelu Vese
th
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th

- Khruvelu Vese
th

to Khonoma Village
Field Trip
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6th Quiztoria Inter semester Quiz Competition
th

th

4th

Inter Semester
Quiz Comeptition

th

th

th

th nd

th

th

- Khruvelu Vese
th
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nd

The World in Words

nd

Literary Day, 2022
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SOLO COMPETITION
1st Position
Ms. Chimshe Lam th

2nd Position
Ms. Throngsela Y. th

CREATIVE LETTER WRITING
1st Position
Ms. Nukshimenla th

2nd Position:
Ms. Lochumbeni Humtsoe th

PENCIL SKETCH
1st Position
Mr. Lhikhrote th

2nd Position
Mr. Shingmei T. Phom nd

OPEN MIC
1st Position
Ms. Wekehete-u Thopi th

2nd Position
Ms. Synthia Chemtok nd

- Süvilü Venuh
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10th

Mock Drill Exercise Program 
by Disaster Management Committee,
Baptist College and NSDMA.

- Loly Chophi
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Nss Social Work

th

- Ms. Naro Jamir
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th th

The Hajmolas

- Ms. Heurangwamlie Diswang
th

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
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th

nd, 4th th

Together is a Good Place to Be
th

nd

th

th

- Ms. Wekehete-u Thopi
th

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 

Outing to Kwhikha
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Authors
Talk-Silent Screams: Gender Issues in Naga Society, on 

th

The Question of 
Identity

on, Inheritance of Property

Author’s Talk
Domestic Violence

Gender Inequality

Customary Law,
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 - Loly Chophi
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- Süvilü Venuh

FACULTY EXCHANGE 
PROGRAMME,
BAPTIST COLLEGE
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Student Council Election, 2022
held on 11th

th

th

th

th

th

- Keneinguzo Rio

Principal with the newly elected Student Council members

Principal with the outgoing Student Council members
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th

Sensitising Gender 
and Sex Stereotypes.

- Süvilü Venüh 
  Convenor, Women’s Forum

  Baptist College

Seminar in Observance of
International Women’s Day
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th

11th to 13th

- Ms. Kevingunuo
 Sechü Campus,

  History Department

Trip to Imphal,
Manipur

Baptist College
38th Parting Social, 2022

th

on 30th Going Ahead, 
Where Forever Begins

May the Good Lord Bless and 
Keep you.

th
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- Vizohunuo Sanchu
th
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th

on the 23 , 24th th

th

th of 

- Mr. Limatoshi Longkumer
  BA 6th Semester,

  English Department

BAPTIST COLLEGE
40th Sports Meet, 2022
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th

- P. Baushat
  Political Science Department.

Outing to Poilwa,
Sheep Farm

th
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th

nd to 24th Experiencing
the Father’s Heart

Activities:
Day 1 :
Day 2 :

90’s With The Glasses.

Day 3 :

Entertainment:

Worship Service:

Parable of the Prodigal Son (the 

- Mezüteü K. Meru
th

Baptist College
Fellowship Camp, 2022
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th th

th

                         - Eyilobeni Ngullie
th

Industrial Tour to Guwahati
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Reimagining Little Stories

th

th

- Mr. Kenivi Yhoshü

ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON 
Writing Short Stories: Reimagining Little Stories
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Art G
allery
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Signing       off

2022
Batch
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th

Artworks

Acknowledgment



“In Excelsis”
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